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Abstract 
This Masters Thesis has been performed at Futuris Automotive in Adelaide, Australia. Futuris 
Automotive designs and manufactures automotive interior solutions.  
 
The purpose of this project is to make a recommendation to Futuris Automotive of how the 
tracks should be assembled at the plant in Edinburgh Park. The track is the steel frame that the 
front seat cushion rests on and that allows the seat to go back and forth. The aim of the project 
is to design a Track Assembly area with high labour efficiency, minimum storages and 
without need of forklifts. The working environment must be safe and ergonomic. 
 
The methodologies and tools used in the project are Value Stream Mapping, Simplified 
Systematic Layout Planning, Production Simulation, Benchmarking, Process study, Line 
balancing and Ergonomic measurings. Process Failure Mode and Effect Analysis reports have 
been analysed with focus on quality assurance. The track demand and product mix have been 
carefully analysed as well as the down time records and previous OEE numbers. 
 
The current way of assembling tracks at the plant in Edinburgh Park requires large storages 
because of the batch building manufacturing principle. This leads to high stockholding costs 
and long lead times and requires a lot of floor space. The production does not run in a smooth 
continuos flow because of all the out-of-cycle work that the operators need to do, including 
running three different sub-assembly stations and change over material racks. The downtime 
study shows that a lot of downtime issues can be reduced if the operators are relieved from 
doing out of cycle work and if the forklifts are removed. The main problems discovered by 
the P-FMEA are lack of quality assurances at the Track Assembly area. 
 
The result of the project is that the tracks should be produced in sequence, in the same order 
that they are used. This solution gives the smallest buffers, shortest lead times and needs no 
additional equipment. It requires little floor space and allows for good material handling. The 
weaknesses of the solution, quality and reliability, are handled with quality assurances and a 
buffer of finished tracks. No forklift is needed, the material is transported with tuggers from 
the Distribution Centre in sequence. The floor space needed is decreased with 250 square 
metres compared to the present situation. 1.5 operator less is needed per shift, the 
stockholding cost is reduced with 22,500 Australian dollars yearly and the lead time through 
the system is lowered from todays 18-45 hours, depending on track type, to about six hours. 
 
We recommend that the FGI of tracks should be reduced to one stillage high. To ensure that 
all safety critical rivets are riveted, four monitoring rivet guns need to be purchased. The light 
at the crossbar pre-assembly station needs to be improved and soft cushions should be 
installed at the final inspection fixtures to decrease the noise. A strong recommendation to use 
ear plugs at the Track Assembly area should be given to the operators. A new Hood machine 
with integrated push on fix should be bought allowing for decreasing of the personnel with 
one person per shift. The sub-assembly of friction clips and traverse motors should be 
integrated into cycle. 
 
A trial of producing tracks in sequence was conducted which did not show any unexpected 
problems with the solution and we recommend Futuris to do further trials to ensure that the 
line balancing is reasonable and practical and that the cycle time is matching the takt time 
before deciding upon implementing it. Except the further trials, Futuris also has to consider 
the pay back time of the solution which is calculated to be two years and not one year which 
was the goal, even if a pay back time of one year is a very tough demand. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter will present the company Futuris Automotive and introduce the reader to the 
project. It will also clarify the project motives, objectives and delimitations.  

1.1 Background 
Futuris Automotive designs and manufactures automotive interior solutions. The products are 
full seating systems and seat hardware, as well as door trims, headliners and floor carpet 
systems. Furthermore they produce steering, pedal and window regulator mechanisms. 
Besides that, their products also include retail products such as DVD headrest entertainment 
systems for the aftermarket.  
 
Futuris Automotive is a part of Futuris Corporation which is a leading Australian owned 
diversified industrial company. Futuris Corporation generates the major share of its income 
from the Australian rural and primary production sector through rural services, beef 
production and forestry (Futuris Corporation, 2007). To avoid any misunderstandings, from 
here on when talking about Futuris, it is Futuris Automotive. 
 
Futuris has five main manufacturing plants; two of them are located in Australia, two in China 
and one in South Africa. The company has significant growth and investment in China, but 
Futuris is growing in multiple locations around the globe. Futuris’ customers are automotive 
brands globally, including GM, Chery Automobile, Ford, Mitsubishi, Nissan and Daimler-
Chrysler (Futuris, 2007). 
 
Today the company has about 2,000 employees across the world. The head office and one of 
the Australian manufacturing plants are located in Melbourne. The other Australian plant is 
located in Edinburgh Park, Adelaide, and that is where this thesis is conducted.  
 
The plant in Edinburgh Park was built in 2001 and has about 400 employees. At this plant, 
seatings and interior trims are produced. The main customer is the Australian car 
manufacturer Holden, which is one of GM’s brands. GM Holden has a car assembly plant in 
Elizabeth close to the Futuris plant. Another customer of the Edinburgh plant is Mitsubishi. 
The plant in Edinburgh Park has an area of about 17,500 square metres and manufactures 
seatings and interior trims for approximately 150,000 cars each year. 
 
This thesis focuses at the Track Assembly area. The track is the steel frame that the front seat 
cushion rests on and that allows the seat to go back and forth. Track systems designed by 
Futuris engineers have been produced for Ford and GM Holden since 2002/2003 and for 
Mitsubishi since 2005.  
 
In November 2006, Futuris moved the assembly of seat tracks from the plant in Golden 
Grove, Adelaide, to the plant in Edinburgh Park. The Golden Grove plant is planned to be 
shut down in the end of 2007. During July 2007, Futuris took over Johnson’s Controls’ 
production of overheads and doors and moved it to the Edinburgh Park plant as well. To fit 
the door and overhead areas in the plant, all storages were moved to another building next to 
the production building, called the Distribution Centre (DC).  
 
When the assembly of tracks was moved to Edinburgh Park, no large changes were made to 
the process. The way of assembling the tracks requires large buffers, needs forklifts and has 
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quite low labour efficiency. These are the major reasons why it is desirable to change and 
improve the current way of assemble tracks.  

1.2 Project motive and objective 
The purpose of this project is to make a recommendation to Futuris Automotive of how the 
tracks should be assembled at the plant in Edinburgh Park. The optimised design of the Track 
Assembly area should also work as a model when building new plants. Improvements that can 
be done during the project should be implemented as soon as possible and then followed up. 
 
The aim of the project is to design a Track Assembly area with high labour efficiency, 
minimum storages and without need of forklifts. The working environment must be safe and 
ergonomic. 

1.3 Delimitations 
The project spans over the complete Track Assembly area, including how the raw material 
gets to the assembly area and in what way the finished tracks exit the area. The project 
includes how the information and material flow is managed through the entire area. 
 
The project excludes product design and in what way the material gets to the DC. The design 
of fixtures and other details of new assembly equipment are not included in the project either. 
The general principle of how the equipment is supposed to work is taken into consideration, 
including cost, size and function. 
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2 Project realisation and methods 
This chapter describes the project organisation, how the work has been carried out and which 
methods and tools that have been used. The work process for this project is based on an 
iterative process, which is described below and the subsequent sections of this chapter are 
based on the different steps that the iterative process consists of.  
 
To achieve a structured approach to the project, an iterative process was used (Ranhagen, 
1995). This method is based on a process that is divided into eight different steps: 
 

1. Plan for a change 
2. Make a diagnosis (discover, map, analyse problems) 
3. Formulate goals and demands 
4. Find solutions (visions, ideas, measures) 
5. Evaluate and choose alternatives 
6. Develop and detail work chosen solution 
7. Implement in stages (se consequences for the implementation)  
8. Follow up and evaluate the effects (plan for follow up) 

 
The process is iterative, which means that the project will go trough these steps in three laps 
but with different focus on each lap. On the first lap the focus is on planning the project and 
making a diagnosis. The second lap focuses on goals, demands and alternatives. The final lap 
focuses on evaluations, choosing solutions and developing the solution. This method gives the 
opportunity to get an overview of the project in an early stage and allows for making 
strategical changes early on in the project. 

2.1 Plan for a change 
The project started with the constitution of a project definition which became the base for 
what the project should contain. A project plan was also made where all parts of the project 
were scheduled in order to keep track of the progress and to make sure that the project was 
going to be finished in time.  
 
The project has been carried out at the office in Edinburgh Park during office time, 8 am to 
4.30 pm on workdays. The office is placed very close to the Track Assembly area, which 
made it easy to the get all information needed from the shop floor without delays. The 
workload has been evenly distributed during 20 weeks.  
 
Thanks to the project plan, a structured workflow has been maintained. Meetings have been 
held when needed and input and help from Mr Chris van der Merwe, Technical Manager, and 
Mr Ben Loveridge, Process Engineer for tracks, have been given. To get scientific advice, 
help has also been provided trough e-mail from Bo Johansson, our supervisor at Luleå 
University of Technology. Regular discussions have been held with the workers on the shop 
floor, and their knowledge of the actual process has been very valuable. It was very important 
to understand what they thought was good and bad with the current way of working in order 
to be able to improve it.   
 
During the first week, a presentation of the project was held for the managers at Futuris, this 
was to give them a brief insight in what the project would include. Later on in the project, 
another presentation was held about how the project was progressing. In the end of the 
project, a final presentation was held both at Futuris and at Luleå University of Technology.  
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2.2 Make a diagnosis 
It is important to get a true understanding of the current way of assembling the tracks in order 
to get the subsequent stages right. To achieve a total view of the current situation, several 
tools and methodologies were used; Value Stream Mapping (Rother and Shook, 2003) to get a 
high level picture of the situation and to find problem areas and Process Study (Rother and 
Harris, 2001) to understand the order of all the needed work and how long time all the work 
elements take. The previous downtimes were analysed and the future demand was analysed 
from forecasts and compared to the present state. 
 
The project started off with one week of work experience at different production units at 
Futuris, for example doors, overheads and seat assembly. This gave a wider understanding 
about Futuris’ production. When the project was set, one day of work experience was 
conducted at the Track Assembly area as well. That gave a deeper understanding of the work 
content at the area and simplified the future work.  
 
To get production data, such as demand, downtime and OEE1 numbers, different persons at 
Futuris was contacted. A lot of information was available, the hard part was knowing where to 
find it and which persons to ask. 

2.2.1 Production mix and demand 
To get an understanding of the demand and product mix of the Track Assembly area and how 
they might change in the future, previous production data as well as forecasts from Holden 
and Mitsubishi were analysed. The first thing that had to be done was to translate the seat kit 
numbers into track numbers, because all available data for previous production and forecasts 
was based on the seat kit numbers. This was made with help of an old cross-reference 
spreadsheet and Futuris’ ERP2 system, FES, which gave us all the needed information related 
to the seat kit number, for example BOM’s3. 
 
The track demand was split up on three different time periods. This was made in order to get 
an understanding of how the demand is changing over time and what the demand will be in 
the future. The actual previous shipments of tracks into the FGI were analysed to verify that 
the forecasts were realistic. The actual shipments of tracks into the Futuris FGI from June to 
September became our measurement of the previous demand. The current state production 
demands were taken from forecasts from the middle of September until the middle of 
October. For an estimate of the demand and product mix of tracks in the future, forecasts from 
the middle of October until the end of 2007 were used.  
 
After the production data and forecasts had been gathered, different analyses were made in 
order to examine the given data. The tracks were sorted in categories depending on the total 
work amount needed for the different track types and the similarity in production steps. After 
that, takt times for the different categories of tracks were calculated based on the average 
demand of each track category per shift and the amount of production time available per shift. 
 

                                                 
1 Overall Equipment Efficiency, a measure of the total production efficiency based on availability, performance 
and quality.  
2 Enterprise Resource Planning, a system that integrates all data and processes of an organisation, for example 
material, labour and demand. 
3 Bill of Material, a list of all parts that a product consists of. 
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ABC-analyses were made in order to classify the different tracks into categories depending on 
production figures. The high runners became A-items, the medium runners B-items and the 
low runners C-items.  

2.2.2 Inventory levels 
To get an estimation of the average inventory levels at the Track Assembly area, two different 
methods were used. For the parts which are refilled by min-max levels, the average of the 
minimum and maximum allowed level was used. For the finished track inventory, actual 
observations of the amount of track stillages in storage were conducted and the average of 
three different observations of the inventory levels was used as an estimate of the inventory 
level. 

2.2.3 Process study 
To obtain information about the work elements and the total work amount for each track type, 
a process study was conducted. By working at the Track Assembly area, discussing with the 
operators and examining operation description sheets, all current work elements were 
identified and put in a process study form.  
 
When all the work elements had been identified, the required times for all work elements 
were clocked with a stop watch, every work element six times. The lowest consistently 
repeatable time was then selected for each element and the total work amount for the different 
tracks was calculated by adding all the necessary work elements. As many unnecessary work 
elements as possible were eliminated. In the performed study, walking was excluded because 
this time is dependant on the layout which was decided at a later stage in the thesis. 
Transportation of tracks and build pallets were included as work elements because it seemed 
unlikely to be able to get rid of these movements.  

2.2.4 Downtime 
In order to find out how much downtime that is associated to the track process, downtime data   
spreadsheets from September 1 to October 10, 2007 were analysed. The downtimes were 
sorted in different categories depending on the reason for the downtime. Time wasted waiting 
for forklifts and downtime caused by operators doing out of cycle work such as change over 
of parts and sub-assembly operations were sorted in a separate group because these reasons 
for downtime were supposed to be eliminated in the suggested solution. The remaining 
categories of downtime were unneccesary waiting for parts, equipment problems and quality 
issues with the parts. When all downtime due to these problem categories had been analysed, 
calculations of the mean time to failure (MTTF) and the mean time to repair (MTTR) were 
made in order to get in-data to the production simulations that were made later on. In the 
cases that the production was supposed to take place in separate production lines, the 
downtime was split up regarding to the proportion of tracks going into the different lines. 

2.2.5 Value Stream Mapping 
Three Value Stream Maps were made, one for a two way track, one for a four way track and 
one for a six way track. The times used in the Value Stream Maps were actual times observed 
on the shop floor and not based on any process study. In all three mappings, the first rail set 
taken from a new stillage was followed through the entire production chain. The flow of the 
track was timed from when the stillage of rail sets was placed next to line until the entire 
stillage of finished tracks was moved from the production area by a forklift. The time in 
production as well as time waiting between work and in buffers were timed with a stopwatch. 
The time that the stillage of rail sets was waiting in the part buffer before being sent to 
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production and the time that the finished track was waiting in the finished goods inventory 
until it was sequenced into production were not clocked because the times were too long. 
These waiting times were instead calculated, based on the average demand of that particular 
track type and the average inventory levels. When the time for every step through the process 
had been clocked, the value added time was summarised and compared to the total production 
lead time for the track, defined as the time from when the rail set is placed at the part buffer 
until the finished track is sequenced into production. 

2.2.6 Ergonomics 
Futuris’ own ergonomic guidelines were studied and known issues at the manufacturing area 
were analysed. Measurements of the forces needed to push and pull the trolleys were 
conducted with a force meter. The result of the analysis was later compared to the guidelines 
and solutions for any problem areas were given if needed. 
 
In order to get actual figures of the light and sound levels at the Track Assembly area today, 
measures were made at the plant. These figures were later used when developing the solution 
in order to get a satisfactory work environment. 
 
The sound levels were measured with a Lutron SL-4011 sound level meter. The sound levels 
were measured with dB(A) weighting and two different response times were used. The 
background noise was measured and was taken with slow response time. The sound levels of 
the noisiest stations in the area were measured with fast response time and a function called 
hold, which shows only the loudest measured sound in the display, was used. This was done 
so that the loud impulse noises of the machines could be measured appropriately. All 
measurements were made at a height of about one meter, which is the height of most sources 
of noise. The noise levels are therefore guaranteed to be lower at ear level for all operators. 
 
For the light measuring, a Kyoritsu 5202 digital light meter was used. The range used in the 
measures was 200-2000 Lux and the light levels were measured at eight different work places 
in the area. All measurements were measured at the same height as the workbenches where 
the work is conducted. The measurements were done at two different times, around noon and 
late at the afternoon shift. This was made because of the large impact that the sunlight has on 
the light levels in the area. An average of three measures was calculated at every work place.  

2.3 Formulate goals and demands 
The specification of demands was based on the description of the current and future situation 
and the analysis of them. Furthermore the aim for the project and previous knowledge was 
taken into account when deciding which demands that had to be specified. In addition to this, 
the theoretical framework helped to find even more demands for the solution. Discussions 
were held with the Track Assembly engineer to make sure that the demands were relevant and 
he also added more demands.  

2.4 Generate solutions 
In order to find different solutions, a brainstorming was performed. The goal was to find all 
feasible ways of producing tracks. Ideas were taken from the theoretical framework, former 
experience, operators’ opinions and engineers’ opinions. In order to decide how many stations 
and operators that were needed for the different generated concepts, line balancing and 
production simulations were made.  
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2.4.1 Line balancing 
To achieve the desired output rate with the smallest number of workstations, a line balancing 
was made (Krajewski et al, 2007). An individual line balancing was made for each different 
conceptual model because of the difference in cycle times. Line balancing was also used as a 
tool to find new solutions and to see if the suggested solutions were of use. 
 
At first, the work elements that had to be completed before the next work element could start 
were identified; the so called immediate predecessors. To help visualise the immediate 
predecessors, a precedence diagram was constructed. Each work element was represented by 
a letter with a circle around it with the time required to perform the work written above. After 
that, arrows were drawn from the immediate predecessors to the next work element. When the 
diagram was completed with all work elements, the number of stations needed could be 
calculated. This was done by adding as many work elements as possible within the allowed 
work amount with help from the precedence diagram. The allowed work amount for each 
station was decided to 85 percent of the cycle time because of necessary relaxation time and 
difference in work pace between operators. The calculations started with subtracting the time 
needed to perform the first work element, the one that has not got any immediate 
predecessors, from the allowed work amount. After that, the next work element in the diagram 
was subtracted and so on until no more work elements could be fitted in the allowed work 
amount. If a work element could almost be fitted and the allowed work amount was exceeded 
with only a few seconds, exceptions were made, because of the 15 percent marginal up to the 
cycle time and the additional 15 percent up to the takt time.  If there were several work 
elements to choose from, the largest time was always chosen first. When the work amount in 
the first station was decided, another calculation was performed in the same way for the 
second station until all work elements needed to assemble the particular track type was 
assigned to a station.  
 
Sometimes, exceptions from this strategy had to be made when several different models were 
supposed to be produced in the same line. This was because the work elements were preferred 
to be made at the same station for all track types in order to minimise the confusion and the 
risk of making mistakes.  
 
The line balancing efficiency for the different solutions were calculated by dividing the total 
time needed to assemble one track with the cycle time multiplied with the number of required 
stations, according to the following formulae: 
 

nc
tLBE
⋅

= , where 

 
LBE = Line Balance Efficiency 
t = total time needed for assembly of one track 
c = cycle time 
n = number of stations required 

2.4.2 Production simulation 
In order to find out how feasible the different conceptual solutions were and to compare them 
against each other, the production simulation software Simul8 was used. The different 
conceptual models were simulated in order to find out if they had enough capacity and good 
labour efficiency. If the results were not good enough, alternative ways of balancing the line 
were tried out.  
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All models were based on a sequenced production in the simulations and not batch building. 
This is not a problem because the change-over times are short and the main goal of the 
simulations was to find out if the capacity was high enough and how many operators that 
were needed in the different solutions. In every simulation model, five different work entry 
points were used because of the difference in total work time and equipment needs for the 
different track types.  
 
The rate of work entries was taken from the forecasted future takt times for the five different 
track types and was distributed by average distribution. The working times for the different 
cells were taken from the process study, excluding all the unnecessary work elements. In 
order to achieve good efficiency, the amount of work that belonged to each station was given 
from the results of the line balancing. 15 percent of relaxation time was added to the clocked 
times from the process study and the work times were normally distributed in the simulation, 
with a standard deviation of ten percent of the mean. 
 
To separate the different work items, labels were used. When a work item enters a work 
station, the work station checks the label on the work item in order to know how long time to 
hold the work item for, or specifically, to know which row in the work time spreadsheet to 
take the process time from. 
 
Downtime data from September and October were analysed and used in the simulation 
models. The downtime types that were used in the simulation were trouble with getting the 
needed parts in time, quality issues with the obtained parts and equipment failures at the line. 
From the previous data of these failure types, the mean time to failure (MTTF) and the mean 
time to repair (MTTR) times for the simulation were taken. Both the MTTF and MTTR were 
exponentially distributed in the simulation because of the large variation that is typical for 
failures.  
 
Between the stations in the lines, a work in process inventory with one slot was used in order 
to even out the work. This is needed because of the different working times for the different 
track types at the different stations. 
 
When the different simulation models were finished, tests were conducted and they were 
compared to each other on the following measurables; percentage of products within lead time 
of one hour from order to finished product, number of operators needed and labour efficiency. 

2.4.3 Benchmarking 
Visits to Futuris’ plant in Golden Grove, Adelaide, and to GM Holden’s plant in Elizabeth, 
Adelaide, were made in benchmarking purposes. At Golden Grove, the purpose of the 
benchmarking was to examine the pre-assembly of track parts and especially the trolleys that 
the rails are transported in before they are paired into rail sets and put into containers and sent 
to Edinburgh Park.  
 
The benchmarking at GM Holden’s car plant in Elizabeth was done in order to get a better 
understanding of the entire seat flow all the way until their installation into the cars and 
specifically the triggers and checkpoints that influence the production at Futuris’ plant in 
Edinburgh Park.    
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2.5 Evaluate and choose  
In order to evaluate the different conceptual solutions, an evaluation matrix was set up. The 
evaluation factors were taken from the specification of demands where every headline became 
one evaluation factor. Depending on the importance difference between the factors, a weight 
was given to each factor. The weights were first set individually by the two authors, then the 
weights were compared and by discussions an agreed weighting was achieved. The different 
models were then graded from zero to four depending on how well the demands were 
fulfilled. To be able to compare the different solutions with the current way of assembling the 
tracks, the current situation was evaluated as well. When grading the different solutions, all 
demands under each heading were taken into account.  

2.6 Develop solution 

2.6.1 SSLP 
Simplified Systematic Layout Planning, SSLP, is a systematic approach of creating a new 
layout. It is important to do this work systematically in order to reduce time and money spent 
on handling material and to create a good process flow. The method consists of six steps 
(Mohr and Willett, 1999): 
 

1. Chart the relationships 
2. Establish space requirements 
3. Diagram activity relationships 
4. Draw space relationship layouts 
5. Evaluate alternative arrangements 
6. Detail the selected layout plan 

 
The first step was to identify all functions that were included in the project. A Relationship 
Chart was then created to document the desired closeness between a function to all other 
functions. Different letters were used to indicate the desired closeness, see table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1. Closeness codes 
Letter Desired closeness 
A Absolutely necessary 
E Especially Important 
I Important 
O Ordinary  
U Unimportant 
X Not desirable 

 
Each relationship was also documented with a reason for the desired closeness, for example 
shared equipment or personnel, movement of material or personnel or noise.  
 
When all relationships were charted, the area required for each function had to be determined. 
Other information such as overhead clearance, ventilation, compressed air and maximum 
floor loading were documented as well. 
 
In the third step, a node diagram was constructed which shows a graphical representation of 
the functions and their closeness relationships. First, the absolutely necessary relations were 
drawn with four parallel lines connecting the functions. The especially important relationships 
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were drawn with three parallel lines, the important relationships were drawn with two lines 
and the ordinary relationships with one line.  
 
After that, the node diagram were combined with the space requirements. Each function was 
drawn according to the required space and in a scale that allowed the entire layout to fit on 
one sheet of paper. This activity was replicated in order to get many different layouts.  
 
When evaluating the layouts, no evaluation matrix was used. Instead, the different layouts 
were discussed thoroughly and were continuously improved. The advantages and 
disadvantages of the different layouts were discussed until a conclusion of the most 
appropriate layout could be reached. 
 
The last step, to detail the selected layout plan, includes drawing details of individual 
equipment, machinery and utilities. Minor changes can be made for things such as aisle space, 
free door swings and so on.  
 
The detailed layout was drawn with AutoCAD in 2D. Several changes to the layout were 
made continuously after discussions, analyses and due to new information until a final layout 
was set.  

2.6.2 Simulation 
To improve the chosen process, further simulations were made. The line balancing was 
slightly changed and the size of the WIP buffers was set due to the results of the simulation. A 
simulation also simplified the decision of which trigger that should be used and answered how 
much the product mix could be changed without creating major problems for the assembly 
area. The utilisation of labour and production lead times were also achieved through 
production simulations.  
 
In order to make sure that the suggested solution with the triggering system and suggested 
buffer sizes would be working as intended and not lead to stopping the seat assembly line, 
another simulation was made. In this simulation, all 19 individual  track types were used as 
inputs to the simulation instead of groups of tracks as previous. This was to make sure that the 
FGI for tracks would not run out of any track type. This simulation used a work centre that 
splitted the work entries into two at the beginning of the simulation. One of the two work 
entries goes through the production and the other waits in the trigger delay queue. The two 
entries were then matched together and sent to one of the seat lines when the trigger had 
finished waiting if the track was available at the FGI. 

2.6.3 Trials 
Different trials were conducted in order to try the solutions. One trial was made in order to 
find out if the first operator had sufficient time to perform all work elements that he was 
supposed to do according to the line balance. This was conducted with an experienced 
operator and the intended work order could be simulated in a good way with some extra 
walking time because of suboptimal placement of the equipment. 
 
Another trial was conducted on the  January 9, 2008 in order to try the final solution for the 
first time. Inexperienced operators and lack of quality assurance systems affected the result 
but valuable information was achieved from the trial anyway. 
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2.6 Implement  
After analysing the current state, implementations that could be done without need of any 
capital investments were conducted. A resizing of the buffer of finished tracks was done and 
it was quite easily carried out. The actual kanban cards were counted and compared to the 
desired amount. After that, they were removed or added dependant on what was needed. After 
the cards were removed and the buffer had decreased in size, the markings on the floor were 
taped over and later the floor was painted in order to visualise that these footprints no longer 
were supposed to be used for storage of finished tracks. 

2.7 Follow up 
The implementations were followed up to see if the desired results were achieved, and if not, 
what could be done to get the results. After that, new ideas for further improvement were 
suggested. 
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3 Theoretical framework 
This chapter establishes the main theoretical foundations for this project, concerning Lean 
Production and ergonomics. 

3.1 Lean production 
Lean production is a system for organising and managing product development, operations, 
suppliers and customer relations that require less human effort, space, capital and time to 
make products with fewer defects compared with previous systems of mass production.  
 
Lean production is based on Toyota Production System (TPS), which was developed by 
Toyota Motor Corporation to provide best quality, lowest cost, and shortest lead time by 
eliminating waste. TPS is comprised of two pillars, just-in-time production and jidoka. TPS is 
maintained and improved through endless repetitions of standardised work and continuous 
improvement and because of this; the system is always evolving and improving. 
 
Widespread recognition of Toyota Production System and Lean Production grew rapidly with 
the publication in 1990 of The Machine That Changed the World, which was the result of five 
years of research led by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT (Liker, 2004). 

3.1.1 Lean production wordlist 
Continuous improvement - A philosophy by which individuals within an organization always 
are looking for ways to do things better. The idea is to every day do something better than it 
was before. The gains made through continuous improvement activities are generally 
incremental, small-step improvements. In Japan, the continuous improvement process is often 
called Kaizen.  
 
Continuous flow - Producing and moving one item at a time through a series of processing 
steps as continuously as possible, with each step making just what is requested by the next 
step and with as little time spent waiting as possible. 
 
Jidoka - Providing machines the ability to detect when an abnormal condition has occurred 
and immediately stop work. This decreases the number of defect products that are produced 
and gives a signal to improve the process. This enables operations to build-in quality at each 
process and to separate men and machines for more efficient work. Jidoka is sometimes called 
autonomation, which means automation with human intelligence. 
 
Just in time - A production philosophy that involves making and deliver just what is needed, 
when it is needed and in the needed amount. This production system greatly decreases the 
amount of storage in the system but puts a lot of pressure on the suppliers and is quite 
vulnerable in many processes. 
 
Just in sequence - An improved version of JIT. Not only are the parts used for production 
delivered just when they are needed, they are also delivered in the correct order, in the same 
order that they are going to be used in production. 
 
Kanban - A signalling device that gives authorization and instructions for the production or 
withdrawal of items. Kanban is Japanese for sign or signboard and the Kanbans are normally 
actual cards circulating in the production but can be electronical as well. 
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Poka Yoke - A Japanese expression which means common or simple, mistake proof. It refers 
to a system that is making it impossible to make a mistake. This is often accomplished by 
designing the components, tools and processes so that the only way to do the work is in the 
correct way. 
 
Production lead time - The time required for a product to move all the way through a process 
from start to finish. The term can also be applied to the time required for a product to proceed 
all the way from raw materials to the customer. 
 
Pull - Manufacturing based on a known demand from a down stream process. The upstream 
supplier produces only when the need is actually signalled from the customer.  
 
Push - Manufacturing based on what will probably be needed. Upstream processes make 
whatever is scheduled, whether the down stream process needs the item or not.  
 
Seven wastes – The TPS defines seven wastes in production that need to be thought of and 
decreased or removed whenever possible. The wastes are overproduction, unnecessary 
waiting, unnecessary transportation, overprocessing, excess inventory, unnecessary movement 
and quality defects. The worst waste is overproduction, because it creates all of the other 
wastes. 
 
Value stream - All actions, both value-creating and non value-creating that are required to 
bring a product from order to delivery. These include all actions needed to process 
information and everything needed in order to transform the raw material to finished products 
(Liker, 2004, and Krajewski, 2007). 

3.1.2 Takt time 
Takt time is the rate at which the customer needs finished units. It is determined by dividing 
the total available production time per shift in seconds by the customer demand rate per shift. 
The total available production time is start to stop shift time minus any scheduled breaks, 
meetings and cleanups. Unplanned machine downtime, changeover times and internal 
problems must not be subtracted from the time. 
 
It is recommended to keep the takt time between ten and 120 seconds. If the takt time falls 
below ten seconds, the work may be very stressful and repetitive. Conversely, if the takt time 
is more than 120 seconds, the number of work elements often gets so high that the work 
motions are difficult to standardise.  
 
The takt time should be kept constant over time as long as the long term demand does not 
change. Occasional spikes in demand should be covered either by a safety stock or by 
working overtime. Changing takt time from day to day is inefficient; it disrupts the work pace 
and increases the potential for quality issues. 
 
There is rarely only one correct takt time. Three parameters can be changed in order to 
manipulate the takt time; the available production time (the number or length of shifts), the 
number of end items produced in the cell and the number of cells (Rother and Harris, 2001). 

3.1.3 Cycle time 
Cycle time is the time that it takes for the slowest station in the cell to complete its work. That 
time decides how frequently a finished unit actually comes off the end of the cell. Processes 
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are almost always operated at a cycle time faster than takt time due to equipment and material 
system failures which always occur in manufacturing. If the cycle time is much faster than the 
takt time though, the risk of overproducing increases and more operators than actually needed 
may be used. Even worse, the production problems are hidden and the incentive to find and 
eliminate their causes is reduced because of the high capacity (Rother and Harris, 2001).  

3.1.4 Value Stream Mapping 
Value Stream Mapping, VSM, is used to identify all actions that are required to bring a 
product through the main flows essential to every product. Both value added and non-value 
added actions are taken into consideration. This tool allows you to see sources of waste and it 
ties together lean concepts and techniques. It also forms a basis of an implementation plan and 
it shows the linkage between the information flow and the material flow.  
 
When mapping a value stream, a current-state map has to be drawn. This map should include 
all material and information flows. A number of different symbols are used to represent 
processes, inventories and flows. When the current-state map is made, the value stream needs 
to be analysed in order to get lean. All sources of waste should bee highlighted and then they 
must be eliminated by implementing a future state value stream. This is done by drawing a 
new future state map without unnecessary processes and with new improved flows. When the 
map is complete, the changes have to be implemented. The goal is to produce only what the 
customers need and when they need it (Rother and Shook, 2003). 

3.1.5 Create continuous flow 
To create a continuos flow, it is needed to know which work elements that are required to 
make one piece and the actual time that is required for each work element.  A work element is 
defined as the smallest increment of work that could be moved to another person.  
 
Obvious wastes should not be included as work elements but many improvements might have 
to be implemented in order to be able to exclude the different wastes. There are four different 
wastes that should be considered when making a process study. Walking should not be 
included as a work element because this is unknown and will be minimised in the new process 
design. Neither should out-of-cycle work for operators be included because this makes it 
impossible to get a continuos flow. Waiting for machines is pure waste and should be 
excluded as a work element. Time for removing finished parts from machines wherever 
automatic reject could be introduced in a reasonable way should be excluded as a work 
element as well. This approach of immediately leaving out wasteful steps is called paper 
kaizen. 
 
When collecting the required times for each work element, a stop watch should be used to 
measure the current reality on the shop floor. Standard time data or time-and-motions table 
must not be used. Collecting the information on site helps in the understanding of the true 
situation and in the search for hidden waste. To get meaningful data, every work element has 
to be timed several times. When many cycles have been clocked, the lowest consistently 
repeatable time should be selected.  It is important to separate operator time and machine 
time, it is the operator time that is interesting.  
 
When all needed information has been collected, as many unnecessary work elements as 
possible should be eliminated. This can be done by converting out-of-cycle work to in-cycle 
work, by allowing the operator to go on to the next workstation while the machine cycles or 
by introducing auto eject to the machines.  
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The total work amount, which is the operator time required to do all the work elements that 
are needed to produce one piece from start to finish, should not vary by more than 30 percent 
between different end items produced in the same cell. When the work amount varies very 
much in a cell it becomes very difficult to maintain good flow and productivity. 
 
To maintain flow it is also important that the different products that are manufactured in a cell 
should have similar processing steps and need of equipment. If the operator has to change 
work elements and equipment for different products, productivity decreases and the risk of 
quality issues increases (Rother and Harris, 2001). 

3.1.6 Designing the process 
The physical elements of production are people, machines and material. When designing a 
process, there are tradeoffs between these elements. If you try to maximise the utilisation of 
one element, the utilisation of the other two decline. The classic approach is to maximise 
machine utilisation, running them constantly and as fast as possible. This approach needs 
more operators and extra material between processes to make sure that the machines are 
running at all times. Because humans are flexible, the approach of maximising the utilisation 
of people is much better. When a machine is not needed at a specific time, it is okay for that 
machine to idle, an operator can move to a different machine to make something that is 
needed now. This approach of maximising the utilisation of people may appear to under 
utilise the equipment, but producing faster than takt time is overproduction which is the worst 
waste of all (Rother and Harris, 2001). 
 
In assembly industry, there are two different automation levels commonly used. In both cases, 
the machine cycles automatically, and this should always be done in a one-touch-automation 
way, which means that the operator is not needed during the entire machine cycle. If the 
operator must perform an additional task part way during the machine cycle, the operator is 
working for the machine instead of the opposite. Operators should never need to monitor 
machines or wait for them to finish. The difference between the two automation levels lies in 
whether the machine unloads the parts automatically or not. Whenever the operator needs 
both hands to unload and load the parts, automatic ejection is a big advantage. This is because 
of the rather complicated sequence that always takes place if the ejection is to be done 
manually with two hands: 
 

• Set the new work piece aside 
• Remove the finished work piece from the machine 
• Set the finished work piece aside 
• Pick up the new work piece 
• Place the new work piece in the machine 
• Start the machine, which then cycles unattended 
• Pick up the finished work piece 
• Bring the finished piece to the next machine, and repeat 

 
If the work pieces instead are automatically ejected, the machine presents an empty spot when 
the operator returns with a new part. A new part can be loaded without having to double-
handle both parts. 
 
When designing a work cell, a good tactic is to arrange the machines, workstations and 
material as if only one operator makes the product from beginning to end. When designing a 
process in a way that allows one person to move through the cell and efficiently perform all 
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work needed, a lot of things are gained. The process avoids isolated islands, minimises 
inventory between processes, eliminates excessive walking, removes obstacles and brings the 
value creating steps as close to one another as possible (Rother and Harris, 2001). 
 
When designing a Cell, these guidelines are of use  (Rother and Harris, 2001): 

• Inside width of cell should be around five feet (about 1.5 meters) 
• Eliminate all spaces and surfaces where WIP inventory can accumulate 
• Locate the lead off and final processes close to each other 
• Avoid up-and-down and front-to-back transfers of the work piece 
• Use gravity to assist operators in placing parts and moving material 
• Keep hand tools as close as possible to the point of use and orient them in the 

direction that they are used by the operators 
• Use dedicated hand tools and combine tools wherever possible 
• Ensure safety and good ergonomics 
• Keep manual work steps close together to allow flexible work element distribution and 

value-added operator work 
 

Machine guidelines (Rother and Harris, 2001): 
• Use small equipment dedicated to a single task rather than large, multi-task equipment 
• Introduce auto-eject whenever operators must use both hands to handle the part 
• Install one-touch automation where possible 
• Avoid batching 
• Use sensors to signal abnormal conditions and stop machines if necessary 
• Design for easy maintenance and repairs 
• Strive towards machine changeovers that take less than one takt time cycle 
 

Materials management guidelines (Rother and Harris, 2001): 
• Present parts as close as possible to the point of use, but not in the walking path of the 

operator 
• Present parts so that operators can use both hands simultaneously 
• Try to keep all part variations at the operators’ fingertips at all times 

o Use fail-safe storage mechanisms to prevent that wrong parts are being 
assembled 

o When all parts cannot be kept near the point of use, increase delivery 
frequency or sequence their delivery 

• Do not have operators get or restock their own parts 
• Keep no more than two hours of materials at the point of use 
• Do not put additional parts storage in or near the process 
• Utilise Kanban to regulate parts replenishment 
• Size part containers for the convenience of the operators or as a multiple of finished-

goods packout quantity 
• Do not interrupt operator work cycles to replenish parts 

 

3.1.7 Distributing the work 
In order to decide how to distribute the work, the number of workers has to be decided. This 
is calculated by dividing the total work amount with the takt time. Because the result must be 
a “whole” number of operators the result always has to be rounded up if no further 
improvements are made. If a cycle time of more than ten percent below takt time is intended 
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to be used, be sure to make your first number of operators calculation based on takt time. This 
is to understand the cells true potential. Then the calculations can be redone with the planned 
cycle time as the denominator, keeping in mind the serious issues associated with cycling 
much faster than takt time. 
 
In order to get lean it is better to fill every operator but one with work consuming almost the 
entire takt time than to distribute the work evenly over all operators. This makes the problems 
more visible and makes it easier to improve the process.  
 
There are several ways of distributing the work in a cell. Here are some examples (Rother and 
Harris, 2001) : 
 
• Split the work - the work is divided equally between the operators 
• The circuit - one operator follows one product trough the whole process and makes all 

the work elements by himself 
• Reverse flow - same as the circuit but in reverse order. 
• One-Operator-per-station - one operator stays at each station. 
• The Ratchet - one operator works at two workstations and ratchets the product ahead 

when moving to a downstream machine. Except for the first and last station, two 
operators will work in each station, one after the other. 

 
To split the work is good when there are lots of changes in customer demand, because it is 
easy to find new combinations of work elements. The circuit does not work if more than 40 
percent of the total work amount occurs at a single workstation. It also requires skilled 
operators that are qualified to perform every element. The advantages with the circuit are that 
it provides a natural pacing effect and that it is easy to implement. It can also reduce walking 
distances and it automatically rotates jobs which makes it less repetitive. The advantage with 
reverse flow, except the ones for the circuit, is that the operator does not have to unload the 
machine in order to put in the next product. This is good when the operator have to use both 
hands to move a product. The limitation of the circuit and reverse flow is that they are best 
suited for cells with only one or two operators. One-operator-per-station is the traditional way 
of working. It is easy to assign the work elements but harder to balance the work evenly. It is 
preferred to use a moving conveyor in order to obtain continuous flow and to avoid batch 
building. To be able to use the Ratchet, the number of workstations has to be one greater than 
the amount of operators. Because all the operators have to move at the same time, it provides 
a strong pacing mechanism and imbalances get visible immediately (Rother and Harris, 
2001). 

3.2 Ergonomic guidelines 
To achieve a good and safe work environment, the ergonomics are very important. This 
chapter highlights the ergonomic issues regarding body postures, work loads and other factors 
that affect the work environment.  
 
Some general principles for reducing risks associated with manual handling are to minimise the 
lifting forces needed to avoid the need of bending, twisting and reaching movements as well as to 
reduce pushing, carrying, pulling and holding. In order to decrease the risks for musculoskeletal 
disorders there should also be good possibilities to vary between different working postures. 
Standing affects the blood circulation and the joints in the feets and the legs negatively, sitting 
is better but can lead to bigger loads on the back if correct back support is not used. It is 
therefore recommended to vary between sitting and standing when working if possible. 
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Heights of tables and other equipment should be adjustable in order to suit all workers and there 
should be enough space for both feets and arms to perform the work. If material is placed behind 
the worker, the distance between the material and the worker has to be at least 900 millimeters. If 
the distance is shorter, it is possible for the worker to reach the material by twisting, a motion 
which is dangerous for the body. Handling and lifting of items should ideally be done between 
mid-thigh and shoulder (NOHSC:3014, 1992). Heavy and high turnover stock should be 
stored or displayed at waist height. Light or slow moving stock can be placed on shelves 
above or below waist height. When lifting, the load should be lifted and carried as close to the 
body as possible. For example, ten kilograms held 80 centimetres away from the body 
imposes the same load as 50 kilograms held right next to the body. The angle of the elbow 
should be 90 degrees or greater when lifting and carrying.   
 
Futuris have their own ergonomic guidelines which are based on nationally recognised 
ergonomic standards to accommodate the 5th to 95th percentile of the Australian population 
and Futuris’ internal requirements. Some of the guidelines can be read in table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1. Ergonomic guidelines 
Type of guideline Min range Max range Comments 
Shelf height 600 mm 1000 mm 100 mm clearance on sides of parts for 

hand access.  Use angled roller racks where 
more than one container are to be stored in 
depth 

Work surface 
height, single 
station (standing) 

700 mm 1300 mm Benches used for regular assembly work 
must be adjustable 

Work surface 
height, continuos 
line (standing) 

800 mm 1000 mm If surface is able to be electrically adjusted 
the range can expand to 700 mm - 1300 
mm. 

Assembly reach 250 mm 400 mm Measured from operator position and it 
must be less than 45 degrees from operator 
to reduce risk of twisting 

Lifting/carrying  12 kg Lifting weights must decrease if operator is 
lifting on a frequent basis or continual basis 
from heights under 800 mm or over 1000 
mm, or when loads are awkward to handle 

Push/pull force   100 Newtons  
 
Job rotation is a good solution in order to achieve task variety and to reduce the amount of 
manual handling each employee has to do throughout a work shift. Task variety can help 
preventing strains and results in multi skilled workers.  
 
Walking paths should be at least 0.7 metres wide and transportation paths for two way traffic 
should be 0.9 metres plus the width of the vehicle. The paths should be clearly marked. (AFS 
2000:42, 2000) 
 
The noise at a manufacturing plant must not exceed the noise exposure standard; eight hour 
equivalent sound pressure of 85 dB(A) or peak hold sound pressure of 140 dB(C). Those are 
the limit values for the risk of impaired hearing but the recommendations for sound levels at a 
manual assembly station is 55 dB(A) (AFS 2005:16). It is the company’s responsibility to 
ensure that the sound power levels at the plant is as low as is reasonably practicable by taking 
noise emission and exposure into account. If hearing protection needs to be used due to high 
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noise levels, it is the employers responsibility to make sure that protection is worn. This can 
be done by signs, labelling of plant, or in another way clearly inform when and where the 
protection should be used. (Occupational health and safety regulations, 2007) 
 
It is important that the illumination is satisfactory at the work place. The recommended 
illuminance for assembly industry is 500 Lux4 and 800 Lux for inspection tasks according to 
the Australian Standard 1680. It is also important that there are no reflections or glare. Other 
light problems that should be avoided are improper contrasts, poorly distributed light and 
flicker.  
 
The air temperature should be kept between 15-30 degrees Celsius at all times. Temperatures 
above 30 degrees are likely to be extreme for physical activities and temperatures below 15 
degrees require appropriate protective clothing. The floor temperature should be between 19-
29 degrees Celsius at all times (UTAS, 2004).  

3.3 Other  
Two other theoretical frameworks have been used during this project, OEE and P-FMEA. 

3.3.1 OEE 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness, OEE, is a measure comparing how well the manufacturing 
equipment is running compared to the ideal plant. OEE is calculated by multiplying 
availability, performance and quality. To calculate the availability, the actual running time is 
divided by the planned production time. Typical availability losses are downtime and set up 
time. The performance rate is calculated by dividing the worked time with the available time. 
If the worked time is shorter than the available time it is because of reduced speed or minor 
unrecorded stoppages. The quality rate is the amount of good pieces divided by total pieces 
made. This means that OEE shows all losses that impact on the equipment performance (Feed 
Forward Publications, 2000). 
 
At Futuris, the aim is to achieve an OEE rating above 85 percent for all processes.  

3.3.2 P-FMEA 
Process Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, P-FMEA, is a risk assessment technique that is 
used to improve a process by identifying potential failures. The result of a P-FMEA is Risk 
Priority Numbers (RPN) for all different possible failures. All failures that might occur are 
prioritised according to how serious their consequences are, how frequently they occur and 
how easily they can be detected. A number between one and ten are given for each category 
and the RPN is achieved by multiplying the three scores. The RPN is used to prioritise all 
potential failures and helps in the decision of what actions are needed in order to reduce the 
risk. This is usually done by reducing the likelihood of occurrence and by improving controls 
for detecting the failure (Britsman, 1993). 

3.4 Summary of theories 
The theoretical frameworks that have had the most influence on the empirical studies are the 
theories that constitute the lean manufacturing philosophy, such as value stream mapping, line 
balancing and continuos flow.  The most valuable references for this project have been 
Creating Continuous Flow (Rother and Harris, 2001), Creating Level Pull (Smalley, 2004) 

                                                 
4 Lux is the measure of illumination. One lux is defined as one lumen that  falls on one square meter of surface.  
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and Learning to See (Rother and Shook, 2003). The ergonomics guidelines have also been an 
important element of the studies in order to create a good and safe work environment.  
 
All theories have been used to improve the current situation and to find the best possible 
solution.  
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4 Current situation 
In this chapter, the present situation is described including a description of the Track 
Assembly, the flow of work, material and information. Furthermore, production data and 
measurables are presented. Apart from this, a brief explanation about the seat assembly and a 
description of the sequencing of finished tracks are presented to give the reader a wider 
perspective of the track production.  

4.1 Track Assembly 
At the Track Assembly area in Edinburgh Park, two, four and six way tracks for Holden and 
Mitsubishi cars are assembled. A two way track (see figure 4.1 and photo 4.1) allows the seat 
to move backwards and forwards. A four way track (see figure 4.2 and photo 4.2) allows the 
seat to move up and down electrically as well as backwards and forwards manually. The six 
way track (see figure 4.3 and photo 4.3) can be moved in the same directions as the four way 
track but is moved backwards and forwards electrically. This essentially means that the six 
way tracks are four way tracks with powered movement in all four directions. 
 

 
Figure 4.1. Two way track Photo 4.1. Two way track 
 

 
Photo 4.2. Four way track  Figure 4.2. Four way track 
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Figure 4.3. Six way track Photo 4.3. Six way track 
 
Today, the tracks are assembled in three different areas depending on the model. There is one 
assembly area for Holden two way tracks, one area for Mitsubishi two way tracks and one 
area for all four and six ways tracks, see figure 4.4. For a more detailed layout over the Track 
Assembly area, see Appendix 1. 
 

4&6 way
assembly

2 way assembly
Holden

2 way assembly
Mitsubishi

Rework

 
Figure 4.4. Track Assembly areas. (The hatched areas symbolise the forklift 
aisles) 
 
The current production principle for track assembly is batch building, with each batch 
consisting of 18 tracks.  This means that 18 tracks of the same type, or a multiple of 18, is 
produced before another type is produced.  
 
The Track Assembly area runs on two shifts, one day shift and one afternoon shift. There are 
six people working at each shift plus a team leader. After each break, two times a day, the 

Scale (Meters)

1 2 3 4 5
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operators rotate and change work tasks. The total opening time of the assembly line is 419 
minutes per shift when breaks and scheduled meetings have been subtracted.  

4.1.1 Work flow 
The assembly of a track consists of different steps. It is easier to assemble a two way track 
than a six way track regarding to the amount of parts that the different track types consists of, 
see Appendix 2. The main parts for a track are a cross bar (only four and six way tracks plus 
Mitsubishi two way tracks), see photo 4.4, a rail set, see photo 4.5, motors (only four and six 
way tracks), see photo 4.6 and photo 4.7 and an adjuster bar (only two and four way tracks), 
see photo 4.8 and photo 4.9. For an exploded view of a four way track where all parts can be 
seen, see Appendix 3. 
 

       
Photo 4.4. Cross bar Photo 4.5. Rail set 
 

        
Photo 4.6. Lift motor  Photo 4.7. Traverse motor 
 

         
Photo 4.8. Adjuster bar for Mitsubishi  Photo 4.9. Adjuster bar for Holden 
 
There are four different types of crossbars, one left and one right for Mitsubishi tracks and 
one left and one right for Holden tracks. There is one unique type of rail set for almost each 
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type of track. Motors are used to move the seat electrically in different directions depending 
on the motor type. There are two different kinds of motors, lift motors and traverse motors. 
The lift motors are used to move the seat up and down. The traverse motors are used on the 
six way tracks and allow the seats to move forwards and backwards electrically. In total, there 
are six different motors; the lift motors are different for left and right tracks and all three 
motors can be equipped with a memory that stores the seat positions for different persons. The 
adjuster bars are used to move the seat backwards and forwards manually. There are three 
different kinds of adjuster bars, one left and one right for Holden tracks and one for 
Mitsubishi tracks. 
 
The Holden two way tracks are currently assembled at a single station where one adjuster bar 
is assembled to the rails. The assembly of four and six way tracks is more complex. It consists 
of several work stations in a cell as well as three sub-assembly stations. The cell consists of 
the following stations: 
 
• Cross bar assembly –lift motors are put on to the cross bars. 
• Pin press – pins that hold the motors onto the crossbar are pressed in by a machine, see 

photo 4.10. 
• Rail set assembly – a rail set is clamped onto the crossbars by a machine called the Hood 

machine, see photo 4.11. 
• Push on fix – push on fixes are fitted to the end of the crossbars. 
• Accessory assembly/Inspection – an adjuster bar is fitted to four way tracks. A friction 

clip is installed on the six way tracks. Both four and six way tracks are inspected. 
• Final inspection – a final check to validate that the tracks will fit in the car and that the 

tracks run as smoothly as supposed. 
 

       
Photo 4.10. Pin press  Photo 4.11. Hood machine 
 
The Rail set assembly, Push on fix and Accessory assembly/inspection are placed in a square 
and the tracks are placed on build pallets which are moved around manually, see figure 4.5. 
There are six build pallets in the system but there is room for 12. Because the pallets need to 
be movable, no more than 11 pallets can be used. 
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Figure 4.5. Shape of production line for four and six way tracks 
 
One operator handles both the Cross bar assembly and the Pin press. The rest of the stations 
of the cell are handled by one operator each, except from the final inspection that needs two 
operators when six way tracks are being assembled. When six way tracks are not being 
assembled, the sixth person works with assembly of two way tracks, sub-assembly processes 
or rework. The work is flexible and the operators are helping each other whenever needed.  
 
At one of the sub-assembly stations, drive nuts are put onto motors. This is done by a machine 
called the Nut runner, see photo 4.12, that also greases the thread. The loading and unloading 
of the motors are done manually. In another sub-assembly station, traverse motors are put 
onto a shaft. There are two different kinds of shafts, one for Mitsubishi and one for Holden. 
The shaft for Mitsubishi is 397 millimeter long and the shaft for Holden is 387 millimeter. 
Because of the different splines of the shafts, wrong shaft can not be assembled on the tracks. 
In the third sub-assembly station, friction clips for six way tracks are assembled from two 
plastic pieces, see photo 4.13. For a more detailed description of the total workflow, see 
Appendix 4.  
 

            
Photo 4.12. Nut runner Photo 4.13. Friction clip assembly 

Push on fix 

Accessory 
assembly 

Rail set 
assembly
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Because most of the assembly is done manually with some help of simple machines, no large 
change overs are necessary. The only change over that is needed, except from change of 
material, is the change of fixtures at the final inspection stations. There are four different 
fixtures at the four and six way assembly, right hand and left hand for VE and right hand and 
left hand for Mitsubishi. At the Holden two way assembly, two different fixtures are needed, 
one for left and one for right hand tracks. The Mitsubishi two way track station only produces 
left hand tracks and requires no change overs.  
 
If a track needs to be reworked, a special rework area is available. The rework is done 
whenever the production situation allows it.   

4.1.2 Material flow 
There are several storages that hold the material through the production chain. For a material 
flow chart, see figure 4.6.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.6. Flow chart for the material 
 
The raw material for tracks is kept at three different places; at a Distribution Centre (DC, a 
building next to the production plant), in a buffer close to the assembly area and next to the 
line. Finished tracks are also kept at three spots; close to line, in an inventory close to the 
Track Assembly area and finally in a sequencing area. For a layout of the different storages, 
see figure 4.7.  
 

 
Figure 4.7. Placement of storages. (The hatched areas symbolise the forklift aisles) 
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Most of the material arrives to the DC from another Futuris plant, placed in Golden Grove. In 
that plant, the rails and cross bars are welded, painted and pre-assembled.  
 
At the storage areas close to the line, large material such as cross bars and rail sets are kept in 
large stillages on the floor, see photo 4.14. Smaller parts such as rivets and adjuster bars are 
kept in boxes on shelves. A min-max system is used to replenish all the material and every 
part has got an individual maximum and minimum level. The control of the levels is handled 
by logistic personnel that do check-rounds every hour. They examine the present levels and 
order the material that is needed to fill up the levels to the max by scanning a barcode. The 
information goes to the Distribution Centre and their personnel collect the material from their 
storages and transport it to the line. Small boxes are transported on a tugger5, see photo 4.15, 
and stillages are transported by forklifts. The Track Assembly is the only area at the factory 
that needs forklifts and because of the locations of the Track Assembly area and the 
Distribution Centre, the forklifts have to go through the entire factory. 
 

       
Photo 4.14. Stillages Photo 4.15. Tugger 
 
The storages next to the line are of different size and form regarding to the part. Some parts 
are put on racks and some are in their original package. The cross bars are taken from the 
stillages and put on racks, see photo 4.16. There is one rack for each type of cross bar except 
for Mitsubishi that have the same rack for both left and right hand cross bars. The racks are 
painted in different colours to make it easy to separate them. In order to be able to refill the 
cross bars racks, one stillage for both left and right hand cross bars is always placed at the 
assembly area. When a stillage is emptied, the team leader calls a forklift driver that replaces 
it with one from the buffer close to the assembly area. The rails come in sets, inner and outer 
rails placed together in a stillage, which make the assembly more effective. One stillage 
contains 36 rail sets or two batches. The rails are taken directly from the stillage to the 
assembly line and one stillage is therefore placed next to the production at all times. Close to 
the four and six way cell, there are three footprints for rail set stillages. The stillages are put 
on trolleys to make them possible to move by hand. When one stillage has been finished, the 
empty stillage is pushed away and the next stillage in queue is pulled next to line. The team 
leader calls a forklift driver that replenishes the empty rail set stillage. The lift motors are 
placed next to the Nut runner in large boxes, see photo 4.17. The traverse motors are put onto 
a shaft at a pre-assembly station and placed in a 25 litre box next to the line. The motors come 
in big boxes, a lift motor box holds 252 motors and a box with traverse motors holds 440 
motors. The adjuster bars are stored in 25 litre plastic boxes, 42 adjuster bars in each. They 
are kept in a flow trough storage, see photo 4.18, and from there they are put on a special 
                                                 
5 A small forklift without forks and with a train of trailers 
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rack. Because there are both left and right hand adjuster bars for Holden, there is one rack for 
each type. There is one dedicated rack for Mitsubishi adjuster bars as well. This makes it 
easier to separate the adjuster bars and minimises the risk of installing wrong adjuster bars to 
the tracks.  
 

       
Photo 4.16. Cross bar racks  Photo 4.17. Large box with lift motors 
 

 
Photo 4.18. Flow trough storage 
 
When a track is finished, it is put in a stillage that can hold 18 tracks. When one stillage is 
full, it is transported to the track FGI (Finished Goods Inventory), by a forklift. In the FGI, 
every track type has their spots marked on the floor. The stillages are allowed to be stored two 
storeys high, one stillage on top of another. In the sequencing area, one stillage of each track 
type is kept. When one stillage is emptied, it is replaced with a new one from the FGI.  

4.1.3 Information flow 
The trigger of track production is a Kanban system. Each stillage that is filled with 18 
finished tracks gets a Kanban-card attached to it, see photo 4.19. The card tells which track 
type that the stillage contains. When a stillage in the sequencing area is emptied, the Kanban-
card attached to it is returned to the Track Assembly area and is put on a Kanban board, see 
photo 4.20. When the team leader decides what to produce next, he looks at the Kanban board 
and chooses to produce the type of track that corresponds to the most returned Kanban-cards. 
Before he makes the decision, he also makes sure that there is material available to produce 
that type of track. Because the stillages with rail sets contain 36 sets and one Kanban-card 
corresponds to 18 tracks, it is preferred to produce at least two batches at a time; this way, no 
half full stillage needs to be returned to the buffer. The team leader tells the workers what 
type of track that are being produced next. When the last track of one batch has been 
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assembled, the material for the next track type is taken to the spots close to line. If there is a 
shift from left to right hand tracks, the racks with cross bars and adjuster bars have to be 
changed over as well as the final inspection fixtures. If there is a change from motors with 
memory to motors without memory, the boxes with sub-assembled motors have to be 
changed. 
 

         
Photo 4.19. Kanban card on stillage Photo 4.20. Kanban board 
 
It often happens that the team leader gives a signal to produce a batch of a track type based on 
the status of the FGI only and not on the amount of Kanban cards available. Quite often, more 
stillages of tracks than allowed based on Kanban cards are produced, these stillages do not get 
a Kanban Card and are put in the FGI in any available space.  
 
Kanban cards are sometimes lost, in which case the team leader makes new ones by photo-
copying existing ones. There is a production board at the Track Assembly area that gives the 
production aim for each shift, see photo 4.21.  
 

 
Photo 4.21. Production board 
 
If there are no tracks that need to be produced because the FGI is full, the workers are sent 
home without payment for the hours that they do not work. On the other hand, if the FGI 
levels are dangerously low, the workers have to work over time. Both the hour in between the 
shifts and the weekends can be used for this cause. Both scenarios are quite common and 
occur several times a month. This is mostly due to high fluctuations in Holden’s production 
volumes. 
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4.2 Value Flow Analysis 
The Value Flow Analyses show that the value added time is a very low percentage of the total 
production lead time for the tracks today, ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 percent for the different 
tracks. The value added times range from 60 to 183 seconds per track and the total production 
lead times range from 18 to 45 hours. The Value Stream Maps, see Appendix 5, show that 
several buffers are located after each other with no production taking place in between. This is 
the case both before and after the Track Assembly. Before production, the examined rail sets 
are transferred from the Distributions Centre’s inventory into the part inventory inside the 
plant and from there to the FIFO inventory with up to three stillages next to line. After the 
tracks have been produced they are placed in a stillage next to line and then transferred with a 
forklift to the finished tracks buffer. From there, the stillages are transported with forklifts to 
the sequencing inventory before the tracks are sequenced into production and used by the seat 
assembly lines. 
 
In the mapping of the six way track, there was a very long waiting time before the final 
inspection station. This was because of the usage of a WIP (Work In Process) trolley. More 
than one track was placed on the trolley causing the first track to stay for a long time waiting 
on the bottom of the trolley. The four way track Value Stream Map shows long waiting times 
between the different work stations in the line. The tracks were waiting because the next 
station was not yet ready with the previous track.  

4.3 Product data 
The project required lots of production data, such as demand figures, product mix, work 
amount, work flow, OEE ratings and RPN numbers, which all are presented in this section. 

4.3.1 Demand 
The demand of tracks is constantly changing and new models are introduced regularly. Today, 
tracks for two different car types are manufactured at the plant in Edinburgh Park. These are 
Holden VE and Mitsubishi tracks. The production of another type of Holden track, Holden 
VZ has recently been stopped. 
  
Because of the difference in production time needed for the different track types, the demand 
has been split up on two way tracks and four and six way tracks. The takt time has been 
calculated for the total Track Assembly area, but the takt time for the four and six way tracks 
together is of bigger interest. This is because they are currently being produced in the same 
cell, and the two way tracks are easily produced whenever needed because of the quick 
assembly. 
 
The analysis of the previous production excluding the VZ shows that 460 VE and Mitsubishi 
tracks have been made on each shift in average. Because one shift consists of 419 minutes or 
25140 seconds, this means that the takt time for the total Track Assembly area is 55 seconds. 
The takt time for only four and six way tracks, based on the average demand of 318 four and 
six way tracks on each shift, is calculated to 79 seconds. The takt time for Holden two way 
tracks, calculated on a demand of 117 tracks per shift is 214 seconds. The takt time for 
Mitsubishi two way tracks is 1009 seconds. All calculations of the takt times can be seen in 
Appendix 6. 
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4.3.2 Product mix 
Futuris is currently producing 15 different tracks. About 25 percent of the tracks that are 
produced today are Holden two way tracks. About five percent of the total track production is 
Mitsubishi two way tracks. The remaining 70 percent consists of four and six way tracks for 
Holden and Mitsubishi, which are produced at the same cell today. The four and six way 
tracks can be divided into three sub groups depending on the amount of work that is needed 
for the different tracks. These are four way tracks, six way tracks without fire extinguisher 
brackets and six way tracks with fire extinguisher brackets. Today, about 45 percent of these 
tracks are four way tracks, 35 percent are six way tracks without Fire Extinguisher Brackets 
and 20 percent are six way tracks with Fire Extinguisher Brackets.  
 
In order to be able to separate the different track types into groups, an ABC-analysis was 
made, see Appendix 7. Three different groups were found, high, intermediate and low 
runners.  

4.3.3 Work amount 
The work amount varies between the different track types. This is mostly because of the 
different amount of parts that is needed. A process study, see Appendix 8, shows that the 
work amount varies between 44 and 219 seconds.  

4.3.4 Downtime 
The result of the downtime study shows that the Track Assembly has problems with the 
material supply. Sometimes the needed raw material is not available or there might be quality 
problems with the parts. There are also quite a lot of time wasted waiting for forklifts. Lack of 
sub-assemblies and stops for changing over parts are quite common as well. Downtime 
regarding to unblocking or refilling Loctite6 is regularly occuring. For a complete list of the 
downtimes sorted in different categories, see Appendix 9. For in-data to the simulations, see 
table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1. Downtimes sorted on track type 
Track type MTBF (sec) MTTR (sec) 
2 way Holden 75000 1300
2 way Mitsubishi 400000 1300
2 way total 65000 1300
4 way 50000 1300
6 way 35000 1300
4 way and 6 way 20000 1300

4.3.5 OEE 
The OEE for the Track Assembly is about 88 percent today, see table 4.2. This means that 12 
percent of the total production time consist of losses like downtime, set-up time, rejects, 
rework, reduced speed and minor stoppages. The biggest problem is the availability which is 
only 91 percent in average. This is due to the downtime issues and especially the main 
problem of getting the correct material in time. In May, a performance figure above 100 
percent was documented; this is a sign of errors in the calculations of the OEE numbers 
because no OEE factor is supposed to ever be able to get above 100 percent. The reason for 

                                                 
6 A type of glue used when connecting the shaft for the traverse motor to the rails 
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this is most likely that the production was open longer than normal due to overtime and no 
corrections were made in the spreadsheet were the calculations of the OEE are made.   
 
Table 4.2. OEE for Track Assembly 
 Mars April May June July August Average 
Availability 96 % 96 % 85 % 93 % 94 % 83 % 91 % 
Performance 94 % 89 % 102 % 100 % 98 % 99 % 97 % 
Quality 99 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 99 % 100 % 
OEE 89 % 84 % 86 % 93 % 92 % 81 % 88 % 

4.3.6 P-FMEA 
Futuris has done a Process Failure Mode and Effect Analysis at the Track Assembly area and 
they found some failure modes with quite high Risk Priority Numbers. The failure modes 
with the highest RPN are shown in table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3. Failure modes with highest RPN 
Failure mode RPN 
Fire extinguisher fitted to incorrect track 128
Missing or loose end caps 126
Adjuster bar upside down 112
Incorrect cross bar assembly 112
No loctite applied to drive shaft on 6 way tracks 112
Operation of Lift Motors 112
G8 Stop Brackets not fitted 112
G8 Stop Bracket rivets not installed correctly 112
MMAL electrical bracket oriented wrong 112
MMAL missing pop rivet for electrical bracket 112
Missing Adjuster bar Pop rivets 98
Adjuster bar Pop rivets not properly staked 98
Missing / broken push on fix 98
Damage to plastic components, motors 96
Push on fix not homed 84

 
The MMAL (Mitsubishi Motors Australia Limited) electrical bracket pop rivet is safety 
critical because the electrical bracket controls the air bag. In total, four rivet guns are safety 
critical, and these failure modes should have higher RPN numbers because of this. These 
rivets must be riveted correctly and expresses a need for monitoring rivet guns which are not 
used today. 

4.4 Ergonomic rating 
Futuris has quite good knowledge regarding the physical work load and risks involved at the 
different work stations at the plant. Rotating schedules are up and running, the workers at the 
Track Assembly for example change station two times a day. Futuris also has a detailed 
occupational dictionary that lists the demands of every task. The demands of each task are 
colour coded, green is good, yellow is ok and red is bad. At Track Assembly, one station is 
classified red; Final inspection. This area requires handling of weights up to 25 kg and 
stresses the shoulders, wrists and elbows quite much. This is because of the manual testing of 
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the sliding action. The tracks need to be pushed and pulled up to 62 times per hour. The same 
pulling and pushing of the tracks is used for the testing of the lighter two way tracks. 
Futuris also uses a colour coding system for the risk of injuries on different body parts. Hood 
assembly and Final inspection are marked red on shoulders. Push on fix, Accessory assembly, 
Final inspection and Two way assembly have red codes on wrists and elbows.  
 
The most demanding jobs at the Track Assembly area are the following:  
• Push on fix gun (POF gun) 
• Reach for rivet gun 
• Unload track from Accessories assembly, 10 kg up to 62 times per hour  
• Lifting and loading seat tracks to stillage, 11 kg up to 62 times per hour 
• Manual sliding of tracks at four way assembly, 25 kg up to 62 times per hour  
• Handling of rivet gun at two way assembly 
• Sliding tracks at two way assembly 

 
In order to control and prevent risks for injuries a hazard control form is used, see Appendix 
10. This makes it possible to keep track off all known hazards and helps to eliminate or 
reduce them. Every hazard is given a risk score by deciding the probability, exposure and 
severity of the risk. If the risk score is 55 or above, immediate action is required. Table 4.4 
shows all registered hazards and incidents from August 2007 until middle of December 2007.  
 
Table 4.4. Recently registred hazards at Track Assembly area 
Injury/Hazard Risk score 
Foot controls not fixated to floor – Inspection area 20 
Pallets on line have no buffer – fingers may get caught 20 
Loctite used on line – spillage containment 20 
Uneven edges on matting is a tripping hazard 20 
Track assembly cross bar station – see ROSH Ergo report 50 
Various hazard in tracks – ROSH report 45 
Walkway in front of tracks – forklifts constantly moving 20 
Arm strain when working in containment N/A 
Slipped with pop rivet gun and cut finger N/A 

 
The background noise of the Track Assembly area is mostly fluctuating around 70-75 dB(A). 
The noisiest stations are the Push on fix station with two noisy work elements, the push on fix 
gun and the rivet gun. The two way assembly has one noisy work element, the pushing and 
pulling of the tracks until they stop. The noise level of the push on fix gun was measured to 
101 dB(A) and the rivet gun was measured to 102 dB(A) as highest. The pushing and pulling 
of the tracks reached 103 dB(A). Other than these three work moments, no noise levels above 
90 dB(A) were measured. Hearing protection is not compulsory at the area today and few use 
it.  
 
Safety shoes are not compulsory even though forklifts are operated in the area. Gloves are 
recommended and most of the workers use them but they are not compulsory. All jobs require 
a lot of standing and good shoes are therefore required as well as anti fatigue rubber matting 
which is installed. 
 
The light is overhead and fluorescent and no illumination problems exist in the area at 
daytime when the sun is shining. An overview of the track area and information of where the 
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light levels were taken from is available in Appendix 11. For the results of the light levels 
study, see table 4.5.  In the early morning and late in the afternoon, the light levels decrease a 
lot. The low levels of light registered at the crossbar pre assembly station; measuring point 
nine, is caused because the operator shades the light which comes from behind.  
 
Table 4.5. Light levels 
Measure point Light level at day (Lux) Light level at mornings 

and evenings (Lux) 
1 1493 700 
2 864 483 
3 1356 468 
4 1411 747 
5 1871 1030 
6 1642 895 
7 1173 644 
8 1125 360 
9 Not measured 99 

 
According to the operators, the temperature is okay and it is partially controlled by air 
conditioners and heaters. There are no ventilation problems at the area. This analysis is 
conducted during the spring and it is therefore hard to know how these conditions are changed 
when it is summer or winter. By talking to the workers at the shop floor, the temperature and 
ventilation seems to be ok regardless of the time of the year. It used to be slightly too hot 
during the hottest period of the summer but a new air conditioning system has been installed 
and the climate will probably be better during the summer of 2008. 

4.5 Measurables 
To be able to compare the solutions to the current state, five measurables have been used; 
labour cost, line balance efficiency, floor space, stockholding cost and production lead time. 
These measurables were used because they correspond to the aim of the project in a good 
way. 
 
Today there are seven people working on each shift including the team leader, 14 in total. One 
worker costs the company about 60,000 Australian dollars  a year which gives a labour cost 
for the Track Assembly of about 840,000 Australian dollar a year.  
 
The weighted Line Balance Efficiency, LBE, of the four and six way cell is 70 percent today, 
see table 4.6.  
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Table 4.6. Line Balance Efficiency calculation 
  4 ways 6 ways without FE 6 ways with FE 
Station 1 (sec) 40 40 40
Station 2 (sec) 25 40 40
Station 3 (sec) 23 31 31
Station 4 (sec) 21 12 21
Station 5 (sec) 12 37 51
∑t 121 160 183
n 5 5 5
c 40 40 51
LBE 60,5% 80,0% 71,8%
Weighted LBE 70%   
 
The floor space needed is about 400 square metres excluding the transportation aisles. The 
storages for raw material and finished tracks need about 160 square meters and the Track 
Assembly area requires 240 square metres. The two transport aisles that go through the Track 
Assembly area are about 150 square metres together.  
 
The stockholding cost is the cost for keeping material and finished goods in stock. The cost 
consists of various components, for example the cost of capital tied up in inventories, the cost 
of storage space, handling costs, taxes and insurances. The cost of tied up capital is the largest 
cost, about 15 percent yearly of the value of the inventories. To estimate the inventory levels 
for all stored parts, the average of the maximum and minimum levels were used. For the 
finished tracks, three independent measurements were done and the average of those were 
used. To calculate the value of the stocks, the average inventory was multiplied with the cost 
of one unit. The value of the inventory of finished tracks is about 94,000 Australian dollars 
and the value of stored parts is about 107,000 Australian dollars, so the total value of the 
stocks are approximately 201,000 Australian dollars. Futuris are using a stockholding rate of 
15 percent which means that the total stockholding cost for tracks is about 30,000 Australian 
dollars yearly, excluding cost for floor space and other costs, see Appendix 12. 
 
The production lead time for the Track Assembly can be found in the current-state map that 
was drawn when analysing the value flow. The lead time for two way tracks was 19 hours, for 
four way tracks it was 18 hours and for six way tracks it was 45 hours, see Appendix 5. These 
figures are not averages but give a pretty good picture of how the reality looks like.  

4.6  Seat Assembly 
The Seat Assembly consists of two different assembly lines, the Main line and the Hybrid 
line. They are placed parallel and close to each other and merge together in the end of the 
production chain. The equipment at the Hybrid line is more modern and up to date and 
therefore, more complex seat types are assembled there. At the mainline, high runners and 
less complex seats are assembled. The takt time differs between the two lines. The takt time 
for the Hybrid line is 285 seconds and the takt time for the Main line is 100 seconds.  
 
The seats are produced just-in-sequence and the material to the lines comes in sequence as 
well. Some material, such as plastic side covers, comes sequenced from the Distribution 
Centre and some material comes sequenced from sub-assemblies at the plant. Material to 
some of the sub-assemblies also comes in sequence, for example trims and foam to the Pin 
down area. 
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To supply the Hybrid and Main seat lines, the following sub-assemblies are needed: 
 
• Pin down, front seat backs (produces in sequence) 
• Front seat back assembly (produces in sequence) 
• Pin down, front seat cushions (produces in sequence) 
• Tracks (loads in sequence) 
• Frames (loads in sequence) 
• Head rests (produces in sequence) 
• Rears (produces in sequence) 

 
The production starts with a trigger from Holden. This trigger informs the personnel at the 
Distribution Centre what material to deliver to the different assembly stations. The starting 
point for the entire Seat Assembly is the Pin down of front seat backs. When one front seat 
back is pinned down and scanned, a bar code is printed out. If the information of that bar code 
matches the actual front seat back, it gets scanned as well. Sometimes the front seat back have 
the wrong colour or the wrong type of trim and will therefore not be scanned. The person that 
works with this is called the Build Sequencing Coordinator and he also needs to check that all 
the material is available, as well as arranging the hot jobs. Hot jobs are particularly important 
because they signal a need from Holden which the seat FGI cannot satisfy. These seats must 
be sent trough the entire plant as fast as possible.  
 
When the bar code is scanned, the information goes to a computer system which explains in 
what order the seats should be produced. This scanning is a trigger called WIPA and after 
WIPA, all seats are in the correct order, apart from the occasional hot jobs. Before the WIPA 
trigger, the order of the seats is about 90 percent correct. 
 
The information from the WIPA trigger goes to the sub-assemblies and tells them in what 
order they should produce or how the sequencing trolleys should be loaded. Each sequencing 
trolley contains material for ten seat kits and each kit consists of one left and one right seat.  

4.6.1  Sequencing of tracks 
The sequencing trolleys with tracks hold 20 tracks, see photo 4.22, which is the same as ten 
seat kits because one seat kit consists of two seats and therefore needs two tracks. The trolley 
consists of two rows with ten slots in each row. In the upper row, tracks for the left side of the 
car are kept and the lower row holds right hand tracks. Each column is numbered from one to 
ten and this number tells the operator in which order the tracks should be taken from the 
trolley. There are different trolleys for the two seat lines. There are three trolleys for the Main 
line and two trolleys for the Hybrid line. When one trolley is emptied, it is filled up with new 
tracks instantly by a sequencing operator if there are triggers available. The trolleys work like 
a safety storage because of the lead time before they will be used at the lines. This lead time 
can be estimated by multiplying the average number of tracks in the trolleys with the takt time 
for each line. The result of such a calculation, if the time to fill the trolleys is estimated to ten 
minutes, is shown in table 4.7. 
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Photo 4.22. Sequencing trolley for tracks 
 
Table 4.7. Calculations of lead time in sequencing trolleys 
 Trolleys Tracks/Trolley Average kits Takt time Safety stock/lead 

time 
Main 3 20 25 100 sec 32 min 
Hybrid 2 20 15 285 sec 61 min 

4.6.2 Benchmarking 
A visit at Golden Grove, Adelaide, was made in order to see how the assembly of rails and 
cross bars were conducted. The main motive for the visit was to see how they handled the 
transportation of rails in order to find an alternative way of transporting them instead of in the 
large stillages that require forklifts. It was discovered that when the rails were finished they 
hanged them onto special trolleys, see photo 4.23 and photo 4.24. The upper and lower layers 
of rails consisted of different rail types and together they formed rail sets. From these trolleys 
the rails were later paired up and put into a stillage as rail sets, and these stillages are the ones 
that arrive at the Track Assembly at Edinburgh Park. 
 

                  
Photo 4.23. Full rail trolley at Golden Grove Photo 4.24. Rail trolley at Golden Grove 
 
The visit to GM Holden’s plant in Elizabeth, Adelaide, was very interesting. A lot of 
automation was used; the seats were moved automatically into the plant with a flow-through 
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buffer and loaded onto an Automated Guided Vehicle, an AGV. The AGV transports the seats 
next to the line where they are inserted into the car and when the seats are taken from the 
AGV, it returns for new seats. GM Holden has a small buffer of seats and needs frequent 
deliveries.  
 
Information about the Track Assembly at the Melbourne plant was given through e-mail 
contact. In Melbourne, the tracks are produced in sequence, but much fewer different types of 
tracks are being assembled compared to the Edinburgh Park plant. The assembly cell is built 
up pretty much in the same way as the one in Edinburgh Park. The finished tracks are put in 
special flow-through racks that allow FIFO to be kept. 
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5 Description of the future production context 
It is important to take the future into account when improving something in order to make 
sure that the solutions will be valid for as long time as possible. This chapter will present 
different aspects of the future for Futuris and the Track Assembly.  
 
Futuris Automotive believe in a bright future. They have a very high aim, which is easily seen 
when you examine their vision: “To grow our company from a producer of interior products 
for the Australian automotive industry to a creator of the finest interior systems for the 
advancement of global consumer comfort, safety and convenience. By 2010 our reputation 
will be world renowned as the best supplier of interior solutions providing quality, value and 
innovation." 
 
Futuris Automotive have a lot of faith in Lean manufacturing, and their long term goal is to 
produce everything in sequence and eventually just in time. Futuris has a growing 
international network of design and manufacturing facilities that provide quality, value and 
innovation. The company is rapidly growing as one of the world’s new breed of leading and 
successful automotive suppliers. New models are introduced on a regular basis and the 
production is expanding. Futuris believe in creating sustainable, committed and long term 
partnerships in China and several investments have been made for the future including a new 
interior design and manufacture facility in Wuhu, China. Futuris supplies seating systems to 
Chery Automobile from that plant. Futuris is creating new facilities in South Africa and North 
America as well to support new business contracts. 
 
In the near future, seats for a new model called G8 will be introduced at the manufacturing 
plant in Edinburgh Park. This will increase the demand for all subassemblies including tracks 
and will lower the takt time for the Hybrid seat line from 285 seconds to about 190 seconds. 
The G8 tracks are four and six way tracks without fire extinguisher brackets, which means 
that these types of tracks are going to have a larger share of the production after the G8 is 
introduced. The introduction of G8 means two new cross bars and five new rail sets and all of 
these parts need floor space as well as the finished tracks. The introduction of G8 will also 
result in two new final inspection fixtures.  
 
With the introduction of G8, Futuris will be producing 19 different kinds of tracks. The 
Holden two way tracks are expected to drop to about 20 percent of the total production when 
the G8 is up and running at full speed, this is because no production of two way G8 tracks is 
scheduled at the moment. The four and six way tracks are expected to increase its share to 
approximately 75 percent when the G8 has been introduced. The forecasts hint of a change 
towards slightly less fire extinguisher bracket tracks in the future. This is because no G8 
tracks have these brackets. Instead, some of the G8 tracks need special stop brackets which 
take quite a long time to install. 
 
The analyses of Holden and Mitsubishi forecasts show that the track demand is rising, mainly 
because of the introduction of the new G8. The demand of VE tracks is higher now when the 
VZ is out. The takt time for the entire Track Assembly area will drop from 55 to 44 seconds 
in the near future. When the G8 is at full speed, that time is expected to drop to 40 seconds. 
 
The takt time for four and six way tracks is calculated to be 63 seconds in the near future. 
After the production of G8 is up and running, the takt time for four and six way tracks is 
estimated to drop to 53 seconds, see Appendix 13. Futuris will probably add labour to the 
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Track Assembly area after the introduction of G8; they plan to go from seven people per shift 
up to eight. This is because of the increased demand of tracks in total and the high workload 
of the G8 tracks that include the stop brackets. 
 
After G8, the GM W200 is scheduled to start in February 2008. It is a luxury car aimed for 
the South Korean market and Futuris will make the seatings. Seats for a Buick are scheduled 
in 2009 and a GMC Utility Vehicle and a GMC Wagon are planned as well. Futuris has high 
believes in the electrical car brand Tesla in the United States. Futuris hopes to be Tesla’s 
preferred supplier if and when Tesla grow and expand internationally. 
 
The design of the shafts for the traverse motors for Mitsubishi cars is planned to be changed 
in the near future. The spline of the shafts will be exactly the same as the shafts for Holden 
tracks, see photo 5.1 and photo 5.2. They will still differ in length but it will become possible 
to assemble wrong shaft to the tracks.  
 

              
Photo 5.1. Spline of shaft for Mitsubishi (current)    Photo 5.2. Spline of shaft for Holden  
 
At the plant in Edinburgh Park, there is an idea of producing all seats at one line. That is how 
it used to be done and it is desired to go back to that. Producing all seats at one line would 
lead to removal of the Main line because the Hybrid line is more modern and up to date.  
 
Mitsubishi is trying hard to survive in Australia, but their sales have dropped and their large 
Australian car manufacturing plant is not expected to be open at the end of 2008. 
 
Futuris will continue to expand in Australia as well as internationally, but always with high 
proliferation. The company does not intend to compete with the largest suppliers which 
produce car interiors in much larger quantities than Futuris does. Futuris believes in an 
increasing number of models in the future and the foundation is; if the customer wants it, we 
will build it. 
 
The Distribution Centre in Golden Grove will soon close and the production will be 
outsourced to a new plant in Wuhu, China, mostly because of reduced labour costs. The 
change will take place during the Christmas break 2007. The consequence of this is that the 
rails will be delivered to Edinburgh Park separately in large containers instead of in pairs as 
today. The reason for this is that the long transport makes it desirable to get as high pack 
factor as possible, which means that as many rails as possible are put in one container. The 
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extra cost for getting the rails delivered in pairs is about 1.5 dollar per track. Even if this cost 
would be justified, the reliability of the Chinese supplier is too low and therefore, allowing 
them to decant the rails into sets is not an option in the near future. 
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6 Analysis and problem statement  
The current situation and the future state is analysed in this chapter and the problems are 
evaluated.  
 
The current way of assembling tracks at Futuris Automotive’s plant in Edinburgh Park 
requires large storages because of the batch building manufacturing principle. This leads to 
high stockholding costs and long lead times as well as it requires a lot of floor space. The fact 
that the tracks are assembled in three different areas depending on the model creates a lot of 
buffers and complicates the labour balancing. This also increases the need of floor space even 
more. 
 
The fact that Futuris is letting labour go home early at several occasions indicates that the 
capacity of the Track Assembly area is higher than needed. The FGI is full most of the time, 
restricting the operators from producing anything. During these occasions, the operators are 
supposed to be producing sub-assemblies, tidying up the area and wait. A lot of the time 
though, this is not the case. All of these operators with no actual work to do leads to regular 
overproduction. Containers of tracks are being produced without kanban cards and designated 
places to be stored at. A reason for this might be that the track personnel and their supervisors 
want good, high production numbers, even though the tracks are not needed at the time. These 
tracks that are produced when not allowed is an obvious example of overproduction and they 
contain parts that might be needed for another track type later. 
 
The good OEE numbers, above 85 percent is an indication of a fairly effective production. 
The calculations of the OEE numbers need to be standardised though because they are 
calculated in a few different ways right now. There were a few occasions when factors that 
make up the OEE number were above 100 percent which is an indication of incorrect 
calculations of the OEE number. 
 
The downtime study shows that a lot of downtime can be reduced if the operators do not need 
to do any out of cycle work and if the forklifts are removed. Quite a lot of downtime will still 
be remaining in the system though. When the Track Assembly area has problems with 
delivering tracks in time to the seat lines today, it is mostly due to material problems. Wrong 
parts might arrive, there may be quality issues, or the parts do not show up when needed. 
When producing in sequence, material problems are a much severe issue than when batch 
building to a buffer. This is because when batch building, something else can be produced 
while waiting for the needed parts. If the tracks are to be produced just in sequence, 
something needs to be done about the material issues.  
 
The plant in Edinburgh Park has a focus on quality and the goal is that zero defect parts 
reaches the customer. The main problems discovered by the P-FMEA are lack of Poka-Yokes 
at the Track Assembly area. This means that errors can occur; wrong parts can be used or 
important parts can be missing when the tracks are being sent to the Seat Assembly lines. 
This, in combination with the many storages and lack of a FIFO system in the storages, leads 
to a long time passing before the fault is hopefully noticed at the Seat lines. An incorrect track 
can be manufactured and several batches of the incorrect or non-existing track type can be 
produced before the mistake is noticed. 
 
To get the RPN numbers down, the detection factor needs to be lowered because the other two 
factors; severity and occurrence are harder to change. Today, the detection is 100 percent 
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visual for almost all of the listed failure modes. Occurrence could be lowered by sequencing 
the material, which does not allow the operator to pick wrong parts.  
 
Because of the risks and costs, it is desirable to eliminate the usage of forklifts. Another bad 
thing about needing forklifts is that they are not always available, which leads to unnecessary 
waiting time for finished stillages. It would be much easier to produce into a rack or 
something else that can be transported manually. 
 
The rotation system at the Track Assembly creates a flexible team of workers which work 
towards the same goal and help each other out when needed. Another benefit of this system is 
that the operators get skilled quite fast in all the different production steps inside their area. 
The disadvantage is that the operators do not get a full understanding of the product that they 
are producing, which in the case of the Track Assembly area is a car seat, because they are 
only rotation inside the same work area. Another issue of this rotation system is that the 
number of possible production steps is limited. An expanded rotation on plant level would 
create even more skilled operators, decrease the risk of injuries due to repetitive work and a 
more flexible production system. 
 
The light levels at the evenings and in early mornings are not satisfying and is in need of 
improvement. Especially the Crossbar pre-assembly station needs an additional light source 
that is not shaded by the operator that is working at the station. When improving the light, the 
orientation and quality of the light needs to be considered and taken care of before the light 
level is increased. 
 
Hearing protection should be used at the Track Assembly area because of the loud noises. 
This is especially important when working at the push on fix station and at the two way 
assembly station. 
 
At the line and in the different storages, the principle of first in first out (FIFO) is not working 
very well. The system with a safety buffer in two levels does not work along with the FIFO 
idea at all. The same problem exists with the WIP (work in process) trolley before the final 
inspection. Several tracks are loaded on top of each other which lead to non-FIFO and 
possible damage to the tracks. When FIFO is not followed, it is much harder to follow up 
quality issues and to get a continuos flow through the plant. It also increases the lead times. 
 
The four and six way cell does not run in a smooth continuos flow because of all the out-of-
cycle work that the operators need to do, including running the three different sub-assembly 
stations and change overs of material racks. In a smooth cell, the operators should not need to 
do any out-of-cycle work; someone else should make sure that the material is available for all 
stations in the cell. The sub-assemblies should either be integrated in the cell or being 
operated by someone outside of the line. 
 
The Kanban system for finished goods is a good way of managing the information of what 
needs to be produced. The problem is that the Kanban cards tend to get lost sometimes and it 
also seems that the decision of what to produce often is visual and decided only by looking at 
the FGI and where the empty spots are. Building without Kanban cards leads to a possibility 
for overproduction which is the worst kind of waste. The production personnel seem to be 
more focused on producing enough tracks per shift than producing what is needed when it is 
needed. This might be an effect of the production board which demands how many tracks are 
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to be produced each shift. The board collides with the Kanban system which triggers the 
production based on what is actually needed in order to replenish the safety buffer. 
 
Futuris uses a good system of replenishing the material with maximum and minimum levels 
that tells the logistic personnel when to order and how much. The problem with this system 
today is the slow replenishment from order to arrival at the production area, which leads to 
double-orders. This is possible because the material does not arrive before the person that 
inspects the stock levels comes back for another check. 
 
The new Chinese rail supplier will lead to longer shipping times, which leads to an increased 
safety stock of rails. The fact that the rails will be delivered separately means that twice the 
amount of rail stillages is needed if the tracks are going to be produced in the same way as 
today. This, in combination with the upcoming G8 and all the parts associated with this 
program leads to a need for a much larger part buffer compared with today. This is floor space 
which is not available. This leaves two options; decant the rails into pairs at the DC or 
sequence the parts directly to the Track Assembly area in the same order that they are to be 
produced. 
 
The expected shut down of the Mitsubishi Plant will probably not affect Futuris very much. 
Only about 50 Mitsubishi seats per day are produced and the space needed for special 
Mitsubishi machinery and Mitsubishi parts and finished goods storages can be used for the 
increasing number of GM parts that are needed in the future. If the Mitsubishi seats would 
disappear from the product mix at Futuris in Edinburgh Park, it would actually simplify a lot 
of things, not least for the Track Assembly area. The Mitsubishi seat kits stand for one fourth 
of the variation but only about one out of ten seat kits produced at Edinburgh Park is a 
Mitsubishi seat kit. 
 
Futuris has quite a lot of production data available but it is not used very much because the 
improvement engineers have to prioritise solving production issues instead of analysing data. 
The data is scattered in several different folders on their network which complicates the usage 
of the important information. This is a common problem that should be taken care of. 
 
Futuris Automotive is all about proliferation, a lot of different products are produced and this 
is what makes skilled operators so important. The proliferation makes flexibility a top priority 
when designing a new manufacturing system. 
 
All of the issues discussed above where considered when creating the Specification of 
demands for the Track Assembly. The idea is to minimise today’s issues in the proposed 
solution. 
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7 Specification of demands  
This chapter presents the Specification of demands that specifies all demands that the solution 
needs to fulfil. These demands are later on used for generating and evaluating different 
solutions. 
 
The demands have been divided into different headings which are presented in order of 
importance, with the most important demands first. The headlines have been used later on as 
evaluation factors when evaluating different solutions.  
 
Productivity 
The tracks should be produced efficiently; no more than the required amount of input 
(workers and equipment) should be used while managing to produce the required output. No 
more than seven people per shift should be working at the Track Assembly area; this means 
that no extra operators should be needed despite the increased demand of tracks. The value 
added work should be above 70 percent. The line balance efficiency should be higher than 85 
percent and the overall equipment efficiency should be above 85 percent.  
 
Capacity 
The required takt times for the solution should be based on the future demand of the different 
track types. This means that the total Track Assembly area must be able to produce at a takt of 
one track every 40 seconds. Split up on different track types, two way Holden tracks should 
be produced every 194 seconds, two way Mitsubishi tracks every 1050 seconds, four way 
tracks every 129 seconds and six way tracks every 90 seconds. A combined four and six way 
tracks line will need to be able to produce one track every 53 seconds based on future takt 
time. The production system must be able to produce accordingly to takt time with the 
product mix taken into account. The cycle time of all cells should be about 85 percent of the 
takt time. The opening hours for the Track Assembly area should be the same as for the Seat 
Assembly lines; two eight hour shifts every weekday.  
 
Quality 
The solution should minimise the possibilities of making mistakes that leads to quality errors. 
Through Poka Yokes and other quality assurance systems, the quality of the final products 
should be guaranteed. All RPN above 80 from the P-FMEA must be investigated and 
solutions for them should be proposed. The production process should not allow any defect 
parts to reach the customer. This is to be made without non value added operator paint 
markings if possible. 
 
Ergonomics 
The risks of injuries should be minimised. Protection should be used wherever needed and it 
should be clear for the workers where and how to use them. The illumination should be above 
500 Lux at all times and a target of a sound level of 55 dB(A) should be aimed for. The noise 
exposure standard; peak hold sound pressure of 140 dB(C) must not be exceeded when 
working without earplugs. The maximum weight that is allowed to be lifted is 12 kilograms 
and no more than 100 Newton is allowed to be pushed or pulled. The temperature at the shop 
floor must be kept between 15 and 30 degrees Celsius but preferably between 20 and 25 
degrees. The work postures and tasks should be diverse and a rotation scheme should be able 
to be set up in an easy and natural way. The working pace should be reasonable and the cycle 
time should be kept between ten and 120 seconds. A reasonable working pace is difficult to 
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decide in advance, it has to be tried out. The total work environment should be pleasant and 
the operators should be able to work as a team. 
 
Reliability 
The solution should be stable and ensure deliveries to the Main line and Hybrid line at all 
times. The possibility of the Track Assembly area stopping the Seat lines must be very low 
and it must not occur more often than once every two months. 
 
Inventory 
The number and sizes of all storages and buffers should be minimised. No more than two 
hours of materials should be held at the point of use and all unnecessary WIP buffers should 
be eliminated. No overproduction is allowed. 
 
Material handling 
The material must be supplied to the area when needed and the material should flow 
effectively through the Track Assembly area with minimum unnecessary movements, 
preferably as a one piece flow. The material flows should be as straight and short as possible, 
all the way from the Distribution Centre to the Seat Assembly lines. There should be no need 
of forklifts in the Track Assembly area. FIFO should be contained trough the whole process. 
Double handling of material should be minimised and the lead time for a track through the 
entire Track Assembly area should be as low as possible and rarely greater than one hour. 
Operators should never need to monitor machines or wait for them to finish, automatic 
ejection from the machine should be used if possible. There should be no out-of cycle work 
for the operators. As many unnecessary work elements as possible should be eliminated. 
 
Flexibility 
The solution needs to be flexible in two ways. First and foremost, it needs to be able to deal 
with the high proliferation; a lot of different track models are produced on a day to day basis, 
and new models are to be introduced regularly. The solution should also allow easy increase 
or decrease in production capacity in case of changes in demand. The solution must be able to 
handle sudden changes in product mix as well. The system should support continuous 
improvements; it should be easy to detect problems in order to eliminate them. 
 
Information Flow 
The information should flow easily through the process. The production process should be 
easy to understand and there should be easy to know what to produce at all times. Information 
of how the process is doing at the moment should be visible. 
 
Layout 
The layout should be clear, explicit and support continuous flow. The inside width of a 
working cell should be around five feet (1.5 meters) and the total floor space needed should 
be minimised. Walking paths should be at least 0.7 metres wide. No more floor space than 
needed is to be utilised by the Track Assembly area. The floor should be painted in different 
colours in order to visualise the different processes and their intended places. 
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8 Solution  
This chapter presents different conceptual models and solutions. It also presents the line 
balancing and  production simulation results of these conceptual models. 

8.1 Conceptual models 
The tracks can be assembled in several different ways. Firstly in this section, three main 
principles of track manufacturing are described: 
 

o Batch building 
o Producing in sequence  
o Combination of sequencing and batch building 

 
In order to get rid of the forklifts, all stillages regardless of concept will be replaced with 
trolleys or containers that do not require a forklift for transportation. Other suggestions that 
will apply for all solutions are ergonomic improvements like better lighting and usage of 
hearing protection.  

8.1.1 Batch building 
When working with this concept, three different solutions of how to split up the work were 
found. These solutions are based on the number of different assembly areas.    

Four areas 
In this batch building solution, four different track types are produced in separate lines, see 
figure 8.1. One line is required for two way Holden tracks, one for two way Mitsubishi tracks, 
one for four way tracks and one for six way tracks. The lines produce tracks in batches and to 
buffers. The finished tracks are taken from the buffers and are put on a sequencing trolley 
when they are needed just as today.  
 

 
Figure 8.1. Schematic figure of the layout for Batch building- four areas 

Three areas 
This principle is the one most similar to how the tracks are produced today, see figure 8.2. 
Four and six way tracks are produced at the same line. Two way tracks for Holden are 
produced at one station and two way Mitsubishi tracks at another station. All stations produce 
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tracks to a buffer. The sequencing trolley is then filled with finished tracks taken from the 
buffer.  
 

 
Figure 8.2. Schematic figure of the layout for Batch building- three areas 

Two areas 
In this concept, the four and six way tracks are assembled in two different areas and the two 
way tracks are assembled in the same area as the four way tracks, see figure 8.3. The different 
stations are producing in batches to a buffer as the previous batch building solutions. 
 

 
Figure 8.3. Schematic figure of the layout Batch building – two areas  

8.1.2 Producing in sequence 
In this concept, all tracks are produced in the same line and in sequence, see figure 8.4. The 
first station is only used for four and six way tracks. The last station consists of the final 
inspection for four and six way tracks plus the assembly of two way tracks. Most of the 
material comes in sequence from the Distribution Centre to the line and the finished tracks are 
placed directly onto a sequencing trolley. 
 

 
Figure 8.4. Schematic figure of the layout for producing in sequence 

8.1.3 Combination of sequencing and batch building 
The final concept is a combination of batch building and sequencing. Four and six way tracks 
are produced in the same line and in sequence. Two way tracks are produced in batches and in 
separate stations for Holden and Mitsubishi tracks, see figure 8.5. The operator that performs 
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the final inspection for four and six way tracks also fills the sequencing trolleys. When a two 
way track is needed, he or she picks up the needed track from the buffer. 
 

  
Figure 8.5. Schematic figure of the layout for the combination of batch building and sequence 

8.2 Line balancing and simulation results 
When balancing the line, a precedence diagram, see Appendix 14, and reduced work amounts 
were used. In order to be able to reduce the total work amount for the Track Assembly, some 
changes from todays production has to be made to the process. The push on fixes should be 
inserted at the hood machine, including some kind of sensors that feel that they are properly 
installed. This would remove both the time for putting the push on fixes on and the time for 
paint marking them. No other paint markings should be needed either due to different Poka-
Yokes. The Hood machine should also be fully automatic; when a button is pushed, the hood 
goes down and clamps the track together. If possible, there should be no need for pushing 
pallets around. All out of cycle work are either taken away or put into the cycle. For example, 
all pre-assembly stations have been included in the cycle and refilling material has been 
excluded from the operators work. The total time for all work elements could be reduced from 
245 seconds to 204 seconds, see Appendix 15. The allowed work amounts used for the 
different combinations of lines, calculated from the takt times, are shown in table 8.1.  
 
Table 8.1. Allowed work times content  
Combination Work amount 
2 way Mitsubishi 759
2 way Holden 140
4 way 93
6 way 65
4 and 6 way 38
All tracks 29

 
There are several ways of cutting down the times even more. One suggestion is to get the sub-
assemblies; friction clips and motors, already pre assembled when they arrive to the plant in 
Edinburgh Park. Another suggestion is to investigate if automatic ejection of the Hood 
machine, Pin press and Nut runner station are possible to implement. 
 
Apart from the number of workers needed for the different solutions that are mentioned later, 
one team leader is supposed to work indirectly at the Track Assembly area. This person’s task 
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is to organise all material, decide what to produce and making sure that everything is running 
as intended.  

8.2.1 Batch building  
The three different solutions were line balanced individually due to the difference in how the 
work could be divided and which work amounts that should be used.  

Four areas 
This concept was modified because of difficulties in achieving a good line balancing with 
four separate assembly areas. The major problem is that the assembly of four way tracks only 
requires 1.2 workers, but there is no such thing as 1.2 workers so two workers are needed at 
that assembly cell. This problem applies to the assembly of six way tracks and two way tracks 
as well, but not in the same extension.  
 
The modified concept is called Merged batch building, see figure 8.6. The four and six way 
tracks are being produced in separate lines but the final inspection is made at the same station. 
The assembly of four way tracks requires one station and the assembly of six way tracks 
requires two stations. Every station will be manned with one worker, except the final 
inspection that will be manned with two workers. The two way tracks are assembled by the 
same persons that work at the final inspection. To find out how the work elements are split up 
on the different stations, see Appendix 16.  For simulation results of this solution, see table 
8.2. 
 

  
Figure 8.6. Schematic figure of the layout for merged batch building. 
 
Table 8.2. Simulation results for Merged batch building 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95%
4 way cell Working % 83 83 83
6 way 1 Working % 75 76 76
6 way 2 Working % 71 71 71
Final inspection Working % 50 50 50
Final inspection 2 Working % 50 50 51

% In System less than one hour 97 98 99
Average Time in System (sec) 282 350 418Finished 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 5240 7185 9130

Three areas 
Due to the big difference in work amount between four and six way tracks, the line balance 
efficiency gets very low with this solution. The biggest problem is the fire extinguisher 
brackets. This issue was solved by dedicateing a station to the assembly of fire brackets. But 
whenever tracks without fire brackets were being produced, the operator at the dedicated fire 
bracket station would have nothing to do. The solution to this is to allow the worker at the fire 
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bracket station to assemble two way tracks when tracks without fire brackets are being 
produced, see figure 8.7. This solution is called Flexible batch building and the work 
elements at the different stations for this solution can be seen in Appendix 16. The results of 
the simulation are shown in table 8.3. 
 

 
Figure 8.7. Flexible batch building 
 
Table 8.3. Simulation results for Flexible batch building 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95%
4 and 6 station 1 Working % 84 85 85
4 and 6 station 2 Working % 68 69 69
4 and 6 station 3 Working % 76 77 77
Final inspection Working % 58 58 58
FE and two way Working % 44 45 45

% In System less than one hour 99 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 62 98 1332 way Holden 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 2199 3680 5160
% In System less than one hour 84 91 98
Average Time in System (sec) 724 1134 15434 and 6 ways 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 4999 8357 11715

Two areas 
The line balancing of this concept, see Appendix 16, shows that three operators are needed for 
the assembly of six way tracks and that two operators are needed for the assembly of two and 
four way tracks. The simulation results are presented in table 8.4.  
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Table 8.4. Simulation result for Batch building - two areas. 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95%
4 way cell Working % 64 64 64
2 and 4 way Working % 62 62 62
6 way station 1 Working % 75 76 76
6 way station 2 Working % 71 71 71
6 way station 3 Working % 57 57 58

% In System less than one hour 97 98 99
Average Time in System (sec) 222 327 4322 and 4 ways 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 4933 7189 9445
% In System less than one hour 95 97 99
Average Time in System (sec) 384 538 6926 ways 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 5989 7264 8538

8.2.2 Sequencing 
The line balancing showed that the best solution for this concept is that three operators work 
with four and six way tracks only. They perform all work elements except the visual 
inspection, final inspection and the assembly of fire brackets. The remaining work elements as 
well as the assembly of two way tracks are made by two other operators. This means that five 
persons in total are needed for the assembly of tracks in this solution. To get a better 
understanding of how the work is divided on the operators, see Appendix 16. The simulation 
results for this solution are presented in table 8.5. 
 
Table 8.5. Simulation result for Sequencing 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 
Station 1 Working % 85 85 85 
Station 2 Working % 64 64 65 
Station 3 Working % 74 74 74 
Final inspection Working % 53 53 54 
Final inspection 2 Working % 53 54 54 

% In System less than one hour 83 91 99 
Average Time in System (sec) 446 1008 1571 Work Complete 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 5180 8129 11079 

8.2.3 Combination  
The results of the line balancing for this concept show that four stations are needed for the 
assembly of four and six way tracks and that one operator is needed for each station, see 
Appendix 16. The two way assembly station only needs to be manned one shift per day. This 
means that four and a half operators are needed each shift. To make this solution work in 
reality, a large buffer that covers the demand of two way tracks during the afternoon shift is 
needed. The results of the simulation can be seen in table 8.6. 
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Table 8.6. Simulation results for Combination 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95%
2 way Holden cell Working % 25 25 25
2 way Mitsubishi cell Working % 8 8 8
4n6 station 1 Working % 84 85 85
4n6 station 2 Working % 64 64 64
4n6 station 3 Working % 74 74 74
4n6 station 4 Working % 74 75 75

% In System less than one hour 100 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 48 72 962 way Holden 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 1782 3355 4928
% In System less than time hour 100 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 79 81 822 way Mitsubishi 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 0 556 1440
% In System less than one hour 85 91 98
Average Time in System (sec) 704 1088 14724n6 ways 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 5085 8029 10972

8.3 Conclusions of simulation results 
The simulation and the line balancing of the three different concepts resulted in five different 
solutions which are called: 
 
• Merged batch building 
• Flexible batch building  
• Batch building – two areas 
• Sequencing 
• Combination 

 
The simulation results show that all solutions manage to send more than 90 percent of the 
tracks through the Track Assembly area within one hour. Merged batch building and Batch 
building – two areas have the best results with a lead time of less than one hour for more than 
97 percent of the tracks. All solutions have a quite evenly distributed work load on the 
different stations.  
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9 Evaluation of solutions 
In this chapter, the result of the evaluation of the different solutions are presented.  
 
The result of the evaluation is shown in table 9.1. The scores are calculated by multiplying the 
grade, see table 9.2, with the weight for each factor, see table 9.3. The total result is presented 
in level of fulfilment and describes how many percent of the maximum score the different 
solutions got. For a deeper description of each factor, see the specification of demands in 
section seven. The complete evaluation matrix is shown in Appendix 17. 
 
Table 9.1. Result of evaluation 

Evaluation factor Weight Current 
way 

Merged 
batch 

building 

Flexible 
batch 

building 

Batch 
building   
2 areas 

Sequencing Combined

Productivity 4 4 8 12 8 12 16
Capacity 4 16 16 16 16 16 12
Quality 4 8 12 12 12 8 8
Ergonomics 3 3 9 9 9 9 9
Reliability 3 9 9 9 9 3 6
Inventory 3 0 3 3 3 12 6
Material Handling 2 0 2 2 2 8 6
Flexibility 2 6 4 6 4 6 6
Information Flow 1 2 1 3 2 2 2
Layout 1 1 2 3 2 3 2
Total score 49 66 75 67 79 73
Level of fulfilment 45% 61% 69% 62% 73% 68%

 
Table 9.2. Explanation of the different grades        Table 9.3. Explanation of the weights  
Grade Level of fulfilment 

 0 Does not fulfil the demands at all 
1 Fulfils some of the demands 
2 Fulfils the demands acceptably 
3 Fulfils the demands well 
4 Fulfils the demands very well 

 
The result shows three solutions with high scores; Combined, with 68 percent of maximum 
score, Flexible batch building, with 69 percent of maximum score, and Sequencing, with 73 
percent of maximum score. Because the difference between the solutions is maximum five 
percent, no solution can be said to be better than the other at this stage. 
 
To simplify the understanding of the evaluation and the results, especially why the different 
solutions got their points, all of the advantages and disadvantages of the best solutions are 
listed below: 
 
Flexible batch building 
Pros 

o Stabile thanks to the buffers 
o Good quality thanks to the repetitive work when building in batches 

Weight Significance 
1 Quite important 
2 Important 
3 Very important 
4 Essential 
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o Easy to produce correct tracks because of batch building  
o No new equipment has to be bought 
o Flexible due to the one operator that can be moved 
o Easy for the workers to know what to produce 
o Low amount of floor space required 

Cons 
o Large inventories 
o Hard to get rid of the forklifts and to keep FIFO 
o Long lead time 

 
Sequencing 
Pros 

o No new equipment is needed 
o Small inventories 
o Low amount of floor space required 
o Good material handling due to few movements and transportations 
o Easy to increase or decrease labour 

Cons 
o Unreliable due to the lack of buffers 
o Easy to produce wrong or non-existing tracks because of the large variance in work 

amount and change of material  
o Complicated system needed to know what to produce 
o Line balancing is not very good because four and six way tracks are produced at the 

same line 
 
Combination 
Pros 

o Only 4.5 operators needed  
o Small inventories, except for two way tracks 
o Low amount of floor space required  
o Small inventories  
o Good material handling due to few movements and transportations, except for two 

way tracks 
Cons 

o Unreliable due to the lack of buffers for four and six way tracks 
o Little marginal of capacity at the last station 
o Easy to produce wrong or non-existing tracks because of the large variance in work 

amount and change of material  
 
In order to decide which solution to choose, the potential of improvement was looked at as 
well. The Combined and the Flexible batch building have got few possible improvements 
while Sequencing has a lot of potential. If Poka Yokes are installed in order to ensure the 
quality at the Track Assembly, the solution would get at least one grade higher on quality. If a 
buffer of finished tracks is added, the reliability would get a higher grade as well. This would 
lead to a result of 79 percent of the maximum score, which are 11 percent units more than the 
Combined solution and ten percent units more than the Flexible batch building solution. With 
this information in mind and after discussion with the engineer responsible for the Track 
Assembly area, the solution Sequencing was chosen to continue working with. 
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10 Detailed solution  
This chapter explains the weaknesses of the winning solution and the proposed solutions to 
those weaknesses, it also contains a layout and more detailed specifications of the proposed 
solution. 
 
The winning solution, sequencing, had two major problems found in the evaluation that 
needed improvement; Reliability and Quality. To be able to recommend Futuris to produce 
their tracks in sequence, quite a few insecurities related to those two factors needed to be 
looked at. Producing in sequence ultimately means that no buffer of either raw material or 
finished tracks exist next to line. This creates a less reliable system than batch building and it 
has to be ensured that the deliveries of finished tracks to the Main and Hybrid Seat lines are 
on time. The change from batch building into producing the tracks in sequence must not lead 
to a unreliable system which can not be trusted to deliver the tracks on time. It must also be 
assured that the correct parts are being assembled, because the risk of using wrong parts 
increases when the track type is constantly changed. 

10.1  Triggering 
The first thing that needed to be carefully analysed was the triggers that were available for 
starting the production of tracks. The lead time for one track through the entire system, 
including sequencing of parts at the DC, waiting for a tugger, transportation of the parts to the 
shop floor and the time to assemble the track had to be considered. The average lead time for 
one track was then compared to the time between the trigger and when the track is actually 
needed at the Seat Assembly lines. To be able to ensure deliveries on time to the front seat 
lines every day without a safety buffer of finished tracks, the longest possible track lead time 
needs to be shorter than the shortest possible time from the trigger to the time when the track 
is needed at the particular Seat Assembly line.  
 
The maximum lead time for the tracks is mostly dependant on the downtime. As it is today, a 
stoppage of several hours happens from time to time due to lack of material.  
 
Two different triggers were discovered as possible triggers for the track production. The first 
trigger is the trigger that tells the DC which seat trims and foam to send to the plant. That 
trigger starts the production of seats at Futuris and is the first possible trigger that can be used 
for the Track Assembly area. The minimum time between this trigger and when the seat kit is 
on line can be as low as 27 minutes, see table 10.1.  
 
The other possible trigger that can be used is the trigger that is called WIPA, this is where the 
Sequence Build Coordinator decides which seats that will be produced at the Main and 
Hybrid Seat lines and in what order. Before the WIPA trigger, the order of the seats is about 
90 percent correct. After WIPA, all seats are fixed and in the correct order, apart from the 
occasional hot jobs. The minimum time between the WIPA trigger and when the seat kit is on 
line can be as low as four minutes, see table 10.1. 
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Table 10.1. Times between triggers and when the seat kits are on line 
 Time between Trim and Line 

(mins) 
Time between WIPA and Line 
(mins) 

Average (min) 257 119
Minimum (min) 27 4
Maximum (min) 700 251

 
The low minimum times between the triggers and when the track is needed at the Seat 
Assembly lines in combination with today’s material issues at the Track Assembly area 
expresses the demand for a safety buffer of finished tracks. 
 
A third approach for triggering the DC to send parts to the Track Assembly area is based on a 
Kanban system of finished tracks. When a track is taken from the Kanban buffer, a trigger is 
sent to the DC which commands the sequencing of the parts needed for that particular track. 
When a trolley of parts is full, the trolley is sent to the shop floor signalling for assembly of 
the specific tracks. This approach deletes the issue of hot jobs, because the only thing that 
triggers the production of tracks is what is actually taken from the Kanban buffer. 
 
The average lead time for the entire Track Assembly system from trigger to finished track is 
simulated to about 45 minutes in average if no downtime or waiting for tugger driver occurs, 
see table 10.2. This simulation is based on the situation where the production is sent 
according to the cycle time of the line and not the takt time, this is going to be the case 
whenever a breakdown or other stoppage has occurred and the Track Assembly area has a lot 
of jobs waiting. If the unavoidable time waiting for tuggers is included, the total lead time of 
the system will be close to one hour in average. 
 
Table 10.2. Simulation results for entire system according to cycle time 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 
Station 1 Working % 99 100 100
Station 2 Working % 87 87 87
Station 3 Working % 77 77 78
Final inspection Working % 76 76 76
Final inspection 2 Working % 76 76 76

% In System less than one hour 51 60 70
Average Time in System (sec) 2677 2758 2840Work Complete 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 4249 4524 4798

 
When looking at table 10.2, it can be seen that Station 1 has a really busy time. It should be 
remembered though, that the simulation has 15 percent of relaxation time included in the 
working time. The final inspectors will be busier in reality because of the walking that they 
will need to do that is not included in the simulation.  
 
The best trigger is decided to be the one that requires the smallest finished goods inventory to 
ensure deliveries to the Seat Assembly lines at all times. The smallest FGI is achieved when 
the total lead time of the system is as close to the time between the trigger and when the track 
is taken from the buffer as possible. The average time between the WIPA trigger and when 
the track is needed on line is about two hours and in the Trim trigger case, that time is roughly 
four hours. These times need to be reduced in order to be compared with the lead time for the 
Track Assembly. This is because the tracks are taken from the FGI about half an hour before 
they are used at the Seat Assembly lines. During this time, the tracks wait in sequencing 
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trolleys, see section 4.6.1. This means that if the WIPA trigger is used, the tracks will be taken 
from the buffer in average an hour and a half after the trigger and in the case of the Trim 
trigger, this time will be about 3.5 hours. Because the total lead time of tracks is estimated to 
about one hour in average, the WIPA trigger causes a smaller buffer of pre-assembled tracks, 
in average half an hour worth of stock compared to 2.5 hours for the Trim trigger solution. 
This tells us that the WIPA trigger gives the smallest FGI. In addition to this, the Trim trigger 
is only about 90 percent correct regarding to the order sequence. Because of these things, the 
Trim trigger solution is disregarded.  
 
The calculations for the Kanban buffer are fairly easy. The lead time of one hour in average 
means that the buffer must contain one hour’s worth of stock to cover for the demand during 
lead time plus the previously calculated safety stock. This gives a bigger inventory than the 
WIPA solution. Another disadvantage is that the Kanban system is more vulnerable than the 
WIPA-trigger solution because the Track Assembly area gets the information of what will be 
produced much later when the Kanban system is used. When the DC and subsequently the 
Track Assembly get information of what will be needed from the WIPA-trigger, they will find 
any issues with producing the required tracks much sooner than they would if the signal had 
come from when the actual track hade been taken from the buffer. The same goes for large 
variations in demand; if the WIPA trigger is used instead of the Kanban trigger, the Track 
Assembly area will be prepared for the fluctuations and will be better suited to handle it. 
Another good thing with using the WIPA trigger is that the system is already in use, all that is 
needed is to send the triggers to the DC and the Track Assembly area as well. In the long run, 
if the deliveries of on time, quality material can be trusted at all times, the WIPA safety buffer 
might be reduced to zero, and the produced tracks can be placed directly onto sequencing 
trolleys instead, this is impossible with the Kanban buffer, that system will always need to 
have a buffer that covers for the demand during the lead time. All these reasons make the 
WIPA-trigger the most suitable trigger to use at the Track Assembly area. 
 
Because of the problems regarding to get the material on time, a safety stock of two hours will 
be needed, based on the down time study. Less than two percent of the stoppages were longer 
than two hours based on the downtime study of one month. The fact that the buffers will not 
be full all the time is compensated by the fact that an extra buffer of half an hour’s worth of 
tracks in average is located in the sequencing trolleys.  
 
A special rule is needed in order to ensure that no overproduction is taking place. If the FGI 
buffer is full, the production must stop until there is an available spot to put the particular 
track on. 
 
It must also be possible for the operators at the Track Assembly to order material. If a track is 
rejected, new material is needed to produce a new one. At the end of shifts, the team leader 
must be able to inspect the safety stock levels and trigger new material for the tracks that are 
needed. These safety stock levels can have been manipulated because of hot jobs or other 
issues during the day. A system of triggering new material from the Distribution Centre 
replacing the tracks that are taken as hot jobs is wanted as well; this decreases the risk of 
dangerously low safety stock levels. 

10.2  Quality assurance 
Even if the process is reliable in terms of being able to deliver the tracks on time, the quality 
of the tracks must be assured. When the operators need to assemble different tracks all the 
time, whatever comes in sequence, the risk of making errors increases. To ensure that correct 
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parts are being used and that no parts are missing, Poka Yokes are needed. Nothing but 
correctly assembled tracks is to be allowed through the process.  
 
When assembling in sequence, the importance of quality assurance gets more vital in order to 
be able to deliver tracks with the right quality. To make sure that all parts are present and 
correctly assembled, Poka Yokes can be installed. Every part of the tracks has been analysed 
and all needed quality checks have been listed. The P-FMEA was also analysed and used to 
make sure that failure modes with high RPN number were to be improved. Solutions for how 
to perform these checks have been found, see table 10.3.  
 
Table 10.3. Quality assurance checks and solutions 
Quality check Solution Location 
Memory or non memory lift motor Black and white sensor Hood machine 
Lift motor properly assembled with 
drive nut and grease 

Electrical test in nut runner 
(already installed) 

Nut runner machine 

Pins for lift motors (4) present and 
fully and correctly inserted 

Pin depth sensors (already 
installed) 

Pin press machine 

Right type of cross bar  (6 different) Sensors Hood machine 
No cracked plastic inserts on cross 
bar 

Visual inspection Pre-assembly of cross bars 

Cotton reels present, correctly 
aligned and no cracks 

Visual inspection Final inspection 

Memory or non memory  traverse 
motor 

Sensor that (tape or no tape on 
motor) 

Hood machine 

Traverse motor on left or right side 
off shaft 

Sensors, present at the right 
place 

Hood machine 

Loctite present in the end of the shaft 
(traverse motors) 

Track gets released after two 
pulses on the pedal feeder 

Station where traverse 
motor is put on 

Right type of rail (26 different) Camera Hood machine 
Properly aligned rails Visual. Does not fit in final 

inspection fixtures if wrong 
Station where rails are put 
on /Final inspection 

Rails properly clamped together Sensors Hood machine 
Push on fix present and fully pushed 
on 

Cylinder pressure and cylinder 
stroke 

Hood machine 

Push on fixes not cracked Visual inspection Final inspection  
Rivets for cross bar (2), brackets, 
adjuster bar (4) present. 

Pressure sensor and counter. 
When two is counted the track 
is released. 

Rivet stations 

Bolt for traverse motor present Torque gun sends a signal 
when bolt is properly inserted 
and the track is released.  

Bolt station 

Brackets present (electrical, fire and 
stop) 

Sensors Final inspection  

Right type of adjuster bar  Sensors Final inspection 
Friction clip present and properly 
inserted 

Visual inspection Final inspection  

Barcode corresponding to the actual 
track type 

When the track is finished a 
barcode is automatically 
printed out 

Final inspection fixture 

 
In order to let the system know what track type that is being produced, a build barcode is 
supposed to be used. This barcode is put on the crossbar before it goes on to the assembly 
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line. This is preferably done at the Distribution Centre at the same time as the material is 
being sequenced. The build barcode is scanned at the Hood machine so that the sensors and 
cameras should know which parts to look for. This barcode is also scanned at the final 
inspection fixture where a new barcode is printed out if everything is correct. To eliminate the 
risk of putting the wrong barcode on the track, either each operator at the final inspection 
station need a dedicated printer or every final inspection station needs an own printer. To get 
the printers close to where the barcodes are put on, it is preferred that one printer is placed by 
every fixture.  
 
Besides the information on the barcode for the Poka Yokes in the Hood machine and the Final 
inspection fixtures, the barcode should also contain information in text so that the operators 
will know which parts to use when assembling the tracks. That information must contain if 
the crossbar will become a left hand or a right hand VE, Mitsubishi or G8 track, if it will be a 
four way or a six way track, if it will have memory or non-memory motors and whether any 
special brackets should be installed. 
 
The two way tracks for Holden cars does not have a cross bar and therefore no place to put the 
build barcode on. This is solved by having a button or a fixed barcode next to the final 
inspection fixture that tells the system that a two way track is being assembled. 
 
In the near future, when the traverse shaft splines for both Holden and Mitsubishi will be the 
same, it is needed to assure that the correct shaft is assembled to the track. This is hard to 
verify because of the small difference of only ten millimetres in length. This problem can be 
solved by putting a tape on one type of shafts that can be identified by a sensor in the Hood in 
the same way as for traverse motors. 

10.3  Variation in demand 
It must be ensured that the high short term variation in demand of tracks and sudden changes 
in product mix does not effect the production in a negative way.  
 
A simulation was made in order to find out how a product mix of fire extinguisher bracket 
seat kits only would affect the production. This means that all kits coming down the four and 
six way line would be kits with a left hand fire extinguisher bracket track and either a four 
hand right hand track or a six way right hand track. The result shows an increased workload 
for the final inspection operators and longer lead times, see table 10.4. In this simulation, only 
the actual production lead time was considered and not the time from trigger to finished track. 
When looking at table 10.4, it should be considered that downtimes and walking times for the 
operators are not considered. The walking time for especially the final inspectors is going to 
be quite substantial in reality. All together, these high working percentages and long lead 
times are not acceptable and the conclusion is that the four and six way line is not able to 
handle 100 percent seat kits with fire extinguisher brackets. 
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Table 10.4. Simulation results for fire extinguisher bracket kits only  
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 
Station 1 Working % 99 99 99
Station 2 Working % 91 91 91
Station 3 Working % 87 87 87
Final inspection Working % 72 72 72
Final inspection 2 Working % 72 72 72

% In System less than one hour 37 46 55
Average Time in System (sec) 3423 4567 5711Work Complete 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 8003 10588 13174

 
Another possibility that could cause trouble is if more two way tracks than normal is needed. 
This would give the three guys at the four and six way station less to do and the final 
inspectors would be busier than normal. The problem could be even worse if the VE-kits 
consisted of right hand two way tracks and left hand six way tracks with fire extinguisher 
brackets. A simulation was made where the product mix only consisted of these particular seat 
kits. The results show an increased work load on the final inspectors which is not 
unmanageable. If the walking time is very long for the final inspectors though, this particular 
product mix might cause problems. The results can be seen in table 10.5. 
 
Table 10.5. Simulation results for a mix of fire extinguisher bracket and two way kits only 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 
Station 1 Working % 66 66 66
Station 2 Working % 66 66 66
Station 3 Working % 68 68 68
Final inspection Working % 82 82 82
Final inspection 2 Working % 82 82 82

% In System less than one hour 100 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 294 294 295Work Complete 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 593 606 620

10.4  Work order for first operator 
The first operator in the four and six way cell has a lot of things to do at several different 
stations each cycle. He or she needs to handle the Nut runner machine, the Cross bar pre-
assembly station and the Pin press as well as placing the finished crossbar at a pallet on the 
quadratic line. The work flow for this operator was set as following to eliminate waiting times 
for machines: 
 
0. Load motors and drive nuts for the first cross bar to the Nut runner 
1. Pick cross bar from trolley and place on pre-assembly fixture 
2. Pick finished motors from the Nut runner and assemble to cross bar 
3. Load cross bar (with motors) to the Pin press 
4. Load motors and drive nuts for the next cross bar to the Nut runner 
5. Pick cross bar from Pin press and place on build pallet 
 
Operation 0 is only needed for the first cross bar in a trolley if no finished motor has been 
assembled. After the first cross bar, the cycle is repeated from operation 1 to 5. 
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One issue with this order is that the operator needs to know if the next cross bar needs 
memory or non-memory motors, because he or she loads the Nut runner before the cross bar 
is taken. This can be solved either with a screen that informs the operator of what kind of 
motors that will be needed next or by having a small buffer of pre-assembled motors that can 
be loaded into and picked from if the wrong motor type was produced. The operators will 
have a pack list on the trolley to help them getting an overview of which tracks that need 
memory motors. 
 
To ensure that this intended work order was possible to introduce in reality, a trial at the shop 
floor was conducted. The result was not positive. The entire cycle time was about 80 seconds 
in the trial and that is much more than the aimed cycle time of 45 seconds. Some walking 
time should be subtracted from the 80 seconds because the layout was not optimised at the 
time of the trial, some more time could be subtracted if the operators would load both motors 
and nuts at the same time instead of one at a time as the operator did in the trial, but the 
difference between the cycle time and the aimed cycle time would still be too big. This 
confirms the results of the simulations that have warned that this operator would be loaded 
with too much work if he was to control the Nut runner machine as well as the Cross bar pre-
assembly station and the Pin press. 
 
This issue could be solved in several different ways. An investigation could be conducted, in 
order to find out if there exist an operator somewhere in the plant that could run the Nut 
runner machine as well as his or her normal duties. Another option is if the Nut runner is 
operated by the indirect employee in the area that supervises and takes care of the material 
handling. This is preferred because the assembly of lift motors is wanted as close to the rest of 
the Track Assembly area as possible to ensure deliveries of lift motors at all times. 
 
When the four and six way cell was relieved of the Nut runner machine, the line balance 
efficiency was affected as well as the simulation results. A new line balancing was made in 
order to optimise the cell for the new situation, see Appendix 18, and it resulted in a line 
balance efficiency that decreased to 82 percent, see table 10.6.  
 
Table 10.6. Line balancing efficiency (LBE) 
 4 way tracks 6 way tracks without FE 6 way tracks with FE 
Station 1 (sec) 33 33 33
Station 2 (sec) 21 35 35
Station 3 (sec) 22 27 36
∑t 76 95 104
n 3 3 3
c 36 36 36
LBE 70.4% 88.0% 96.3%
Weighted LBE 82.1%   

 
The new simulations based on new cycle times for the stations in the cell show that the first 
operator now has a more reasonable work load. This system is now able to assemble slightly 
more tracks than the forecasted demand without needing more operators or rebalancing the 
line. For simulations results based on takt time and with downtime as a factor, see table 10.7. 
The majority of the tracks have a lead time through the entire system of less than one hour but 
because of the exponentially distributed downtime, some tracks have lead times of almost half 
a shift.  
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Table 10.7. Simulation results final 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 
Station 1 Working % 72 72 72
Station 2 Working % 63 64 64
Station 3 Working % 57 57 57
Final inspection Working % 64 65 65
Final inspection 2 Working % 64 65 65

% In System less than one hour 85 89 94
Average Time in System (sec) 2206 2447 2688Work Complete 
Maximum Time in System (sec) 5526 8615 11704

10.5  Material supply 
In order to get rid of the forklifts, the delivery of material that comes in big containers and 
stillages (rails, cross bars and motors) has to be solved in another way. These parts must come 
in racks, trolleys or boxes that can be pulled by a tugger, either in sequence or to a buffer with 
maximum and minimum levels. In order to decide which alternative was the best, the number 
of different types and the space required for each type had to be taken into consideration. If 
the number of different types is large and the containers are big, the time of walking and 
getting the right material will be too high if all variants are kept next to line. Another positive 
thing about material coming in sequence, except reduced need of space and walking time, is 
that it gets much easier for the operators to assemble the tracks correctly compared to the 
situation when the material for all track types is placed right next to the operator. The bad 
thing with material coming in sequence is that a lot of work has to be done at the DC and that 
it leads to double handling of the parts.  
 
Because of the many variances of rails, 26 different rail types, and the large size of the 
containers, the rails must come delivered in sequence from the DC. This means that the DC 
loads a trolley with rails in the same order as they should be assembled. It is also preferred 
that the crossbars come in sequence even if there are not as many different cross bars. This 
will reduce both the space needed next to line, the time to get material for the operator and the 
risk of picking wrong crossbar to the track. One sequencing trolley for rails and cross bars 
needs to be able to hold material for 20 tracks. This means that a trolley with sequenced rails 
and cross bars has to be delivered every 17 minutes and 40 seconds to keep up with the takt 
time.  In order to avoid overproduction, a certain amount of sequencing trolleys should be 
kept in the system. To find a suitable quantity, assumptions of time for transportation, waiting 
and sequencing were made. The time for transportation between the DC and the Track 
Assembly line was assumed to be five minutes, the waiting time for the tuggers to come and 
pick up the trolleys was set to ten minutes and the time to fill up the sequencing trolley was 
also set to ten minutes. The lead time from when a trolley is emptied until it is back at the line 
filled with new material should then be 40 minutes. With this information it was found that 
the optimal quantity of trolleys is five if it should be possible for the tugger to transport two 
trolleys at a time. If there would be fewer trolleys, the risk that the line stands without 
material increases. In order to get room with all the trolleys, three spaces before the cell and 
two after the cell are needed. At the Distribution Centre, one spot for empty trolleys and two 
spots for full trolleys are needed. To eliminate the risk of getting too many trolleys at the 
Track Assembly area, the DC must always keep one trolley. 
 
The motors do not have to come in sequence because of the few different types. The stillages 
with lift motors can simply be put next to the Nut runner machine. The stillages with motors 
without memory should be placed closest to the machine because they are more frequently 
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used. To get rid of the forklifts, the stillages that the motors come in have to be put on a 
trolley that can be pulled by a tugger. The traverse motors must be decanted into 25 litres 
plastic boxes at the DC and then transported to the min-max flow trough storage. From there, 
the traverse motors are placed close to line next to the station where the motors are installed. 
The boxes must not weigh more than 12 kilograms because they are supposed to be carried by 
hand. As one traverse motors weighs about 0.62 kilograms and the box weighs 1.37 
kilograms, 17 traverse motors are to be put in each box.  

10.5.1 Two way tracks 
Because the two way tracks should be assembled in the end of the production line, their 
material would not be needed at the same place as for the four and six way tracks. There were 
several alternatives on how to solve this problem.  
 
The rails could be placed close to line in the containers that they arrive in from China.  To 
make this possible and still getting rid of the forklifts, the containers would have to be placed 
on trolleys that could be pulled by a tugger. The containers would also need to be movable 
manually so that the workers would not have to wait for a tugger when a container was 
emptied. This could be a problem because of the weight of a full stillage which contains about 
200 rails, depending on the rail type. Due to information from Futuris’ plant in Melbourne, 
they have no issues of pushing or pulling the same type of trolleys there. To make sure of this, 
trials were made at the plant in Edinburgh Park. The trials showed that the force required to 
pull or push a full stillage can reach 160N, even if the wheels are aligned forward. This means 
that this solution can not be used because the force needed exceeds the allowed limit of 100N.  
 
To get rid of the large containers next to line, the rails for two way tracks could instead be put 
on trolleys in pairs. The decanting could be done either at the DC or close to the line. Because 
of the large space that the containers require and to avoid the extra transportation of 
containers, this would preferably be done at the DC. There should be trolleys dedicated to 
every track type, three in total, and work as a two bin Kanban system. When one trolley is 
emptied it should be transported back to the DC, get refilled with new parts and be transported 
back to the plant again. The amount of trolleys of each track type is set to two which results in 
six two way rail set trolleys in total. This solution would require smaller space at the final 
inspection area and the ergonomics would be improved because the operators would not  have 
to reach into the big stillages to grab the rails.  
 
Another option was to put the material in the same sequencing trolleys as for four and six way 
tracks. The material for the two way tracks could then either be placed on a build pallet and 
go trough the whole assembly or else the sequencing trolley had to be close to both two way 
assembly and the four and six way assembly. If the material for the two way tracks had to go 
trough the four and six way assembly without any value adding, extra time and unnecessary 
work at the four and six way assembly would be required. The solution, where the sequencing 
trolley with material would be close to both two way assembly and four and six way assembly 
requires a layout that supports it.  
 
The last alternative was to put the material in separate sequencing trolleys that were placed 
next to the two way assembly. This would make the system more complex because it would 
be necessary to batch the material separately in order to avoid delivering trolleys with empty 
slots. If a sequencing trolley with material for four and six way tracks for example could hold 
20 tracks, the sequencing trolley for two way tracks should hold about seven tracks. This 
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would give longer lead times because of the waiting for one batch to be triggered and loaded 
before it could be delivered.  
 
Through these lines of reasoning it was decided that the second solution; pairing up the rails 
in DC onto trolleys was the most suitable.  
 
Because the material for two way tracks would always be present with this solution, a system 
of signalling the production of two way tracks was needed. A screen should be used, with a 
list of two way tracks that the final inspection operators need to assemble. This list should be 
sent to the screen with a delay of half an hour from WIPA to synchronise the replacing of two 
way tracks with when they are taken. The operators are supposed to produce the two way 
tracks from that list whenever they have time, if the two way tracks are under prioritised and 
the list exceeds a chosen number, a beeping sound will alert the operators of the need of 
focusing on the two way Track Assembly. 
 
Cross bars for Mitsubishi are supposed to be delivered in 25 litre boxes, as today. 

10.5.2 Distribution Centre 
There has to be one full time worker that sequences the material at the Distribution Centre at 
all times. For a proposed layout of the DC, see Appendix 19. 

10.6  New equipment 
In order to be able to implement the solution, some new equipment have to be designed and 
bought.  

10.6.1 Final inspection fixtures 
New inspection fixtures with sensors need to be bought. If the cycle time at the final 
inspection for a track is shorter than two times the average cycle time for a track, only one 
fixture of each kind is needed. This is only valid in this process if every other track produced 
is a left track. This will equal out the usage of each inspection fixture and if nothing 
unexpected happens, the operators should never have to wait for a free fixture. The assembly 
of two way tracks is supposed to be performed in the same fixtures as the other tracks are 
inspected in. This means that six inspection fixtures in total are needed, one left and one right 
hand for Mitsubishi, G8 and VE.  

10.6.2 Hood machine 
A new Hood machine is planned to be bought. This Hood machine should, except from 
clamping the rails together, also push on fixes, see figure 10.1. The cycle time is supposed to 
be around 20 seconds. The machine should also be able to examine what kind of rails, 
crossbar and motors that are assembled to the track.  
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Figure 10.1. Hood machine with automatic push on fix (the red circles). 
 
The major reason why a new Hood machine is needed is because the paint markings on the 
push on fixes no longer can be done, because the paint will be visible on the G8 tracks when 
the seats are installed in the car. If the push on fixes are put on by a machine, sensors can be 
installed that feels that the push on fixes have been installed correctly, which makes the 
painting unnecessary.  
 
The tracks are supposed to be pushed into the machine and then automatically lifted up into 
hooks to get properly aligned. This procedure is needed because the position of the build 
pallets is not precise enough. When the track is aligned properly, cylinders will clamp the rails 
onto the crossbar. The push on fixes will at the same time be pushed on. The machine is 
supposed to be loaded with push on fixes trough a coin slot or something similar, this means 
that the push on fixes does not need to be loaded for every track and the operators do not have 
to touch anything inside the machine.  
 
It would be desirable to have an automatic ejection of the tracks. When the track is done it 
should simply be pushed out to the next station automatically. It is also required that the cycle 
starts when the track is pushed into the machine, a sensor should feel that a track has arrived 
and a roller conveyor starts and feeds the track into the machine. All this would reduce the 
required working time content for the operator.  

10.6.3 Trolleys and other material handling equipment 
Sequencing trolleys for the rails and cross bars have to be constructed. The trolleys should be 
able to hold material for 20 tracks which is the same amount as the sequencing trolleys with 
finished tracks can hold. Both rails and cross bars are placed on both sides, which means that 
the operators need to rotate the trolleys 180 degrees after they have assembled ten tracks.  
 
Trolleys for two way rails, Mitsubishi two way crossbars and lift motors have to be 
constructed and purchased. The trolleys for the rails should be able to hold 100 two way rails 
and be manually transportable. The trolleys are supposed to be similar to the ones they have at 
Golden Grove (see photo 4.23 and photo 4.24) but they have to be wider and lower so they 
can be transported with tuggers. The trolleys for the lift motors already exist today but they 
have to be upgraded to be pullable by tuggers and four more trolleys have to be ordered.  
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One extra flow trough shelf for material for four and six way tracks, such as adjuster bars, fire 
brackets, electrical brackets, traverse motors and shafts have to be bought. One shelve should 
be placed close to the Rail assembly (traverse motors and shafts) and another should be placed 
next to the Accessory assembly (adjuster bars, electrical brackets and fire brackets). 
 
In order to obtain FIFO in the FGI, special flow racks (same as are used at the plant in 
Melbourne), see photo 10.1, have to be used for the high runners. When a track is assembled, 
it is put on a rack corresponding to the track number and when the sequencing trolley is filled, 
the tracks are taken from the other side of the rack. One rack can hold up to 15 tracks and they 
are one metre wide and three metres long. When more than one rack is needed for one track 
type, one complete trolley has to be filled before tracks are put on another to maintain FIFO. 
Some kind of stop sign has to be used to tell the sequencer from which trolley he or she 
should take the tracks from. When the sequencing operator has taken the last track from one 
trolley he or she starts with a new filled trolley and moves the stop sign to the empty one. 
Nine racks in total are needed if the safety buffers are set to two hours, see Appendix 20. 
 

 
Photo 10.1. Flow rack 
 
For the low runners, special rolling conveyors will be used. The tracks are placed on one side 
and then flows through to the other side. They are supposed to be able to hold up to six tracks 
in two levels, 12 in total. The length of conveyors are about three meters. Six conveyors will 
be needed in total because 12 different track types need these conveyors (two track types per 
conveyor), see Appendix 20.  

10.6.4 Other 
In order to be able to put the fire extinguisher bracket on, the track has to be fixed. This can 
be done by installing some locking devise to the line. 

10.7  WIP buffers 
To even out the work load and to ensure that the average lead time is kept as low as possible, 
the correct number of buffers between the stations at the line are needed to be found. Too 
large WIP buffers disrupt the continuous flow and too small buffers blocks the operators too 
much causing very long lead times. The simulation results show that there should be one WIP 
place between the first and second operator and one WIP between operator two and three. 
Before the final inspection, four WIP places are needed; this is to even out the very variable 
work load that the two operators have at these station and also because of their significant and 
variable walking times. With this solution, an average lead time of about 45 minutes is kept 
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1) Sekvenseringsvagn 
2) Genomflödeslager 
3) Hyllor 
4) Förmontering av lyftmotorer 
5) Förmontering av ramar 
6) Stiftpress 
7) Rälsmontering 
8) Automatisk  

låsklammermontering 
9) Montering av övriga 

komponenter/Inspektion 
10) Slutkontroll 
11) Buffert av färdiga underreden 
12) Justerplats 
 

through the entire system when the tracks are ordered based on the cycle time and no 
downtime occurs. For simulations results of the different solutions, see Appendix 21.  

10.8  Layout 
When all the details had been sorted out; buffer sizes, what new equipment and trolleys that 
were going to be needed and how the material would arrive to the production, the layout work 
could be continued. From the SSLP, a Relationship Chart was developed, see Appendix 22. 
The space requirements are found in Appendix 23 and an Activity relationships diagram can 
be seen in Appendix 24. Out of the Activity relationships diagram, a block layout was drawn 
and after some work with it, two quite detailed layouts were achieved, see figure 10.2 and 
figure 10.3.  
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Figure 10.2. Layout 1   
 
 
The layouts differ mostly in the orientation of the entire Track Assembly area and not so 
much in individual positions of the different stations. Layout 1 is oriented with the finished 
goods inventory facing the sequencing area which is a big advantage. Layout 2 needs a larger 
floor area and the floor space saved is quite narrow and is probably complicated to use. The 
material flow is equally good in both layouts but Layout 1 allows for easier transportation of 
the material with a tugger aisle going through the Track Assembly area. Layout 2 is not as 
compact as Layout 1 which can be an advantage and all material come to the same side of the 
layout. When the advantages of both layouts were compared, Layout 1 was chosen as the 
most suitable layout for manufacturing of tracks mostly because of better closeness between 
the FGI and the Track Sequencing area and more floor space saved. For a more detailed 
layout, see Appendix 25. 
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Figure 10.3. Layout 2 
 
 
Layout 1 requires a total area of 260 square metres, excluding the transportation aisle but 
including storages of material and finished tracks. An area of 250 square metres is saved 
compared with the layout of today.. 

10.9  Ergonomic issues 
The illumination conditions at the Track Assembly area are very important. It is necessary 
that the lighting is good and adjustable at the final inspection fixtures due to the important 
visual inspections conducted there. The same point lighting that exist today at the final 
inspection fixtures should be installed at all new final inspection fixtures. A light source 
should be placed directly above the pre-assembly of cross bars so that there will be no shading 
of the track. 
 
A recommendation that every worker should wear hearing protection should be issued 
because of the high noise levels at the final inspection fixtures and from the rivet guns.  
 
All new equipment that is being bought must fulfil the ergonomic demands on heights and 
weights, see table 3.1 in section 3.2. All 25 litres tubs are not allowed to weigh more than 12 
kilograms when filled. The trolleys for the sequenced material are to be constructed in a way 
so that the limit of 100 Newton is not exceeded when they are filled with material. The final 
inspection fixtures should be adjustable in height. The flow trough rack with adjuster bars, 
electrical brackets and fire extinguisher brackets should be placed at least 900 millimetres 
behind the operator so he or she will not be able to reach the material by twisting.  
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10.10 Measurables 
To compare the proposed solution with the current way of producing tracks, five different 
measurables have been used. The result is shown in table 10.8.  
 
Table 10.8. Measurables and comparison between the current state and the proposed solution 
Measurables Current Solution Savings/improvement 
Floor space 550 m2 300 m2 250 m2 
Number of workers 8/shift 6,5/shift 1,5/shift 
Line balance efficiency 70 % 82 % 12%-units 
Stockholding cost $30,000/year $7,500/year $22,500/year 
Lead time 18-45 hrs 3 hrs >15 hrs 

 
The most important savings are the decrease of workers used in the Track Assembly area and 
the large reducement in lead time. It is not certain that the decreasing of floor space needed 
can be converted to monetary savings, but the geometry of the saved area is close to a square 
and therefore easily used by another process. 
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11 Evaluation of detailed solution  
In this chapter, the complete detailed solution was evaluated once more to ensure that it 
fulfils the Specification of demands in a good way. 
 
All demands are fulfilled well and the total level of fulfilment is 81 percent which means that 
the solution has been improved with eight units of percent compared to the original 
sequencing solution. The main reasons for the improvements are the reliability and quality 
that has got higher grades thanks to the safety buffer and all the quality assurance solutions. 
The entire result of the evaluation can be seen in table 11.1. The same grades and weights as 
previously were used and the explanations of them can be seen in table 9.2 and table 9.3. 
 
Table 11.1. Evaluation of detailed solution 

Sequencing - Detailed solution Evaluation factor Weight 
Grade Score 

Productivity 4 3 12
Capacity 4 4 16
Quality 4 3 12
Ergonomics 3 3 9
Reliability 3 3 9
Inventory 3 3 9
Material Handling 2 4 8
Flexibility 2 3 6
Information Flow 1 3 3
Layout 1 3 3
Total score 87
Level of fulfilment 81%

 
The reason that the productivity grade can not be higher is that the line balance efficiency 
does not reach 85 percent as stated in the Specification of demands. The quality is improved 
because of the suggested Poka Yokes but this area is still critical and needs some additional 
work to ensure that the tracks can be produced in sequence without quality errors. To fulfil all 
of the ergonomic demands, some improvements are needed. The pulling and pushing of 
trolleys and tracks in fixtures are quite heavy and some work postures, especially picking 
parts from stillages are not very good. The process is quite reliable thanks to the safety buffer; 
it is quite small though and covers only for two hours of downtime, which will probably lead 
to stopping the Seat Assembly lines at times. The inventory grade is actually decreased in the 
detailed solution because of the added safety buffer, but if the lead time of the Track 
Assembly area is improved in the future and the deliveries of high quality material can be 
trusted at all times, the FGI might be removable or at least decreased. The flexibility does not 
get the top grade because the solution is vulnerable to a product mix consisting of mainly fire 
extinguisher bracket and G8 stop bracket tracks. The information flow is not optimal. The 
control of the buffer level needs more consideration and clear information of the process 
status is needed as well. The layout takes up quite a lot of floor space because of the many 
fixtures, the safety buffer and the tugger aisle, but the total floor space is decreased with 250 
square metres compared to the present situation. 
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12 Capital cost justification 
This chapter describes the capital costs and savings that the proposed solution gives. The 
pay-back time is the most essential figure that Futuris uses in order to decide upon approval 
of capital expenditure, all suggestions with pay-back periods of less than one year is 
approved immediately. 
 
The Capital cost justification started with listing all the needed investments and savings due to 
the suggested solution. Most of the in-data for the calculations was given by the process 
engineer for tracks, Ben Loveridge and the Technical Manager Chris Van Der Merwe, but 
John Grosser and Terry Minette had important input as well. Futuris normally requires a pay-
back time of one year on all investments but up to three years pay-back time is acceptable if 
there are safety reasons for the investment. An expected rate of return of 15 percent was used 
in the calculations and the economical life length of the investments was decided to five 
years, which is quite a short time but the automotive industry changes rapidly. 
 
The result of the Capital cost justification can be seen in table 12.1 and the entire spreadsheet 
can be seen in Appendix 26. The sensitivity analysis takes either 80 or 90 percent of the 
calculated savings into account. 
 
Table 12.1. Summary of financial benefits 

Sensitivity Summary of financial benefits 
90% 80% 

Net present value after five years ($AUD) $484,000 $398,000 $313,000 
Pay-back time (yrs) 2 2 3 
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13 Trials 
To verify that the solution would work in reality, two trials have been conducted. One trial of 
the solution at the shop floor and one production simulation of the triggering system. 

13.1  Trial of solution at shop floor 
A trial of producing tracks in sequence was conducted on the January 9, 2008. The aims of the 
trial were to measure cycle times, get opinions from the workers and to find problems with the 
solution and ways to solve them. 
 
The solution was not tested in full scale because of limitations in the current layout, lack of 
required equipment such as quality assurance equipment and automatic insertion of push on 
fixes. All material that was going to be needed at line was prepared in advance; no material 
was coming in sequence from the DC and no actual triggers were used. Instead a pre maid list 
of tracks, made with the average future demand as a base was used as production trigger. 
 
Because of limitations in the current layout, two trolleys with sequenced material had to be 
used in order to achieve good closeness to the cell. One trolley was used for cross bars and 
another for rails, see photo 13.1 and photo 13.2. The assembly of Mitsubishi two way tracks 
were excluded from the trial because of the low demand and issues with the current layout. 
Holden two way tracks were included in the trial but the placement of the fixture was not 
changed which resulted in long walks whenever a two way track was supposed to be 
produced, see figure 13.1. One extra operator was used during the trial with the task to push 
on fixes. This person also had to assemble the traverse motor bolt because the gun could not 
be moved to the next station. There are only four inspection fixture rigs available at the final 
inspection today, two for G8 and two for VE and Mitsubishi to share. This means that change 
overs of final inspection fixtures were necessary during the trial. No paint markings were 
made to the tracks.  
 

        
Photo 13.1. Trolley with sequenced cross bars Photo 13.2. Trolley with sequenced rails 
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Figure 13.1. Layout for trial 
 
Material for 40 tracks was prepared before the start of the trial. Pre-assembled motors and the 
trolley with sequenced cross bars were placed at station 1. The trolley with sequenced rails 
was placed at station 2. Shafts and traverse motors were placed on a table, see photo 13.3, at 
station 2. Trolleys with adjuster bars were placed at station 3, one trolley for each type, which 
resulted in three trolleys in total. The rivet gun used for riveting the cross bar was moved to 
station 3.  
 

    
Photo 13.3. Shafts and traverse motors 
 
A build barcode were placed on the cross bars with information about what type of track that 
should be produced. The barcode informed if the cross bar was supposed to become a 
memory or a non-memory track, if it was a VE, G8 or Mitsubishi track. The barcode also 
explained if the cross bar should be used for a left hand or right hand track and if it was four 
way or six way. The barcode also included information about any brackets that should be 
installed to the track. 
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The work content for the operators during the trial were as following: 
 
Operator 1: 

• Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-assembly fixture 
• Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins 
• Fit cross bar to Pin press fixture 
• Push button to start machine 
• Place cross bar on build pallet 
• Fit cotton reels to cross bar 

Operator 2: 
• Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 
• Apply loctite to traverse motor and pre-fit to rails 
• Adjust cotton reels 
• Fold cushion mounting brackets 
• Move build pallet to Hood machine 

Operator 3: 
• Push on fix 
• Fit traverse motor bolt 

Operator 4: 
• Insert rivets 
• Put on friction clip  
• Fit fire bracket on track 
• Fit and rivet adjuster bar 

Operator 5 and 6: 
• Rivet fire bracket 
• Visual inspection (plastic inserts) 
• Run track forward and backward 
• Put barcode on track 
• Put track in stillage 
• Assemble two way tracks 

 
A list with barcodes in correct order were printed out previous to the trial and the operator 
took the one that matched the track he or she had inspected. Finished tracks were then put in 
stillages and when the trial was over, every track had to be inspected again and all faults were 
documented. The tracks that passed the quality check were placed at the Sequencing area in 
the corresponding stillages.   
 
During the trial some problems were discovered, see table 13.1.  
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Table 13.1. Discovered problems during trial 
Problem Solution 
The buffer places on line after station 3 does not work as 
planned because the track is taken off line when moving 
track to the friction clip station 

A buffer is needed after the 
friction clip station 
 

Confusing when assembling the LH and RH traverse 
motors mixed after each other 

Pre-assembled traverse motors 

Used the wrong rivets (rivets for adjuster bar) when 
riveting cross bar, both rivets are used at the same station 
 

Can the same rivets be used for 
both bars? Otherwise, Poka 
Yoke 

If something goes wrong with a track and it does not go 
trough the final inspection station, this can lead to two 
tracks that use the same final inspection fixture can arrive 
after each other and therefore restrain the operators 

Should not be a common issue 
if the quality assurance system 
works as intended 

Difficult to get an overview of the situation at the final 
inspection station 

A monitor would be useful 
where the list of which tracks 
are being produced and in what 
order is being displayed 

More complicated to train new operators when producing 
in sequence because of the variations 

 

 
The total time for the trial was about one hour and the cycle time was roughly 80 seconds per 
produced track. The required cycle time based on the future demand is 34 seconds, but there 
are several reasons why a result closer to that was not achieved. The main reason is that 
untrained personnel were working during the trial due to personnel shortage at the Track 
Assembly area. This led to longer process times and more work for the trained operators that 
had to help the new ones. Other reasons are that change overs of final inspection fixtures had 
to be done and the longer walking times between the final inspection fixtures and the two way 
assembly. A rivet gun was missing at the assembly of two way tracks which lead to time spent 
borrowing another gun. In the beginning of the trial, everything took a very long time because 
the operators had to think differently and were confused about the new situation. After a 
while, everyone seemed to know what to do and everything went a bit smoother. All stations 
except for the final inspection station seemed to keep up with the required speed.  

13.2  Simulation trial of trigger system 
To get more certain that the proposed solution would work in reality, a simulation was 
conducted that tested the system according to the triggers and lead time of the tracks through 
the entire system, from the DC to finished track. The most important measurable that was 
received from this simulation was how large percentage of the time that the Seat Assembly 
lines would need to wait for the Track Assembly area beacuse of lack of appropriate tracks.  
 
In this simulation, mostly triangular distributed times were used. All triggers were split in 
two, one was sent to the DC for sequencing of rails and cross bars and the other was placed in 
a waiting queue with the waiting time based on the trigger used. When the trigger had finished 
waiting, it was sent to the sequencing station of tracks for the Seat Assembly lines where it 
was merged with a corresponding track from the finished goods inventory for tracks. The 
track was then loaded onto sequencing trolleys and sent to the Seat Assembly lines which 
demanded tracks constanly during the simulation. The simulation view can be seen in figure 
13.2 and the results of the simulation can be seen in table 13.2. 
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Figure 13.2. Simulation view 
 
Table 13.2. Results of simulation trial, WIPA trigger 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -0.95  Average  0.95  
Seat Assembly line Waiting for tracks (% of total time)        0.0         1.3          2.5 
Work Complete Average Time in System (hrs)        4.4         5.6          6.8 

Maximum content of track trolleys    122.3      131.7       141.1 
Average FGI size    187.0      193.0       199.0 Track FGI 
Maximum FGI size     200.0      200.0       200.0 
Minimum content of track trolleys        0.0  0.0 0.0
Average content of track trolleys      33.3       51.7         70.1 Sequencing trolleys 
Maximum content of track trolleys    109.9      141.0       172.1 

 
Table 13.2 shows that the Seat Assembly lines lack tracks in average 1.3 percent of the time if 
the FGI has a maximum level of 200 tracks and the WIPA trigger is used. The lead time 
through the entire system is significantly decreased compared to the present situation and is 
less than one working shift in average. 
 
From the simulation, it was discovered that three external factors are very important in order 
to be able to produce the tracks in sequence with good results; the triggers need to be evenly 
distributed, the tuggers must deliver the rails and cross bars regularly and the sequencing of 
finished tracks must be fast and match the cycle time of the Track Assembly area. 
 
Another simulation was made with the Trim and Foam trigger instead of WIPA and the 
results are shown in table 13.3. 
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Table 13.3. Simulation results, Trim and Foam trigger 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -0.95  Average  0.95  
Front seat line Waiting for tracks (% of total time)        0.1         1.0          1.9 
Work Complete Average Time in System (hrs)        7.9         9.0         10.1 

Minimum FGI size    180.5      183.0       185.5 
Average FGI size    198.7      198.8       198.9 Track FGI 
Maximum FGI size     200.0      200.0       200.0 
Minimum content of track trolleys         0.0  0.0 0.0
Average content of track trolleys      55.7       69.1         82.6 Sequencing trolleys 
Maximum content of track trolleys    137.2      191.0       244.8 

 
This trigger would result in a slightly better availability of finished tracks but would also 
result in a longer lead time. The simulation did not take into account that the trim and foam 
trigger is only 90 percent correct in terms of the production order and the results were not 
good enough to justify changing the production trigger from the WIPA trigger. 
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14 Reduced FGI 
This chapter describes the early implementations that were made during the project as one 
aim of the project was to implement non-capital intensive improvements as soon as possible. 
 
The FGI of finished tracks was large and an important factor of the long production lead time 
of tracks. The buffer needed a lot of space and added a lot to the extensive stockholding costs. 
 
The number of places for each track number at the inventory with finished tracks were 
calculated in order to see if they were matched with the actual demand. These numbers were 
then compared with the demand of the specific track number in order to see how long the 
stock would last if no more tracks were put in the store. The result is shown in table 14.1. 
 
Table 14.1. Actual and recommended number of FGI spaces 
Track Spaces 

today 
Time to 
empty (hrs) 

Recommen-
dation 

Time to 
empty (hrs) 

Space 
saving 

Cost 
saving 

AG106803 8 7.2 6 5.4 2 $1353
AG106827 8 7.2 6 5.4 2 $2508
AG106831 4 7.0 4 7.0 0  
AG106830 2 5.4 2 5.4 0  
AG106829 4 12.8 2 6.4 2 $3994
AG106826 4 17.6 2 8.8 2 $1914
AG106832 2 9.4 2 9.4 0  
AG100019 2 11.2 2 11.2 0  
AG100020 2 20.1 2 20.1 0  
AG106828 2 20.3 2 20.3 0  
AG102416 2 25.2 2 25.2 0  
AG106833 2 36.2 2 36.2 0  
AG106804 4 147.1 2 73.5 2 $1353
AG110238 0 0.0 0 0 0  
AG110239 0 0.0 0 0 0  
AG100021 2 914.2 0 0 2 $4228
AG100022 0 0.0 0 0 0  
AG110236 0 0.0 0 0 0  
AG110237 0 0.0 0 0 0  
AG111945 0 0.0 0.0 0 0  
Total value     $15352
Stockholding cost      $2303

 
The recommended number of spaces was based on the shortest “time to empty” (5.4 hours), 
because if that time frame works for one track type it should work for all tracks. The total 
value of the stock was calculated by multiplying the value for one track with the number of 
tracks that could be reduced. The stockholding cost was estimated to 15 percent of the total 
value and this is the value, $2303, which the company could save each year if the FGI would 
be reduced as described in table 14.1. 
 
It is allowed to put two stillages, one in top of the other on each spot marked on the floor. 
This means that the number of spaces has to be a multiple of two in order to make the stock 
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visual. If the production was only triggered by the Kanban-cards and not by looking in the 
storage for empty spots, the number of cards would not have to be a multiple of two and the 
inventory could be reduced even more. 

14.1  Implementation 
On the 19th October, 2007, a resizing of the inventory for finished tracks was made, with the 
previously made analysis as a base, see table 14.1. It started with an actual counting of the 
Kanban cards that were circulating at the shop floor. When it was clear how many Kanban 
cards that existed and how many cards that were supposed to exist after the buffer resizing, 
the extra Kanban cards were removed. The removals of Kanban cards were done when the 
Kanban cards were returned to the production area. The cards that were not supposed to be 
around any more were simply removed and the floor space assigned to the cards were not 
allowed for usage any more. As a temporary solution, this was made visual by putting a tape 
on top of the painted numbers on the floor that explains which parts that stays there, see photo 
14.1. After a couple of weeks, the tapes were removed and the numbers on the floor were 
painted over in yellow, see photo 14.2. 
 

       
Photo 14.1. Covering of numbers Photo 14.2. Numbers are painted over 
 
In the cases that too few Kanban cards existed, new ones were made by photo-copying 
existing ones and laminating them. See Appendix 27 for information on the cards that were 
removed and added. 
 
The change was not implemented without effort. Especially the afternoon shift tended to 
overproduce at first despite the new guidelines, which simply resulted in more stillages with 
missing kanban cards. After a period of time and some discussion with the team leaders at the 
shop floor, the change was accepted and the result was a smaller finished goods inventory, 
shorter lead times and extra floor space available. See photo 14.3 and photo 14.4 for results of 
track FGI after implementation. 
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Photo 14.3. Result of reduced FGI after taping            Photo 14.4. Result of reduced FGI after painting 
 
After this was done and fully implemented, next step was to make sure that no stillages were 
produced without a kanban card. This proved to be a difficult task and throughout the entire 
project, stillages without kanban cards could be found in the FGI. 

14.2  Further decreasing of the FGI 
The decreasing of the FGI had a good result and the floor spaces that were saved were much 
appreciated by the forklift drivers because they had now got somewhere to put empty 
stillages, something that used to be an issue. 
 
The FGI levels should be looked at regularly, because of the constantly changing demand. 
The goal should always be to decrease the FGI, not only because of the decreased 
stockholding cost and saved floor space but also in order to find and solve production issues 
that a small buffer provokes. 
 
Ultimately, the FGI should be only one high, of several reasons. It simplifies FIFO and is 
safer because the forklift drivers can see around the corners of the storage. A one high storage 
makes it easier to keep appropriate stock levels of all track types and still keep the visual 
system of replenishing the stillages that is used today. 
 
For a suggestion of how the FGI could be arranged, see table 14.2. It is based on newer 
demand forecasts and results in a one high storage with 28 stillage spaces on two rows; the 
same floor space needed as today. This buffer covers for the demand of half a shift, only 
slightly less than the previous 5.4 hours and should be able to be implemented without larger 
issues. This decreasing of the FGI would save Futuris additionally $3,620 yearly. 
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Table 14.2. Suggestion of additional FGI resizing 
Track 
type 

Average 
demand 
for half a 
shift 

Number 
of 
containers 
needed 

Amount of 
container 
spots 
withdrawn 

Value / 
container

Value of 
reduced 
stock 

Reduced 
stockholding 
cost yearly 
($AUD) 

AG106803 54 4 2 677 1353 203
AG106827 54 4 2 1254 2508 376
AG110238 32 2 0 2160 0 0
AG110239 32 2 0 2160 0 0
AG106831 30 2 2 2085 4170 625
AG110237 21 2 0 1440 0 0
AG111945 21 2 0 1440 0 0
AG106829 15 1 1 1997 1997 300
AG106826 12 1 1 957 957 144
AG100019 12 1 1 768 768 115
AG106832 10 1 1 2113 2113 317
AG106830 10 1 1 1997 1997 300
AG106804 9 1 1 677 677 101
AG102416 6 1 1 1278 1278 192
AG100020 6 1 1 2114 2114 317
AG106828 5 1 1 1989 1989 298
AG106833 2 1 1 2209 2209 331
AG100021 1 0 0 2114 0 0
AG100022 1 0 0 2238 0 0
TOT 333 28 16   24131 3620
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15 Discussion  
In this chapter the results are discussed, both strengths and weaknesses. Other thoughts about 
the project and how it has been carried out will be ventilated and a discussion of whether or 
not the project aims have been fulfilled will be carried out. 
 
The project plan with milestones that was carried out early on has been a great aid during the 
project. To always know what to do and how much time and effort to put into each area was 
very valuable in order too keep focus and move forward with the project. This linear approach 
worked quite well with the iterative process that was used because the different project steps 
overlapped each other in the project plan. 
 
If Futuris is going to be able to produce the tracks in sequence, it is essential that the 
Distribution Centre is up to the challenge of sequencing, it is the most critical part in the 
entire production chain; if the Track Assembly area does not get the parts when they are 
needed, it will be impossible to produce the tracks in sequence. The DC needs to be able to 
handle the increased work load that comes with the sequencing of parts and no mistakes are 
allowed. The supply of material must be precise, meaning that the exact amount of parts must 
be delivered at the correct places and on time. The quality of the material must be up to 
standards at all times as well. Not only do the DC need to be on their toes, the tugger drivers 
must deliver the trolleys of rails and crossbar constantly, every 15-20 minutes and the 
Sequence Build Coordinator must trigger production evenly and not in bunches if the 
sequencing solution is to work as intended. 
 
With the suggested solution, a few more tracks than the forecasted demand can be produced. 
The pacemaker/bottleneck is the first station in the four and six way line. The operator that is 
working there has 33 seconds of work amount no matter what track he is producing because 
the work is the same for all four and six way tracks at that station. The forecasted demand at 
the four and six way line is 53 seconds which gives a cycle time of 45 seconds. 33 seconds of 
work amount at the first station gives a bit more than 15 percent of relaxation time between 
the work amount and the cycle time. The solution is valid for a demand of maximum 660 
tracks per shift, 30 tracks more than todays demand without need of rebalancing the line. 
Rebalancing the line probably leads to adding another operator to the area. 
 
One issue with our solution is that the constantly introducing of new track models might lead 
to new parts to assemble. This could be a reason for a new line balancing, but as long as no 
major changes of the track constructions are done, the proposed line balancing of the solution 
should work fine. 
 
The results of the simulations show that this solution is quite solid and is able to handle large 
variations in product mix; the only issue is if the product mix changes long term into fire 
extinguisher bracket kits only, this is very unlikely but would signal a need for rebalancing 
the line and would probably need more than five operators. 
 
One thing that could simplify the work in the Track Assembly area quite a lot and is worth 
looking into is if the lift motors, traverse motors and friction clips can be pre-assembled 
somewehere else, maybe at the supplier or somewhere else in the factory where there are free 
labour that can be used for these stand alone sub-assembly operations. 
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If the solution would be implemented and problems with keeping up at the final inspection 
and two way assembly would occur, there is always the possibility to fall back to batch 
building of two way tracks. This is easily achieved as the parts for the two way tracks come in 
batches anyway, the only thing that would need to be done is to add one operator to the two 
way assembly, probably only one shift per day. 
 
Something that needs to be pointed out is that the suggested solution contains a lot of quality 
assurance sensors and other Poka-Yokes that improve the Track Assembly area a lot, and this 
is not covered by the Capital Cost Justification. Added to this is the improved FIFO system 
and faster lead time of the system which are only indirectly monetary advantages. 
 
If the Mitsubishi tracks would disappear from the model mix in the future, the layout would 
need less space and the distance to walk between the final inspection fixtures would be much 
shorter. Less material would be needed and equipment could be removed. Not supplying 
tracks for Mitsubishi could actually be a good thing for Futuris, considering that one fourth of 
the different models are MMAL tracks and they are less than one tenth of the demand. 
 
In the future, when the reliability of the material supply is better, the Track Assembly area 
might be able to produce in sequence without a finished goods inventory. This would be the 
most effective way of producing the tracks and would shorten the lead time for all tracks to a 
few hours through the entire system from the DC to the Seat Assembly lines. 
 
The downtime is a real issue that needs to be taken care of, no downtimes of more than two 
hours is to be allowed because of the size of the FGI. If Futuris decides to produce the tracks 
in sequence; Maintenance, DC, Quality and Management all need to put in alot of effort to 
make it work, effort that most likely will be very rewarding in the long run. 
 
When producing products as different in workloads as four and six way tracks in the same 
line, it is almost impossible to achieve a very good line balance efficiency. The goal of a line 
balance efficiency of 85 percent could not be achived, but 82 percent is not far from it and is 
considered good enough. 
 
Futuris have tough economical demands, a required pay-back time of one year is really strict 
and this combined with an expected rate of return of 15 percent and only five years 
economical lifelength on their investments does not allow for many projects to be funded. The 
strict demands are due to the rapidly changing automotive industry but should maybe be 
loosened a bit to allow good ideas to be implemented. 
 
The quickly changing automotive industry has been a challenge to work in. The demand and 
product mix keeped changing troughout the project and the future state quickly turned into 
current state. New models are constantly being introduced and the demand rises continuously. 
This resulted in a solution based on demand figures that stretched to May 2008, but the 
solution will probably not be implemented that soon, which is a cause of insecurity. The 
demand and product mix will need to be looked at once more if the solution is to be 
implemented after May 2008. 
 
When evaluating the different ways of assembling tracks; sequencing or batch building, the 
costs were not taken into consideration. This factor was not included because a solution 
should not be disregarded because it is more expensive. The important thing is that the best 
solution is chosen and then it has to be checked that the costs are justified. A comment is 
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probably needed here, if a solution is decided to be the best one based on he specification of 
demand, it will probably be the most profitable one as well. This is because a solution that 
fulfils the evaluation factors productivity, quality, inventory and material handling in a good 
way is sure to be an economically sound solution. 
 
Our chosen methodologies and tools worked quite well, but the line balancing should 
probably have been done later in the project, preferably after choosing solution. This would 
put the focus on the big picture early on, instead of working with details on line balancing that 
changed continuously anyway. We should probably have worked some more with P-FMEA 
as well because that is a very important quality assurance tool when introducing a new 
process. We did work some with P-FMEA though but only by analysing old P-FMEAs done 
at the Track Assembly area. Another area that did not come into focus much was the 
ergonomics. Because of lack of time, detailed solutions on the ergonomic issues of heavy 
lifting and pulling were not done. This was mostly due to the extensive effort that was put into 
all the detailed solutions that would make producing in sequence work in practise. 
 
SSLP is not a particularly good tool in order to find a flexible layout. This is not a big issue in 
this case, because if the demand changes, the line can be rebalanced without any major 
changes to the layout. 
 
When using the OEE numbers as measurements of the production effectiveness, it is 
important to remember that OEE often contradicts the Lean Production principles. The OEE 
numbers are best if the production always runs at full speed and the main Lean Production 
principle is to produce only when needed. 
 
One problem with the process study has been that only individual parts of the cycle time have 
been measured and the time between the different actions has not been taken into account. 
This is the lean way to do it because all of the things that are currently done between the 
individual work amounts should be removed when implementing the new line balancing. This 
is one of the main reasons why the trials did not give a good result; the operators worked in 
the same way as they used to and this leads to cycle times quite a lot higher than all of the 
individual work amounts summed up. 
 
Throughout the entire project, the Lean Production guidelines have been in focus. A more 
critical approach to that manufacturing system could have been used to get a more balanced 
view. The largest disadvantage with Lean Manufacturing is that the work environment often 
gets worse due to the increased work load and the repetative work.  
 
When implementing our solution of reducing the FGI for tracks, we learned how important it 
is to establish a common understanding of the goal and importance of the implemenation in 
order to get a succesful result. 
 
One thing that has been really good when working with the project was the encouragement 
from the management to actually implement things that we came up with. It was very 
interesting to do the implementation of FGI reduction in October and the results were good. 
The trial of our final solution that was done shortly after the Christmas break-up was very 
interesting as well, we believe that it is extremely valuable to be able to try the ideas out in 
real life in order to learn and evaluate the solutions properly. It would have been better to be 
able to conduct a more extensive trial but due to lack of time, this was not possible. We 
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believe that the close touch with the shop floor is a good way of making projects more 
interesting and rewarding for all involved.  
 
The objectives and aims of the project have been fulfilled in a good way. One thing that can 
be noted is that we have not looked very much into how well the solution works for other 
plants. The sequencing solution that was chosen fits even better for plants with less diversity 
and should probably not be used for plants that have a lot more track types than Edinburgh 
Park does.  
 
All together, we are well equipped to give a recommendation to Futuris of how to improve 
their Track Assembly area. 
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16 Recommendation  
In this chapter, a recommendation to Futuris about how to improve the Track Assembly area 
is made.  
 
Quite a few improvements can be implemented immediately without further investigations. 
We recommend that the FGI of tracks should be reduced to one high in the way that can be 
seen in Table 14.2. To ensure that the safety critical rivets are riveted, four pressure trigger 
rivet guns with counters need to be purchased. The light at the Crossbar pre-assembly station 
needs improvement and soft cushions should be installed at the final inspection fixtures to 
decrease the noise. A strong recommendation to use ear plugs at the Track Assembly area 
should be given. The new Hood machine with push on fix integrated should be bought 
allowing for decreasing of the personnel with one person per shift. The sub-assembly of 
friction clips and traverse motors should be integrated into cycle time.  
 
When using Lean Manufacturing principles, it is important to consider the disadvantages of 
that manufacturing system. We recommend Futuris to keep implementing Lean Production 
but to always consider the effects on the work environment. 
 
Our study shows that producing the tracks in sequence is the best way to do it. The trial did 
not show any new big problems with the solution. We recommend Futuris to do further trials 
with trained personnel to ensure that the line balancing is reasonable and practical and that the 
cycle time is matching the takt time before deciding upon implementing it. Another thing that 
makes it hard to recommend Futuris to implement the solution immediately is that the pay-
back time of the solution is two years compared to the goal of one year. 
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Appendix 1. Detailed layout of current Track Assembly Area 
 

 

 



Appendix 2. List of parts   1(5)    

List of parts 
Barcode label (90200) and barcode ribbon (90199) is needed for all tracks and have therefore been 
excluded from the lists.  

VE tracks 
AG106803 (2 Way LH) 

Final assembly and inspection  
EAG106803 Rail set 2 way LH  
70229 Adjuster bar LH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

 
AG106804 (2 Way RH) 

Final assembly and inspection 
EAG106804 Rail set 2 way RH 
70228 Adjuster bar RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

 
AG106826 (4 Way RH)  

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut assembly- lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift - right 
AG106360-A Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
Lift motors to cross bar 
80586 Cross bar - RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106826 Rail set 4 way RH  
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
Adjuster bar assembly and inspection 
70228 Adjuster bar RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

 
AG106827 (4 Way TS RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut assembly - lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift - right 
AG106360-A Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
Lift motors to cross bar 
80586 Cross bar - RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 

 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106827 Rail set 4 way RH  
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
Adjuster bar assembly and inspection 
70228 Painted adjuster bar RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4)  
 

AG106828 (6 Way TS RH) 
Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift - right 
AG106360-A Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease  
Lift motors to cross bar  
80586 Cross bar - RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106828 Rail set 6 way RH 
60027 Motor track 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite  
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 

 
AG106829 (6 Way LH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift - right 
AG106360-A Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
 Lift motors to cross bar  
80589 Cross bar - LH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
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80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106829 6 way LH 
60027 Motor track 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
 Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 

 
AG106830 (6 Way RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift - right 
AG106360-A Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
Lift motors to cross bar  
80586 Cross bar - RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106830 6 way RH 
60027 Motor track 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
 Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
 Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 
AG106831 (6 Way TS FE LH) 
Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift - right 
AG106360-A Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 

  Lift motors to cross bar 
 80589 Cross bar - LH 

80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 

Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106831 Rail set 6 way LH  
60027 Motor track 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
 Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 
60269 Bracket assembly fire ex - LH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

 
AG106832 (6 Way TS Memory RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut – lift 
AG106357-A Motor hall effect lift - RH  
AG106368-A Motor hall effect lift - LH  
90037 Grease 
Lift motors to cross bar 
80586 Cross bar - RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106828 Rail set 6 way RH 
99935 Motor HE drive (thermal cut-out) 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 

 
AG106833 (6 Way TS Memory FE LH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
AG106357-A Motor hall effect lift - RH  
AG106368-A Motor hall effect lift - LH  
90037 Grease  
Lift motors to cross bar 
80589 Cross bar assembly - LH 
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80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG106831 Rail set 6 way LH 
99935 Motor HE drive (thermal cut-out) 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
 Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
 Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 
60269 Painted bracket assembly fire ex - LH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

G8 tracks 
AG110236 (2 Way TS RH) 
 
AG111945 (4 Way TS RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
99901 Motor lift - right 
99902 Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
 Lift motors to cross bar 
AG110875 Cross bar RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
AG106800 Seat slide assembly inner RH 
AG106801 Seat slide assembly outer TS 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
 Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
70228 Adjuster bar RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

 
AG110237 (4 Way TS LH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
99901 Motor lift - right 
99902 Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 

Lift motors to cross bar 
AG110865 Cross bar LH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
AG106861 Seat slide assembly inner LH 
AG110864 Seat slide assembly outer TS 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
70228 Adjuster bar RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

  
AG110238 (6 Way TS RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
99901 Motor lift - right 
99902 Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
Lift motors to cross bar 
AG110875 Cross bar RH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
AG106822 Seat slide inner pinion assembly 
AG110877 Seat slide outer pinion assembly 
60027 Motor track 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 

 
AG110239 (6 Way TS LH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut - lift 
99901 Motor lift - right 
99902 Motor lift - left 
90037 Grease 
Lift motors to cross bar 
AG110865 Cross bar LH 
80006 Pin pivot rocker (2) 
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80023 Pin - lift motor (2) 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
AG106823 Seat slide inner pinion assembly 
AG110881 Seat slide outer pinion TS 
assembly 
60027 Motor track 
80528 Spacer rocker rail (4) 
AG106212 Shaft track motor 
60388 Loctite 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix (4) 
80524 Rivet pop - motor mount bracket (2) 
60215 Bolt track motor 
 Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring - friction clip 
60386 Sleeve friction (2) 

Mitsubishi tracks 
AG100019 (2 Way LH) 

Lift motors to cross bar 
20120 Cross bar  
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG100019 Rail set 2 way LH 
AG107258 Electrical bracket 
80528 Spacer rocker 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Push on fix – heavy duty 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
70234 Adjuster bar  
70060 Rivet – Adjuster bar 

 
AG100020 (6 Way RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut – Lift 
Lift motors to cross bar 
AG106359-A Motor lift RH 
AG106360-A Motor lift LH  
80560 Cross bar RH 
8006 Pin pivot rocker 
80023 Pin – Lift motor 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG100020 Rail set 6way RH 
AG107258 Electrical bracket 
60027 Motor track 
60230 Spacer track shaft 
60236 Shaft – Motor 
80528 Spacer rocker – Rail 

60388 Loctite 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
60215 Bolt track motor 
80524 Rivet pop – Motor mount bracket 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring – Friction clip 
60386 Sleeve – Friction 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia 

    
AG100021 (6 Way LH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut – Lift 
Lift motors to cross bar 
AG106359-A Motor lift Std RH 
AG106360-A Motor lift Std LH  
80561 Cross bar LH  
8006 Pin pivot rocker 
80023 Pin – Lift motor 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG100021 rail set 6way LH 
AG107258 Electrical bracket 
60027 Motor track 
60230 Spacer track shaft 
60236 Shaft – Motor 
60388 Loctite 
80528 Spacer rocker – Rail 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix  
60215 Bolt track motor 
80524 Rivet pop – Motor mount bracket 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
60385 Spring – Friction clip 
60386 Sleeve – Friction 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia 

  
AG100022 (6 Way Mem) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut – Lift 
AG106357-A Motor hall effect lift - RH  
AG106368-A Motor hall effect lift - LH  
Lift motors to cross bar 
AG107258 Cross bar 
8006 Pin pivot rocker 
80023 Pin – Lift motor 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG100022 Rail set 6way RH 
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99935 Motor HE drive (thermal cut-out) 
80528 Spacer rocker – Rail 
60230 Spacer track shaft  
60236 Shaft – Motor  
60388 Loctite 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix 
80524 Rivet pop – Motor mount bracket 
60215 Bolt track motor 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
80560 Painted Lift bar assembly RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia 
60385 Spring – Friction clip 
60386 Sleeve – Friction 

 
AG102416 (4 Way RH) 

Drive nut and motor assembly 
80592 Drive nut– Lift 
AG106359-A Motor lift RH 
AG106360-A Motor lift LH 
Lift motors to cross bar 
AG107258 Cross bar 
80006 Pin pivot rocker 
80023 Pin – Lift motor 
Rail sets to crossbar assembly 
EAG102416 Rail set 4 way RH 
80528 Spacer rocker – rail 
Push on fix and motor mount assembly 
90204 Heavy duty push on fix 
80524 Rivet pop – Motor mount bracket 
Accessories assembly and final inspection 
80560 Adjuster bar RH 
70060 Rivet pop steel 4.8 dia (4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 3. Exploded view of four way track  
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Detailed work flow 
The following information has been taken from Operation Description Sheets (dated 22nd of July, 
2006, 4th of August, 2006, 19th of July, 2007 and 7th of November, 2007)   

4 and 6 way tracks (Holden and Mitsubishi) 

Crossbar pre-assembly 
1. Rotate pre assembly fixture to LH or RH position as required 
2. Place Cross bar assembly in fixture 
3. Fit Lift motors to crossbar assembly 
4. Fit motor and drive nut pins into position (use soft faced hammer if required) 
5. Transfer pre-assembly to Pin Press Machine 
6. Quality Verification 

o Visually inspect Crossbar plastic inserts for cracking 
o Correct selection of parts 

 
Required tools:  Soft faced hammer 

Crossbar pin press 
1. Locate pre-assembled crossbar onto lower nests and snap crossbars into upper locations 
2. Visually check for correct parts and alignment 
3. Press cycle start button to start pin insertion cycle 
4. Touchscreen will display any faults or missed pins 
5. Paint mark pins and motors then remove crossbar assembly 
6. Quality Verification 

o Poke Yoke check using known good and bad part 
o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly 
o All pins present and fully pushed home 

 
Required tools: Soft faced hammer 

Seat track pre-Assembly 
1. Fit cotton reels (4) onto crossbar with spigot facing out  
2. Select the required inner and outer rail assemblies and fit (push) rails onto the ends of the 

crossbar 
3. (6 ways only) Fit shaft spacers to MMAL track pinion only. Apply Loctite (glue) to Traverse 

Motor/Drive shaft assembly spline inner and fit to inner and outer rail pinions 
o Select appropriate drive shaft for track assembly 
o Position dispenser nozzle in end of drive shaft 
o Press foot pedal to despense metered amount of Loctite 680 
o Repeat operation for other end of drive shaft 
o Fit to track assembly 

4. Lower track pre-assembly hood onto track & clamp track together 
5. Inspect for correct assembly 

o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly 
o No paint damage or cracked plastic inserts in crossbar 
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o Cotton reels fitted, flat edge to bottom, spigot into rail 
o Rails fully seated against Crossbar/Cotton reels 

6. Fold cushion mounting brackets towards the centre of the track 
7. Move pallet/track to push on fix station 

 
Required tools:  Soft faced hammer 

Push on fix station  
1. Fit push on fix (4 OFF) to ends of crossbars (Ensure there is no gap between push on fix and 

rail)  
2. Rivet Lift motor mount bracket to top of rail (2 places) 
3. (6 Way – Only) Align Traverse motor with motor mount bracket and fit bolt. Torque bolt up 

using DC Torque Wrench 
4. Paint mark Push on fix (4), rivets (2), Pretensioner nut weld, motor bolt and front of 6 way 

rails to confirm rails line up 
5. Quality Verification 

o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly  
o No cracked cotton reels, push on fixes 
o Push on fix fully home against rail 
o Pop rivet present and fully inserted (No gaps) 
o Traverse motor bolt torque to 11 +/-3Nm 

6. Move to next station 
 
Required tools:  Nut Runner, Rivet Gun, Push on Fix tool and Paint Marker 

Adjuster bar fitment  
4 Way Tracks 

1. Fit Adjuster bar to 4 way tracks (ensure correctly handed bar is fitted) 
2. Rivet Adjuster Bar to track (2 rivets per side). Rivet Electrical bracket to MMAL track 
3. Inspect and remove from line to final check fixtures 

 
6 Way Tracks 

1. Rivet Electrical bracket to MMAL track  
2. Inspect and remove from line to friction clip installation 

 
Quality Verification 

o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly 
o No paint damage or cracked cotton reels 
o Pop rivets present & fully home. No gaps 
o Motor brkt rivets present with paint mark 
 

Required tools: Rivet Gun 

6 way track friction clip installation 
1. Place on friction clip assembly fixture 
2. Pre assemble friction clip inserts to spring 
3. Fit friction clip to fixture in required orientation (LH or RH) 
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4. Operate handle to attach clip then remove track (use soft faced hammer to push clip fully 
home if required) 

5. Quality Verification 
o Friction Clip present and fully clipped to motor bracket 

 
Required tools:  Soft faced hammer 

Final Check  
1. Attach appropriate check fixture to pedestal 
2. Fit track to check fixture - locating off track feet (check Track foot position) 
3. 4 Way - Operate Adjuster Bar and traverse track to check track latching in full forward and 

full rearward positions 
4. 6 Way - Connect wiring loom, press foot pedals to traverse using motors. Check for Squeaks, 

notchiness, roughness or tightness. Visual check for broken ball cages 
5. Check that cushion brackets are not loose (support own weight) 
6. Fit and rivet Fire Extinguisher bracket if required  
7. Fit Barcode to Outer Lower rail 
8. Set track to shipping position. Place track in stillage 

 
Required tools:  Rivet Gun, Power Pack and loom for 6 way 

Pre-assembly stations 
Nut runner  

1. Load Drive Nuts (Part No. 80592) to machine 
2. Load LH & RH Lift Motors to machine 
3. Push Motors in on slides to start cycle 
4. Remove Motors and inspect as per Quality Verification below 

o Confirm Greasing on thread 
o Check drive nut position  

5. Place motor assemblies in 25 litre tubs at the Crossbar/Lift Motor pre-assembly fixture station 

Holden 2 way assembly 
1. Fit Inner and Outer rails onto the final checking fixture. Ensure fixture pins fit into the front 

and rear feet of the rails. 
2. Fit the correct Adjuster Bar using the rivet gun and 4 rivets 
3. Fit the correct Cushion Pan Gauge 
4. Lift adjuster bar and slide track with cushion gauge to the rear stop, release adjuster bar and 

ensure track locks 
5. Run track back and forward. Check for smooth operation 
6. Fit Barcode ONLY once track passes and pack into stillage 
7. Quality Verification 

o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly 
o Parts fit into fixture (on pins) and Cushion Pan Gauge fits 
o Pop rivet present and fully inserted Smooth traversing, no squeaks or rattles 

 
Required tools:  Rivet Gun 
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Mitsubishi 2 way assembly 

Push on Fix 
1. Fit push on fix (2 OFF) to tooling/machine (ensure 2 green lights are on, washers 3 and 4) 
2. Ensure program "C" is selected then push and hold both 'auto run' and 'fwd'. Hold until cycle 

complete and hood returns to top position 
3. If hood stalls in lowered position, check indicator lights for faults (red light). Drive machine 

back to home position manually and fix fault 
4. Quality Verification 

o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly 
o No cracked cotton reels, push on fixes 
o Push on fix fully home against rail 

5. Move to next station (Electrical bracket fitment) 
 
Required tools:  POF Auto Machine, Paint Marker, 2 Way Build Pallet 

Electrical Bracket 
1. Turn MMAL 2 way assembly upside down and load into the fixture (shown) 
2. Ensure rear crossbar sits in nest and front cushion mounts load onto front fixture pins (sets 

correct front spacing) 
3. Fit electrical bracket (tabs prevent incorrect orientation) by riveting the round hole first and 

then the slotted hole last using the rivet gun 
4. Fit adjuster bar upside down and rivet 
5. Quality Verification 

o Visual inspection for correct parts and assembly 
o Part fits into fixture and locates on front pins 
o Pop rivet present and fully inserted 

6. Move track to Check Fixture 
 
Required tools:  Alignment Jig, Rivet Gun 

Final check 
1. Attach appropriate check fixture to pedestal 
2. Fit track to check fixture - locating off track feet (check Track foot position) 
3. Operate Adjuster Bar and traverse track 2 times to check track latching in full forward and full 

rearward positions Check for Squeaks, notchiness, roughness or tightness Visual check for 
broken ball cages 

4. Fit Barcode to Outer Lower rail 
5. Set track to shipping position. Place track in stillage 

 
Required tools:  Check fixture 
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Appendix 6. Demand and takt times
Previous demand
Track Qty/shift Period 1st June - 25th September
AG106803 102 Seconds/shift 25140
AG106827 102
AG106831 63 Qty/Shift Takt time (sec) Percentage
AG106829 32 6 way tracks 178 141 39%
AG106830 27 4 way tracks 139 181 30%
AG106826 26 2 way Holden tracks 117 214 26%
AG100019 25 2 way Mitsubishi tracks 25 1009 5%
AG106832 18 4 and 6 way tracks 317 79 69%
AG106804 15 Tracks Total 460 55 100%
AG100020 14
AG106828 14
AG102416 10
AG106833 5
AG100021 2
AG100022 2
AG110238 0
AG110239 0
AG110237 0
AG111945 0
Total 460.0
Current demand
Track Qty/shift Period 16th September - 11th October

AG106803 140 Seconds/shift 25140
AG106827 140
AG106831 72 Qty/Shift Takt time (sec) Percentage
AG106830 47 6 way tracks 219 115 39%
AG106829 39 4 way tracks 179 141 32%
AG106826 29 2 way Holden tracks 144 175 25%
AG106832 27 2 way Mitsubishi tracks 22 1119 4%
AG100019 22 4 and 6 way tracks 398 44 71%
AG100020 13 Tracks Total 564 63 100%
AG106828 12
AG102416 10
AG106833 7
AG106804 3
AG110238 1
AG110239 1
AG100021 0
AG100022 0
AG110237 0
AG111945 0

Total 564
Future demand

Track Qty/shift Period 14th October - 21th December
AG106803 113 Seconds/shift 25140
AG106827 113
AG106831 69 Qty/Shift Takt time (sec) Percentage
AG110238 54 6 way tracks 279 90 44%
AG110239 54 4 way tracks 195 129 31%
AG106826 37 2 way Holden tracks 129 194 21%
AG106829 30 2 way Mitsubishi tracks 24 1050 4%
AG100019 24 4 and 6 way tracks 474 53 75%
AG106830 21 Tracks Total 627 40 100%
AG106832 21
AG110237 17
AG111945 17
AG106804 16
AG100020 14
AG102416 10
AG106828 9
AG106833 5
AG100021 1
AG100022 1

Total 627



Appendix 7. ABC-analysis 

 
The table below shows which track types that are high, medium and low runners. The high 
runners are marked in green, the medium runners are marked in yellow and the low runners 
are marked in red. 

 Track Average per shift Percentage
AG106803 113.5 18% 
AG106827 113.5 18% 
AG106831 69.1 11% 
AG110238 54.0 9% 
AG110239 54.0 9% 

A 

Tot A 404.1 64% 
AG106826 36.5 6% 
AG106829 29.6 5% 
AG100019 23.9 4% 
AG106830 21.2 3% 
AG106832 20.6 3% 
AG110237 17.4 3% 
AG111945 17.4 3% 
AG106804 16.0 3% 
AG100020 14.2 2% 

B 

Tot B 196.9 31% 
AG102416 9.8 2% 
AG106828 9.0 1% 
AG106833 4.6 1% 
AG100021 1.3 0% 
AG100022 1.3 0% 
AG110236 0.0 0% 

C 

Tot C 26.0 4% 
  Total 627.0 100% 



Process Study Process: 2 way Holden tracks

Work element
Lowest 

Repeatable
Assembly Fit rails to fixture 4 5 5 6 5 5

Lock fixture 1 1 1 1
Fit adjuster bar to rails 3 3 3 3 3
Rivet adjuster bar (4) 17 17 16 17 16 16

Inspection Paint 2 2 1 2 2
Fit cushion pan gauge 3 4 3 2 3 3
Adjust track to end (both forward 
and backward) 3 2 3 3 3 3

Take longer time 
sometimes

Remove Cushion Pan Gauge 1 1 1 1 1
Place track in shipping position 1 1 1 1
Unlock fixture 1 1 1 1
Fit barcode 7 4 5 5 4 4 4
Move track to stillage 6 3 4 4 4 4 4

Transport
Non value adding

A
ppendix 8. Process study   1(3)

Observer: Per-Mikael Nutti and Karin Lindstrom Date/Time: Sep. 26, 2007 1PM

Process Steps

OPERATOR
Machine 

cycle time NotesObserved Times



Process Study Process: 4 and 6 way tracks

Work element
Lowest 

Repeatable
Crossbar Assembly Fit cross bar to pre-assy fixture 6 6 7 7 6 6 Need a soft faced hammer

Put lift motors on crossbar and 
insert pins (2) RH 6 7 8 8 7 7 7 Need hammer sometimes
Put lift motors on crossbar and 
insert pins (2) LH 7 9 7 10 7 7 Need hammer sometimes

Crossbar Pin Press Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3 3 3 3 3
Push button to start machine 1 1 1 6
Paint mark pins and motor 5 6 5 5 5 5
Place cross bar on build pallet 3 4 6 4 3 3
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 7 6 6 5 8 6 6
Push pallet to the next station 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Rail Set Assembly Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9 10 9 10 10 9 Need a soft faced hammer
Adjust cotton reels 4 3 4 4 5 4 4
Apply lactate to traverse motor and 
pre-fit to rails 16 15 19 15 15 15
Fit shaft spacer to rail spigots 6 7 6 7 7 6
Move build pallet to assy hood 2 2 2 2 2
Lower hood 2 2 2 2 2 2
Start cycle 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 Waiting for cycle
Raise hood

3 3 3 3 3 3
Examine automatic lowering and raising 
of hood

Fold cushion mounting brackets 
towards the centre of the track 2 2 2 2 2
Push pallet to the next station 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Push on Fix
Apply fix to the end of crossbar (left 
side) 6 5 5 6 5 5 5

Nut Runner, Rivet Gun, Push on Fix 
tool 

Insert rivets (2) 6 11 5 7 6 5 5 Sometimes hard to fit rivets
Fit traverse motor bolt 6 8 7 8 9 10 8 Hard to fit sometimes
Rotate build pallet 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Apply fix to the end of crossbar 
(rightside) 7 5 4 8 6 5 5
Paint mark rivets, push on fix (and bo 3 4 5 5 4 5 4
Push pallet to the next station 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

A
ppendix 8. Process study   2(3)

Date/Time: Sep. 27, 2007 11AMObserver: Per-Mikael Nutti and Karin 
Lindstrom

NotesProcess Steps
Machine 

cycle time

OPERATOR

Observed Times



Accessory Assembly 
and Inspection

Visual inspection

1 1 1 1 1 1
Need rivet gun , screwdriver and a 
soft faced hammer

Fit adjuster bar to rails 3 4 3 4 3 4 3
Rivet adjuster bar (4) 14 17 14 18 16 16 14

Place pallet on WIP trolley/final 
inspection fixture/friction clip station 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 From WIP to Inspection
Fit friction clip on fixture 4 4 4 3 4 5 4
Fit fire bracket on track 13 9 11 8 9 10 9
Place pallet on WIP 
trolley/inspection fixture 3 4 3 3 4 3 3

Final Inspection Lock track to fixture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Rivet Gun, Power Pack and loom 
Run track forward and backward -4 
way 2 2 2 2 2 3 2
Adjust track to right position for 
deliver -4 way 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Rivet fire bracket 30 20 19 22 22 24 22 8 sec while moving track
Paint fire bracket 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 While moving track
Connect wiring loom 4 4 3 3 3 3 3
Run track forward and backward -6 
way 22 24 24 24 24
Adjust track to right position for 
deliver -6 way 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Unlock track 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Fit barcode 3 4 4 4 3 4 3
Move track to stillage 4 3 4 4 5 4 4

Nut runner Subass Load nuts to machine 3 3 4 3 4 3
Load motors to machine 4 3 4 4 4 4
Push motors forward to start cycle 2 2 2 2 2 14 Waiting for cycle
Unload motors 4 3 3 3 3 3 Examine automatic unload

Traverse Motor subasFit traverse motor on to shaft 3 2 3 4 3 4 3
Put traverse motor in box 1 1 1 1 1 1

Friction Clip Subass Pre assemble friction clip inserts 8 7 7 8 7 7 Need a friction clip tool
Put friction clip in box 1 1 1 1 1 1

Transport
Non value adding

A
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48 shifts
25140 sec/shift

1206720 total seconds

Type Explanation Nr of faults MTBF (sec)
Rounded 
MTBF (sec) MTTR (sec)

Rounded 
MTTR (sec)

1 Waiting for Parts 24 50280 50000 2125 2100
2 Part Quality issues 16 75420 75000 1406 1400
3 Equipment problems 22 54851 55000 818 800
4 Unblocking/Refilling Loctite 14 86194 85000 643 600
5 Waiting for Forklifts 21 57463 55000 614 600
6 Change Over Parts 5 241344 240000 720 700
7 Lack of Sub-assemblies 3 402240 400000 700 700

8
No parts available at start of 
shift 10 120672 120000 690 700
Total faults 115 10493 10000 1095.652174 1100
Fault 1-4 76 15878 15000 1322.368421 1300
Fault 5-8 39 30942 30000 650.9433962 700

Downtime split on track type

Track type Number of faults MTBF (sec)
Rounded 
MTBF (sec) MTTR (sec)

Rounded 
MTTR (sec)

2 way Mitsubishi 3 396947 400000 1322 1300
2 way Holden 16 75609 75000 1322 1300
4 way 24 51219 50000 1322 1300
6 way 34 35284 35000 1322 1300
4 way and 6 way 58 20892 20000 1322 1300
2 way total 19 63512 65000 1322 1300
2 way and 4 way 43 28353 30000 1322 1300

Simulation Indata for future state
Track type MTBF (sec) MTTR (sec)
2 way Holden 75000 1300
2 way Mitsubishi 400000 1300
2 way total 65000 1300
4 way 50000 1300
6 way 35000 1300
4 way and 6 way 20000 1300
2 way and 4 way 30000 1300

Simulation Indata for present state
Track type MTBF (sec) MTTR (sec)
2 way Holden 50000 1100
2 way Mitsubishi 260000 1100
4 way and 6 way 14000 1100

1/9-19/10 - Afternoon shifts in Sep
Appendix 9. Downtime



Appendix 10.  Hazard control form 
 

 

 



Appendix 11. Light measure spots 
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2 

3 

4 

5 6 

7 

8 

9 

Result in Lux 
 
     Day Evening 
1.  1493 700 
2.  864 483 
3.  1356 468 
4.  1411 747 
5.  1871 1030 
6.  1642 895 
7.  1173 644 
8.  1125 360 
9.  - 99 
 



Appendix 12. Inventory levels and stockholding cost   1(2)

Parts
Quantity Min Max Average Cost ($AUD)/part Cost total ($AUD) Comments

Rail sets
EAG102416 36 1 2 1.5 31.3 1688.85
EAG106803 36 2 3 2.5 36.1 3249.54
EAG106804 36 1 2 1.5 36.1 1949.724
EAG106826 36 1 2 1.5 15.0 812.538
EAG106827 36 2 3 2.5 31.6 2839.86
EAG106828 36 1 2 1.5 43.0 2321.028
EAG106829 36 1 2 1.5 43.4 2344.194
EAG106830 36 1 2 1.5 43.4 2342.736
EAG106831 36 1 2 1.5 43.0 2323.35
EAG100022 36 1 2 1.5 48.6 2622.402
EAG100021 36 1 2 1.5 48.6 2626.56
EAG100020 36 1 2 1.5 48.6 2622.402
EAG100019 36 1 2 1.5 37.3 2016.414
Cross bars
80586 50 1 2 1.5 12.2 912.9
80589 50 1 2 1.5 12.2 913.95
80561 50 1 2 1.5 12.2 918.525
80560 50 1 2 1.5 12.3 923.625
Motors
AG106360-A 252 1 2 1.5 10.7 4057.074
AG106359-A 252 1 2 1.5 10.7 4057.074
AG106358-A 252 1 2 1.5 12.0 4552.632
AG106357-A 252 1 2 1.5 12.0 4552.632
99935 20 1 2 1.5 31.0 929.55
60027 440 1 2 1.5 26.7 17635.2
Other
80528 1600 1 2 1.5 0.0 117.6
80524 2000 1 2 1.5 0.1 315
80006 1500 1 2 1.5 0.1 150.75
70060 2000 1 2 1.5 0.1 162
60215 400 1 1 1 0.1 37.2
80592 90 4 6 5 1.0 442.35
80023 500 1 1 1 0.1 55
90204 4500 1 1 1 0.1 306
60386 1600 1 1 1 0.1 211.2
AG110583-A 2000 1 1 1 0.0 60
AG107258 48 1 2 1.5 1.2 83.592
60385 300 1 2 1.5 0.4 198
60236 70 1 2 1.5 3.2 333.48
60230 - - - - 0.0 - Ordered when empty
60269 12 3 5 4 5.0 241.2
70229 42 2 3 2.5 1.3 133.35
70228 42 3 5 4 1.3 213.36
AG106212 50 2 3 2.5 3.3 413.75
70101 42 1 2 1.5 1.5 92.61
20120 16 1 2 1.5 2.2 52.368
70234 42 1 2 1.5 1.4 89.397

72921
Cost G8 34273
Total value of parts 107194
Stockholdning cost 16079

Total cost



Appendix 12. Inventory levels and stockholding cost   2(2)

Finished tracks
Number of stillages

Finished tracks Qty Measure 1 Measure 2 Measure 3 Average Seq. stock
Cost ($AUD) 

/part Cost total ($AUD)
AG106803 18 8 10 5 7.7 1.0 37.6 5863.6
AG106804 18 7 4 6 5.7 0.5 37.6 4172.2
AG106826 18 4 4 3 3.7 0.5 53.2 3988.4
AG106827 18 8 7 5 6.7 1.0 69.7 9614.6
AG106828 18 0 2 2 1.3 0.5 110.5 3647.4
AG106829 18 4 4 3 3.7 0.5 111.0 8322.8
AG106830 18 2 1 1 1.3 0.5 110.9 3660.7
AG106831 18 3 3 1 2.3 0.5 115.8 5907.1
AG106832 18 2 2 2 2.0 0.5 117.4 5283.6
AG106833 18 2 1 2 1.7 0.5 122.7 4785.8
EAG106830 18
AG111945 18
AG110238 18
AG110239 18
AG100019 18 1 1 0 0.7 0.5 42.7 895.8
AG100020 18 1 1 1 1.0 0.5 117.5 3171.2
AG100021 18 0 1 0 0.3 0.5 117.5 1761.9
AG100022 18 0 0 0 0.0 0.5 124.3 1119.0
AG102416 18 1 1 1 1.0 0.5 71.0 1917.1
Total cost 64111
Cost G8 (+47 %) 30132
Total value of finished tracks 94243
Stockholding cost 14136

Stockholding cost - Parts 16079
Stockholding cost  - Finished tracks 14136
Stockholding cost for both Parts and finished tracks 30216

G8 - Not in production yet



Future demand

Period 1st December - 07 - 31th May -08
Seconds/shift 25140

Track Qty/shift
AG106803 108
AG106827 108
AG110238 64
AG110239 64
AG106831 59
AG110237 43
AG111945 43
AG106829 30
AG106826 25
AG100019 24
AG106832 20
AG106830 19
AG106804 19
AG102416 12
AG100020 12
AG106828 10
AG106833 4
AG100021 2
AG100022 2

Total 663

Qty/Shift Takt time (sec) Percentage
6 way tracks 284 89 43%
4 way tracks 229 110 35%
2 way Holden tracks 126 199 19%
2 way Mitsubishi tracks 24 1067 4%
4 and 6 way tracks 513 49 77%
Tracks Total 663 38 100%

Appendix 13. Future demand and takt times



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q Wait for cycle (only if the same person 
does the following work element) 

R Fold cushion mounting brackets 
towards the centre of the track 

S Insert rivets 
T Fit adjuster bar to rails 
U Rivet adjuster bar 
V Visual inspection 
W Place track on final inspection fixture 
X Lock track to fixture 
Y Run track forward and backward 
Z Adjust track to right position for deliver
a Unlock track 
b Fit barcode 
c Move track to stillage 
 
 

A Pick up crossbar and fit to fixture 
B  Load nuts to machine 
C   Load motors to machine 
D   Push motors forward to start cycle 
E   Unload motors 
F   Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins RH 
G   Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins LH 
H   Fit crossbar to pin press fixture 
I Push button to start machine 
J Place cross bar on build pallet 
K  Fit cotton reels to cross bar 
L Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 
M Adjust cotton reels 
N Move build pallet to hood machine 
O Load hood machine with push on fix 
P Start cycle 
 

A
ppendix 14. Precedence diagram

 for 4 w
ay tracks   1(2) 



 

 
 
 A Pick up crossbar and fit to fixture 

B  Load nuts to machine 
C   Load motors to machine 
D   Push motors forward to start cycle 
E   Unload motors 
F   Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins RH 
G   Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins LH 
H   Fit crossbar to pin press fixture 
I Push button to start machine 
J Place cross bar on build pallet 
K  Fit cotton reels to cross bar 
L Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 
M Adjust cotton reels 
1 Fit traverse motor to shaft 
2 Apply Loctite to traverse motor shaft and pre-fit 

to rails 
N Move build pallet to hood machine 
O Load hood machine with push on fix 
P Start cycle 
Q Wait for cycle (only if the same person does the 

following work element) 

A
ppendix 14. Precedence diagram

 for 6 w
ay tracks   2(2) 

R Fold cushion mounting brackets 
towards the centre of the track 

S Insert rivets 
3 Fit traverse motor bolt 
4 Place pallet on friction clip station 
5 Pre assemble friction clip 
6 Fit friction clip on track 
7 Fit fire bracket on track (only for 6 way 

with fire brackets) 
8 Rivet fire bracket (only for 6 way with 

fire brackets) 
V Visual inspection 
W Place track on final inspection fixture 
X Lock track to fixture 
9 Connect wiring loom 
Y Run track forward and backward 
Z Adjust track to right position for deliver
a Unlock track 
b Fit barcode 
c Move track to stillage 



Current work time content sec Reduced work time content sec
Fit cross bar to pre-assy fixture 6 Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-assy fixture 6

Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins (2) RH 7 Unload motors 3

Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins (2) LH 7 Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins RH 7
Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3 Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins LH 7
Push button to start machine 1 Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3
Paint mark pins and motor 5 Push button to start machine 1
Place cross bar on build pallet 3 Load nuts to nut runner machine 3
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6 Load motors to nut runner machine 4
Push pallet to the next station 2 Push motors forward to start cycle 2
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9 Place cross bar on build pallet 3
Adjust cotton reels 4 Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6

Apply loc-tite to traverse motor and pre-fit to rails 15 Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Fit shaft spacer to rail spigots 6 Fit traverse motor on to shaft 3
Move build pallet to hood machine 2 Apply loc-tite to traverse motor and pre-fit to rails 15
Lower hood 2 Adjust cotton reels 4
Start cycle 1 Move build pallet to hood machine 2
Raise hood 3 Load hood machine with push on fixes 4
Fold cushion mounting brackets towards the centre 
of the track 2 Start cycle (including push on fixes) 1

Push pallet to the next station 2
Fold cushion mounting brackets towards the 
centre of the track 2

Apply fix to the end of crossbar (left side) 5 Insert rivets 5
Insert rivets (2) 5 Fit adjuster bar to rails 3
Fit traverse motor bolt 8 Rivet adjuster bar (4) 14
Rotate build pallet 2 Fit traverse motor bolt 8
Apply fix to the end of crossbar (rightside) 5 Place track on friction clip station 3
Paint mark rivets, push on fix (and bolt) 4 Pre assemble friction clip inserts 7
Push pallet to the next station 2 Fit friction clip on track 4
Visual inspection 1 Fit fire bracket on track 9
Fit adjuster bar to rails 3 Rivet fire bracket 22
Rivet adjuster bar (4) 14 Visual inspection 1
Place pallet on WIP trolley/final inspection 
fixture/friction clip station 4 Place pallet on inspection fixture 3
Fit friction clip on fixture 4 Lock track to fixture 1
Fit fire bracket on track 9 Run track forward and backward -4 way 2
Place pallet on WIP trolley/inspection fixture 3 Adjust track to right position for deliver -4 way 1
Lock track to fixture 1 Connect wiring loom 3
Run track forward and backward -4 way 2 Run track forward and backward -6 way 24
Adjust track to right position for deliver -4 way 1 Adjust track to right position for deliver -6 way 1
Rivet fire bracket 22 Unlock track 1
Paint fire bracket 4 Fit barcode 3
Connect wiring loom 3 Move track to stillage 4
Run track forward and backward -6 way 24 tot future 204
Adjust track to right position for deliver -6 way 1
Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4
Load nuts to machine 3
Load motors to machine 4
Push motors forward to start cycle 2
Unload motors 3
Fit traverse motor on to shaft 3
Put traverse motor in box 1
Pre assemble friction clip inserts 7 Removed
Put friction clip in box 1 Non-value adding
tot present 245 Transportation

Appendix 15. Reduced work amount



Line balancing 4 way track 

Work element sec
Merged batch 

building
Flexible batch 

building
Batch building 

2 areas
Sequencing 3 

plus 2 Combined

Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-
assy fixture 6

Unload motors 3
Put lift motors on crossbar and 
insert pins RH 7

Put lift motors on crossbar and 
insert pins LH 7

Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3

Push button to start machine 1
Load nuts to machine 3
Load motors to machine 4

Push motors forward to start cycle 2

Place cross bar on build pallet 3 39 39 39
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Adjust cotton reels 4 19
Move build pallet to assy hood 2
Load assy hood machine with 
push on fixes 4 25

Fold cushion mounting brackets 2 27
Insert rivets (2) 5
Fit adjuster bar to rails 3
Rivet adjuster bar (4) 14 88 88 24 30
Visual inspection 1
Place pallet on final inspection 
fixture 3 26
Lock track to fixture 1
Run track forward and backward -
4 way 2

Adjust track to right position for 
deliver -4 way 1

Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4 16 12 16 16 16
TOT 104 104 104 104 104 104

Non-value adding
Transportation

Appendix 16. Line balancing   1(3)



Line balancing 6 way track without fire brackets

Work element sec
Merged batch 

building
Flexible batch 

building
Batch building 

2 areas
Sequencing 3 

plus 2 Combined

Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-
assy fixture 6

Unload motors 3
Put lift motors on crossbar and 
insert pins RH 7

Put lift motors on crossbar and 
insert pins LH 7

Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3
Push button to start machine 1
Load nuts to nut runner machine 3
Load motors to nut runner 4

Push motors forward to start cycle 2

Place cross bar on build pallet 3 39 39 39
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Fit traverse motor on to shaft 3 59 57
Apply Loctite to traverse motor 
and pre-fit to rails 15

Adjust cotton reels 4 37
Move build pallet to hood machine 2 39
Fold cushion mounting brackets 2 41
Insert rivets 5
Fit traverse motor bolt 8

Place track on friction clip station 3

Pre assemble friction clip inserts 7

Fit friction clip on track 4 48 29 50 27 31
Visual inspection 1

Place pallet on inspection fixture 3

Lock track to fixture 1
Connect wiring loom 3
Run track forward and backward -
6 way 24

Adjust track to right position for 
deliver -6 way 1

Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4 41 41 41 41 41
Total work content 148 148 148 148 148 148

Non-value adding
Transportation

Appendix 16. Line balancing   2(3)



Line balancing 6 way track with fire brackets

Work element sec

Merged 
batch 

building

Flexible 
batch 

building
Batch building 

2 areas
Sequencing 

3 plus 2 Combined
Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-assy 
fixture 6
Unload motors 3
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert 
pins RH 7
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert 
pins LH 7
Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3
Push button to start machine 1
Load nuts to nut runner machine 3
Load motors to nut runner machine 4
Push motors forward to start cycle 2
Place cross bar on build pallet 3 39 39 39
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Fit traverse motor on to shaft 3 59 59
Apply Loctite to traverse motor and 
pre-fit to rails 15
Adjust cotton reels 4 37 37
Move build pallet to hood machine 2
Fold cushion mounting brackets 2 41
Insert rivets 5
Fit traverse motor bolt 8
Place track on friction clip station 3
Pre assemble friction clip inserts 7
Fit friction clip on track 4 31 31
Fit fire bracket on track 9 57 57 36
Rivet fire bracket 22 31
Visual inspection 1
Place pallet on inspection fixture 3
Lock track to fixture 1
Connect wiring loom 3
Run track forward and backward -6 
way 24
Adjust track to right position for deliver 
-6 way 1
Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4 41
Run track and rivet firebracket at the 
same time -8 55 55 55 64

Total work content 179 171 179 171 171 171

Non-value adding
Transportation

Appendix 16. Line balancing   3(3)



Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score

Productivity 4 4 16 1 4 2 8 3 12 2 8 3 12 4 16

Capacity 4 4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16 3 12

Quality 4 4 16 2 8 3 12 3 12 3 12 2 8 2 8

Ergonomics 3 4 12 1 3 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9

Reliability 3 4 12 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 1 3 2 6

Inventory 3 4 12 0 0 1 3 1 3 1 3 4 12 2 6

Material Handling 2 4 8 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 4 8 3 6

Flexibility 2 4 8 3 6 2 4 3 6 2 4 3 6 3 6

Information Flow 1 4 4 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
Layout 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2

Total score 108 49 66 75 67 79 73

Level of fulfilment 100% 45% 61% 69% 62% 73% 68%

0 Does not fulfil the demands at all
1 Fulfils some of the demands
2 Fulfils the demands acceptably
3 Fulfils the demands well
4 Fulfils the demands very well

A
ppendix 17. E

valuation m
atrix    

Evaluation factor Weight
CombinedSequencing Batch building  

2 areasCurrent wayMax Flexible batch 
building

Merged batch 
building



Appendix 18. Line balancing without nut runner   1(3) 

Line balancing 4 way track 

Work element sec
Sequencing 
(nut runner)

Sequencing   
(no nut runner)

Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-assy fixture 6
Unload motors 3
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins RH 7
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins LH 7
Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3
Push button to start machine 1
Load nuts to machine 3
Load motors to machine 4
Push motors forward to start cycle 2
Place cross bar on build pallet 3 39 33
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Adjust cotton reels 4
Move build pallet to assy hood 2
Load assy hood machine with push on fixes 4 25
Fold cushion mounting brackets 2 21
Insert rivets (2) 5
Fit adjuster bar to rails 3
Rivet adjuster bar (4) 14 24 22
Visual inspection 1
Place pallet on final inspection fixture 3
Lock track to fixture 1
Run track forward and backward -4 way 2
Adjust track to right position for deliver -4 way 1
Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4 16 16
TOT 104 104 92

Nut runner
Non-value adding
Transportation



 Apendix 18. Line balancing without nut runner   2(3)

Line balancing 6 way track without fire brackets

Work element sec

Sequencing 
(nut runner)

Sequencing   
(no nut runner)

Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-assy fixture 6
Unload motors 3
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins RH 7
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins LH 7
Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3
Push button to start machine 1
Load nuts to nut runner machine 3
Load motors to nut runner machine 4
Push motors forward to start cycle 2
Place cross bar on build pallet 3 39 33
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Fit traverse motor on to shaft 3
Apply Loctite to traverse motor and pre-fit to 15
Adjust cotton reels 4
Move build pallet to hood machine 2 35
Fold cushion mounting brackets 2 41
Insert rivets 5
Fit traverse motor bolt 8
Place track on friction clip station 3
Pre assemble friction clip inserts 7
Fit friction clip on track 4 27 27
Visual inspection 1
Place pallet on inspection fixture 3
Lock track to fixture 1
Connect wiring loom 3
Run track forward and backward -6 way 24
Adjust track to right position for deliver -6 way 1
Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4 41 41
Total work content 148 148 136

Nut runner
Non-value adding
Transportation



Appendix 18. Line balancing without nut runner   3(3)

Line balancing 6 way track with fire brackets

Work element sec
Sequencing 
(nut runner)

Sequencing   
(no nut runner)

Pick up and fit cross bar to pre-assy fixture 6
Unload motors 3
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins RH 7
Put lift motors on crossbar and insert pins LH 7
Fit cross bar to pin press fixture 3
Push button to start machine 1
Load nuts to nut runner machine 3
Load motors to nut runner machine 4
Push motors forward to start cycle 2
Place cross bar on build pallet 3 39
Fit cotton reels to cross bar 6 33
Pre-fit rail set to cross bar 9
Fit traverse motor on to shaft 3
Apply Loctite to traverse motor and pre-fit to rails 15
Adjust cotton reels 4
Move build pallet to hood machine 2
Fold cushion mounting brackets 2 41 35
Insert rivets 5
Fit traverse motor bolt 8
Place track on friction clip station 3
Pre assemble friction clip inserts 7
Fit friction clip on track 4
Fit fire bracket on track 9 36 36
Rivet fire bracket 22
Visual inspection 1
Place pallet on inspection fixture 3
Lock track to fixture 1
Connect wiring loom 3
Run track forward and backward -6 way 24
Adjust track to right position for deliver -6 way 1
Unlock track 1
Fit barcode 3
Move track to stillage 4
Run track and rivet firebracket at the same time -8 55 55
Total work content 179 171 159

Nut runner
Non-value adding
Transportation



Appendix 19. Layout DC 

 



Track number
Average demand 
per Futuris shift

Demand for 
two hours

Number of racks 
needed

AG106803 108 27 2
AG106827 108 27 2
AG110238 64 16 1
AG110239 64 16 1
AG106831 59 15 1
AG110237 43 11 1
AG111945 43 11 1
AG106829 30 7 s
AG106826 25 6 s
AG100019 24 6 s
AG106832 20 5 s
AG106830 19 5 s
AG106804 19 5 s
AG102416 12 3 s
AG100020 12 3 s
AG106828 10 2 s
AG106833 4 1 s
AG100021 2 0 s
AG100022 2 0 s

SUM 663 9+(2*6)s
s = special flow through shelves

Appendix 20. Safety stock for finished tracks



Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% WIP nr of wips
Station 1 Working % 99 100 100 1,1,2 4
Station 2 Working % 87 87 87
Station 3 Working % 77 77 78
Station 1 Blocked % 0 0 0
Station 2 Blocked % 3 3 3
Station 3 Blocked % 9 9 9
Final inspection Working % 61 61 61
Final inspection 2 Working % 61 61 61

% In System less than one hour 100 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 1760 1850 1940
Maximum Time in System (sec) 2931 3230 3529

Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 1,1,1 3
Station 1 Working % 99 99 100
Station 2 Working % 87 87 87
Station 3 Working % 77 77 78
Station 1 Blocked % 0 0 0
Station 2 Blocked % 4 4 4
Station 3 Blocked % 10 10 10
Final inspection Working % 61 61 61
Final inspection 2 Working % 61 61 61

% In System less than one hour 97 99 100
Average Time in System (sec) 1857 2008 2159
Maximum Time in System (sec) 3171 3552 3933

Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 1,2,3 6
Station 1 Working % 99 100 100
Station 2 Working % 87 87 87
Station 3 Working % 77 77 78
Station 1 Blocked % 0 0 0
Station 2 Blocked % 0 0 0
Station 3 Blocked % 7 7 7
Final inspection Working % 61 61 61
Final inspection 2 Working % 61 61 61

% In System less than one hour 100 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 1685 1744 1803
Maximum Time in System (sec) 2847 3032 3217

Simulation Object Performance Measure -95% Average 95% 1,2,5 8
Station 1 Working % 99 100 100
Station 2 Working % 87 87 87
Station 3 Working % 77 77 78
Station 1 Blocked % 0 0 0
Station 2 Blocked % 0 0 0
Station 3 Blocked % 3 3 3
Final inspection Working % 61 61 62
Final inspection 2 Working % 61 61 61

% In System less than one hour 100 100 100
Average Time in System (sec) 1684 1743 1803
Maximum Time in System (sec) 2846 3049 3253

Work Complete

Appendix 21. Simulation results for WIP buffers

Work Complete

Work Complete

Work Complete



Appendix 22. Relationship chart

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 Trolley with sequenced material for 4&6 way U U U U U A U A U I I

2 Max and min storage, flow trough O U E E U E U U U I

3 Max and min storage, shelves O U I I I I U I I

4 Nut runner machine O U U U U O A A

5 Station 1 O U U U U O A

6 Pin press O U U U U A

7 Station 2 O U U U A

8 Hood O U U A

9 Station 3 O U A

10 Final inspection/assembly of brackets O A

11 Rack for finished tracks O

12 Rework area

A Absolutely necessary

E Especially Important

I Important

O Ordinary

U Unimportant

Shared personnel

Material flow

Transport efficiency

Both shared personnel and material flow

Function



Space req.
1 Trolley with sequenced material for 4 & 6 way 2x1 m (3)
2 Max and min storage, flow trough 2.9x1.8
3 Max and min storage, shelves 2.6x0.6 m
4 Nut runner machine 5x4.5 m 
5 Station 1 1.3x0.8 m
6 Pin press 1.5x0.8 m
7 Station 2 1.5x1.2 m
8 Hood 1.5x1 m
9 Station 3 2.5x2.5 m
10 Final inspection/assembly of brackets 14x4 m
11 Rack for finished tracks 14x4 m
12 Rework area 5x3 m

Function

Appendix 23. Space requirements



Appendix 24. Activity relationship 

 
 

 
 

1 Trolley with sequenced material for 4 & 6 way 
2 Max and min storage, flow trough 
3 Max and min storage, shelves 
4 Nut runner machine 
5 Station 1 
6 Pin press 
7 Station 2 
8 Hood 
9 Station 3 
10 Final inspection/assembly of brackets 
11 Rack for finished tracks 
12 Rework area 

1 2 3 

4 

5 7 

6 

8 9 10

12

11

Absolutely necessary 
 
Especially important 
 
Important 



Appendix 25. Detailed layout 

 

 

Material 
 
Process 

1 

2 

3 4 5 

2 

13 

8 

14 

15 

13 
16 

17 

12

19 
18 

1. Shelf storage 
2. Flow trough storage  
3. Flow racks for finished tracks (high runners) 
4. Rolling conveyors for finished tracks (low runners) 
5. Accessory assembly (adjuster bars, electrical and fire brackets) 
6. Hood machine 
7. Rail and traverse motor fitment 
8. Final inspection, VE left hand 
9. Final inspection, VE right hand 
10. Final inspection, G8 
11. Final inspection, Mitsubishi right hand 
12. Final inspection, Mitsubishi left hand 
13. Sequencing trolleys with rails and cross bars 
14. Pin press 

  15. Pre assembly of cross bars 
 16. Buffer with rails for two way tracks 
  17. Nut runner 
   18. Buffer of traverse motors 
  19. Rework area 

6 

7 10 11 9 



Capital Cost Justification Appedix 26. Capital cost justification
All figures in thousand $AUD unless otherwise noted

Year
0 1 2 3 4 5

Investments
Buy new Hood machine 86
Flow racks FGI (9 pcs) 72
Final inspection fixtures (incl installation) (4 pcs) 60
Special rolling conveyors (6pcs) 30
Christmas tree trolleys for 2 way rails (6 pcs) 24
Upgrade new Hood machine w extra sensors & powered conv. 18
Material sequencing trolleys (5 pcs) 15
Trolleys for lift motors (modify 4, buy 4) 14
Barcode printers (4 pcs) 9
Screen & install. of trigger syst. in DC (incl wireless scanner) 6.5
Moving machines, fixtures, new electricity 5
Screen and installation of system to signal 2 way production 5
Extra flow through storage 1.5
Sum investments 346 0 0 0 0 0

Extra costs
Cost for extra tugger work 7 7 7 7 7
Sum annual costs 7 7 7 7 7

Financial benefits
3 operators less involved in track production (both shifts incl.) 180 180 180 180 180
Forklift removed 28 28 28 28 28
Reduced stockholding cost 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5
Floor space saved 21 21 21 21 21
Less scrap 2 2 2 2 2
Less rework 1 1 1 1 1
Sum income and savings 254.5 254.5 254.5 254.5 254.5

Non-Financial benefits
FIFO / Improved quality
Increased safety for end users
Improved ergonomics

Investments rest value 0

Cash flow -346.0 247.5 247.5 247.5 247.5 247.5
Sum cash flow (estimated pay-off time) -346.0 -98.5 149.0 396.5 644.0 891.5
Pay-off time -346.0 -130.8 56.4 219.1 360.6 483.7

Expected rate of return (%) 15 1 0.870 0.756 0.658 0.572 0.497
Net present value ($) 483.658 -346.000 215.217 187.146 162.735 141.509 123.051

Sum investments ($) 346.000 346.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Net present value/Sum investments 1.398

 



Appendix 27. Kanban card table  

 

Track 
number 

Spaces 
at Track 
FGI 
today 

Sequencing 
buffer 
spaces 

Kanban 
cards 
needed 
today 

Spaces 
after 
implemen-
tation 

Kanban 
cards after 
implemen-
tation 

No. of 
Kanban 
cards 
available 

Amount 
of cards 
taken 
away  

AG106803 8 2 10 6 8 10 2
AG106827 8 2 10 6 8 10 2
AG106831 4 1 5 4 5 5 0
AG106830 2 1 3 2 3 3 0
AG106829 4 1 5 2 3 4 1
AG106826 4 1 5 2 3 5 2
AG106832 2 1 3 2 3 2 -1
AG100019 2 1 3 2 3 2 -1
AG100020 2 1 3 2 3 3 0
AG106828 2 1 3 2 3 3 0
AG102416 2 1 3 2 3 2 -1
AG106833 2 1 3 2 3 3 0
AG106804 4 1 5 2 3 5 2
AG110238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AG110239 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AG100021 2 1 3 0 1 3 2
AG100022 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
AG110236 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AG110237 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AG111945 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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